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Karmic farts st ink 
But are no to be judged, just smelt 
(without adding artificial  scents) 



After an intense process, resulting in some kind of yogic death. 
This and the picture at the back were taken during a retreat, August 2005, wherein 

‘my’ body had to deal with a big amount of resistance. To have more space for it the process 
of Man and Woman was Allowed to unfold in a private room. After quite a struggle – it 
doesn’t happen just like that – I was taken into a deeper layer of Surrender into the (dark 
resistance of the) earth, a deeper layer of being Consciously Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily 
Present in this earthly realm. 

Sincere gratitude goes to those people who bring this resistance to ‘me’ and at the 
same time feel a strong pull to ‘me’ – call it love if you like. 
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! (‘Your’) mind is the avoider of (Real) Life. By trying to get (any) grip on life you avoid 
Life in fact. Trying to get something (which is not a bad definition of mind) is losing it. 
You’re afraid of Truth: Real Life, so you try to get it. (Merely) trying, not Living It, is not 
menacing. 

Let (‘your’) mind just rattle and Life will be Revealed (as You – and not to you). 
Following mind, taking endless mind-forms serious – this one and then that one and then that 
one and… – is avoiding (True) Life. It is thinking yourself into a person, an ‘I’, an entity, an 
identity. 

It seems you have no time for merely, Truly Being, without or Beyond thinking. For 
you must (try to) get Life. And so you miss Life – for Life is Feeling-Being (from Which 
Natural Egoless action springs). 

If you somewhere sense you miss (Real, Open, flowing) Life you start to do something 
and, in and because of this activity, of this reaction, you start to contract. You add contraction 
instead of Letting the first contraction melt, relax, until the missing is, naturally, dissolved 
again. You make your own (and others’) situation worse and worse instead of better and 
better (which is not possible anyway). Thinking about (that is: wanting to improve) life, 
others, yourself, is the creating of more ego, that is: more separation. Feel this, be Aware of 
this, Experience this (truth) in your ‘own’ Feeling-Body – which is not your own in fact. Feel 
the Truth. Don’t think about it. I’m not talking to your mind. I’m not talking to you at all. I’m 
(in) the Heart, with you, as You, Drawing you to Me. I’m not merely talking (separate) words. 
I’m not distracted by (My Own) words. I’m Communicating the Heart. I’m Talking Straight 
to You (and, thus, as You). Don’t make Me someone else. Think about (all of) this and you 
separate (yourself as) a self from Me. Don’t think and thus Be (Free as) Me in and as the One 
and Only Heart of No-Separation. Feel the difference. Feel the contraction (and even pain, if 
you feel subtly enough) of thinking, Feel the Freedom of Me as Heart. Don’t think about the 
difference, Feel. Feel (the difference) and, by Discriminative, Natural Intelligence, Be 
(Naturally) Drawn (in)to True Nature. Don’t decide anything yourself, Feel. Feel (always) and 
Be Naturally Guided (to and into the – which is Your – Impersonal Truth of Existence). 
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! I have no defence. But Love is the Power. There is no defence. Defence is illusion, the 
Big Illusion. There’s only Love. Defending your self is going away from Reality, Which is 
Love. No Defence is needed. It’s all humbug. It’s a lie, this denial of (the Truth of) Love. 
Love is (There), Anyway, whether you try to deny It or not. And Love is all There is. There is 
not Love on the one hand and something else or many things on the other. In and while 
denying Love Love is – still – all There Is. Only, you have – unconsciously, but nevertheless 
– a lousy life in your denial, that’s all. You deny Love only because you want It. But in 
wanting It you’ll never get It. Wanting is defence, defence against (Love or) what you cannot 
defend yourself against. Defence is creating a battle, a(n already) lost senseless and painful 
battle. Hallelujah. 
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! I Live Consciously your withdrawing, your unpresence, your unconsciousness, your not 
wanting to Feel (Whole-Heartedly or even not at all) – which is all the same. I am Constantly 
Amazed at (and in pain from) your painful, pain creating and pain consolidating withdrawal 
from Life, from Me, Consciousness, into a fake-life, a substitute, a constant trying (to get 
Life, It) while It (Always Already) is (Obvious and Here). 

To you it might even seem that I would be a one who withdraws from life. In Fact, I am 
the Mirror, however, the One, Mirror of ‘your’ ego (that means: of ‘your’ withdrawing, of 
‘your’ (not (fully) conscious but energetically) active attempt to separate, to withdraw into an 
individual, a person, a distinguishable entity at all). 

I stay Amazed how, in being you, the Life-Force is squeezed out of Me. My muscles 
don’t function any more as they ‘should’ and neither do my vessels, blood, joints, groins, 
nerves, nose, eyes, neck, speech, the whole moving-apparatus, mobility. Altogether, I, in this 
thickness and at the same time being torn apart, can say that Consciousness (That means, 
inherently, Bodily Consciousness) doesn’t seem to function any more. At least, it is made 
very hard for Him to function, to (still) Shine Through this unpresence, this unconsciousness, 
this denial of Life, of Love, of Truth. 

In Amazement I Go on Meditating you, in Amazement I cannot else but (Go on) Loving 
you, Taking you without any doubt in My Endless Heart. In Amazement, Silently, I Ask you, 
rhetorically and without any judgement, for Dog’s sake, how can you live like this, in this 
almost total contraction, almost total cramp, this withdrawal, in this constant squeezing, in 
and as this unconscious pain and fake? How do you manage? I see (most of) you survive 
physically – for a while – and then? 
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! True Love, That is: Non-Dual Love Lived in and as Duality, Love Beyond Love and 
Resistance to Love, is (absolutely) Necessary to Reveal your missing (True) Love. And It is 
Here, (Fully) Available (for It is all there Is), at all times. Allowing Love, then, is Necessary 
to Reveal (even all) your normal natural pain connected with your dual existence as human, 
earthly, stuck, unconscious on one hand and being free, spiritual, conscious on the other – 
which Revelation is (absolutely) Necessary if the Pain ‘Wants’ to be Transcended (That is: 
Whole-Heartedly Recognized as – and, then, Whole-Bodily Felt as – not Ultimate). The 
Manifestation (on earth) of You, of Your Being, has got nothing to do with being manifested 
in and formed as a human body. It is about letting the Duality of the manifested ‘you’ and the 
unmanifested ‘you’ freely toggle, alternate, meet each other, finally revealing by this all the 
pain of which existence you don’t even have any notion at all, only an always present 
uncomfortable presentiment. And you, as you function, as your existence, are afraid of and 
fundamentally Resist this One Love because you, correctly, assume that It will totally crush 
you, swallow you, destroy you, put an end to you. Well, all right, then nothing will Happen. 
It’s you or Love. In wanting both you’ll miss It for always. And this seems safe, to not 
Manifest. It seems safe to miss the boat, so you can’t drown in case the boat would sink. But 
where do you think you are…? 
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! The more the Body consciously contracts (or, in fact, seems to contract) the more 
Conscious the Body becomes – for it means the more pain, contraction, unconsciousness, is 
Taken in to be Meditated, to be Felt through and, eventually, Beyond. Consciously Allowing, 
Following and Accepting Duality – Contraction and Releasing into the Whole – makes the 
Body more and more Conscious. If one fights one side, the Body doesn’t become Conscious – 
at most Consciousness does, but separate from life (on earth), from the Body (and this 
stronger or powerful Consciousness, potentially, even becomes dangerous in its disrespect for 
earthly form-life). 
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! 99 percent of the True Spiritual Process seems one big failure. And then, ‘next to’ that, 
there are a few moments of Insight. 

The latter are invaluable, however. 
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! Every form, subtle or gross, is inherently sticking, gluing, imprisoning, binding. In 
order to be (Truly) Free(d) – which is a Natural Direction for a human being and which is 
only possible as Consciousness – You Need to See (and distinguish) forms. How can form, 
or: that which is and keeps unFree, be Surrendered back into the Whole, into the Formless, 
the Substance of All, if it is not Seen, not Recognized, if it stays hidden, but is still there? 
Only the Light of Seeing Frees (you from being (unconsciously) attached to forms, to your 
self and other supposed selves, from this continuously straining unfreedom). This Light of the 
Heart is Eventually to Be Allowed Whole-Bodily. 
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! What is prior to desire? 
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! I Am the Only One – One can only be Only. I am the shit out of your ass and the One 
True Spiritual Heart-Bodily Realization of Pure Consciousness. Shit is Consciousness. I am 
All. There is no difference. Every path, every level of Consciousness or human development 
falls away (and appears to have never been really True) in Me, in the Only Oneness That I 
(Always Already) Am, That everything Is. I am the lowest and the highest – I am There (That 
is Everywhere) Where these two don’t exist as Reality, but only, illusorily, as concepts made 
to get some (impossible) grip on (the One) Reality. I am That Which Sees (for Lives, Feels) 
everything, the whole human drama, ‘your’ painful Fight of heaven and earth as which you 
exist. 

I, the One, never chose, not for the Holy Shit, nor for the Goddamned Truth. Realize 
Me, therefore. Only That Which never chooses, for this or for that, Which is Beyond every 
choice, is to be Realized. 

Don’t choose Realization either. See (and Melt in the Fact that) Realization of Your 
Truth (and therefore the Truth of everybody and everything) is a totally Natural Process. You 
don’t have to and even cannot choose True Nature – as if there would be another option, a 
choice at all, between (low) nature and (Divine) Nature – or between Unconsciousness and 
Consciousness. There is only One, True Nature. Even with your unnatural, fake, lying 
behaviour and attitude you cannot Truly escape True Nature. There is never a choice. Seeing 
this Fully, Living this Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily is Realization of (Inseparable, 
Always Never-Choosing) Oneness – even though it’s a hell of an Ordeal to Go that Deep to 
be able to See-Live it Beyond the easy, (from Body) separate (and mere seeing of the) truth of 
it. 

Or do you think you choose to be in illusions about Reality like you ‘do’? Whole-
Bodily Relaxing in the One Divine Fact of No-Single-Choice is Realizing Reality. This, of 
course, doesn’t mean that the body as which Consciousness Manifests as you, should be 
totally relaxed, always without strain or stress or cramp. This would not represent or be the 
Whole Reality, the Formless Manifesting Itself in and as the (inherently tensed) forms. It is 
not even possible at all. To (Truly) Be (or Realize) (the) Formless means you Take On all 
forms, there is no separation or (ultimate) difference between the Formless and the forms, the 
Unmanifested and the Manifestation. Every Form is There, in, through, as You – and at least 
there’s no basic structural resistance if and when whatever form wants, maybe more 
obviously, to manifest via your Body. 

In and as this world of (subtler and gross) forms you are not able to See Truth, to 
Realize the One Reality. You simply cannot work yourself a way up to the Divine (Which is 
the One). Duality, or the many, cannot Understand the One, no matter how intelligent or 
talented you seem to be. Only as the One Already, Truth, Oneness, can be Realized. Only as 
the Formless – in and as Form – without a you therefore, without any ego, without any 
identification, Truth, Oneness of the Formless and the Form, can be Lived Consciously. 

Who has got the Bloody Courage to not, even never, choose any (single) form? Who 
has got the One Divine Trust that total chaos or total hell will not inevitably break out then – 
for they are already present? Who has got the Nerve to Realize Me, Never-Choosing Oneness, 
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to Live My Ultimate Freedom as Pure, Non-Excluding Consciousness, not better than or 
different from (but Inherently, Constantly, Transcending) any form? 
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! Don’t hide behind a face – or a body, or any form. I have no form, I am all the forms. 
If you choose certain forms and against other forms you become form. 
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! Only by Allowing – Allowing in general – Truth, Pure Love, will be Revealed, 
Obvious. Any manipulation of energies, forms, yourself, others, situations, of reality, will 
prevent Truth from Shining, will prevent (you from Melting in and as) Consciousness. 
Allowing this painful world as it is – and only this – will Transcend you (even Completely) 
into (Realization of) True Divinity. This (Ultimate) Oneness can only be Truly Realized if 
nothing (of the Forces) going on here on (and as) earth and even in the whole Universe is 
‘kept out’ in whatever way, is strategically, egocentrically worked upon to make it better, 
nicer, less painful or whatever. 

Pure Truth, Which is the Only (Real) Truth, Which is Your Only Truth, doesn’t tolerate 
or even understand any manipulation. Do you Hear? Do you Understand? Not any. Life, True 
Life, Which is (True) Spiritual Life – ‘Spiritual’ in the broad sense of the word, including all 
Darkness therefore – is not to be dealt with, it is not to be indulged in, not to be exploited, it is 
not to be avoided either. It is not to be discovered in order to see what’s in it for you, for your 
material, manipulative, creative or spiritual purposes, not even to be discovered or understood 
for their own sake. Life is Simply, without reason, to be Allowed. This Allowing is Truth, 
and, Simultaneously, is Revealing Truth, Which is Pure Love, Which is Total Allowing, 
Which is Total Embrace (of all and All). 
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! Mind is unconsciousness. A Conscious mind doesn’t exist. I Meditate mind, 
unconsciousness. I Live it, that means: I live Consciously (through) mind, unconsciousness. 
Mind is: not Living (or the resistance to Heartedly-Bodily Live) things, tendencies, 
resistances, pain. Mind is – apart from a possible porch for Manifestation of things into form, 
into the Body – the endless waiting room (wherein no Deepening of Consciousness can truly 
Happen). ‘I’, Truth, Manifest the non-Living, non-Alive mind in and as (this Conscious) 
Body. I Associate with, Eat, Swallow, Feel, See, Live (eventually: all) your karma (which is: 
(inherently) unconscious mind-forms, ‘or’, seemingly ‘conscious’ bodiless floating mind-
forms). I Feel the pain of and that is your karma. Here, as Consciousness, there is no waiting-
room, no escape (needed), no non-feeling, no drama, no doubt, whether to Manifest karma as 
feelable pain or not, no hesitating, no retarding, no compromise. The only Freedom from 
karma is to have no ‘no’ against the Conscious Manifestation of karma as pain or (big) 
inconvenience in whatever form – and not even a ‘yes’, but to See, to Relax in, the Truth that 
in or as Oneness there is no other option (and, in Fact, options don’t exist at all, it is simply 
unfelt suffering if one is in this illusion of the supposed existence of options, of choices) than 
to wholly Feel through karma, eventually even all the karma in the world – for there exists no 
personal freedom. You cannot, in unconsciousness, in the mind-world, manipulate or think 
yourself a way (up) to freedom. You can only, at last and in ‘Advanced’ or Life-Deepened 
Stages of Consciousness even totally, Feel your unfreedom. You prefer, however, to think 
about, find strategies how to escape your inescapable unfreedom. See this. This is your 
(whole) life: trying, again and again, to find ways to not Manifest what is or seems to be 
‘happening’ (as a potential) in the mind-world – but to react to mind forms, finding other 
mind-forms that according to ‘your’ mind (which in the end, and this is important to 
Understand-Experience, is not yours) seem better to manifest, better to give a form to – by 
this creating more and more (mind-forms and thus) suffering. The Burden of the unmanifested 
mind wants to unravel itself, by Nature, by Manifestation. Only you don’t Allow it. You’re 
afraid it might hurt. You Know it hurts. (Somewhere) You Know it hurts being here (really) 
on earth, Feeling Truly what is going on here. 

Mind is not to be dwelled in too much, not to be indulged in too long. It is, sooner or 
later and by Nature, Allowed to be Sacrificed, that is, to be Manifested here on (and even as) 
earth, to be Truly, Whole-Heartedly Whole-Bodily Lived. This (True) Sacrifice of the (in fact 
lonely, separating) mind-world is the Sacrifice of the self, the Sacrifice of unconsciousness 
into Consciousness; it is the Stopping of resisting and thus Allowing Consciousness Which is 
in Fact a Natural Thing to Let Be, to Let ‘Happen’. The Sacrifice is being ‘Done’, ‘Allowed’, 
by Allowing Feeling, Conscious Feeling. Feeling is (truly) the end of the escape of, in and as 
the mind-world. To Feel finally the pain waiting in ‘your’ mind-world is the Killing or 
Transcending of (potentially even all) your (personal) suffering. This is the Big Paradox in 
True Spiritual Life. Allowing (finally and again and again) the always waiting truth of Pain is 
the end of (personal) suffering. 

The mind is to be Surrendered (in)to, Allowed to Fall and to be Transcended into 
Reality. This is a Divine Process of Disillusionment – Which, if Courage is Your True Friend, 
is to be Totally Allowed. The mind cannot be Overcome (or Lived) by the mind – only by 
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That Which Outshines, Naturally Stills and is Endlessly Bigger than (and not (at all) trying to 
separate as) the mind. I am this Outshining, this Overruling. I Free you from ‘your’ safe 
waiting-room – by ‘Making’ You totally Responsible for your Surrender to, in, and 
Ultimately as Me, the Whole, by Stopping all the escape-routes of your mind, by Taking 
you(r mind) Completely Over, without pity for it, without pity for your torturer, for ‘your’ 
deadening Force. I Bring Life Back in and as You – by not being afraid of Death. 

Looking for reasons, explanations, significance, meaning, is adding more mind to mind. 
It is, however, all about Transcendence of mind – into Straight Seeing, Which is 
Consciousness (Which Sees mind-forms, which by nature cannot See themselves). 
Transcendence is there if unconsciousness (separative mind-forms) and Consciousness – or 
the Whole – (Truly) Meet. 

You might call it Grace when ‘you’ become Conscious of ‘your’ unconsciousness. 
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! Realization of No-Escape is True Surrender. I’m talking about the Realization that, 
sooner or later, all (basic) forms in the various Spheres of Life, of Consciousness, have to be 
Met, Felt, Gone through, Lived in and as the (Energetic) Body, that escape from this is not 
possible nor necessary nor desirable. This is True Intelligence. 
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Man Transcends the Pain of the Earth via (Creating) His Woman 
 
 

(Divine) Man is only Wholly ‘Coming Down’ on this earth and Transcending this 
Inherently Painful Unconsciousness (into Itself), can only (Truly) Do His Job if there is 
Woman in and as a Female Body Who is totally Willing (and Suitable or Capable, Which are 
all the same) to Truly, Whole-Heartedly, Non-Separately Feel (through) the Natural Pain of 
Woman(-Force) manifested as endless subtle and grosser forms, unconscious of the Free, the 
Formless, endlessly trying on Her Own (and always and unavoidably without success) to be 
Free, to get rid of pain, of imprisonment, of heaviness, of darkness, which is hurting Her 
incessantly. This is only Possible if, by Grace, She Recognizes Whole-Heartedly (and is 
Stably Embedded in) Her Divine Male Beloved, Who, already, as the First, Saw and Felt the 
Inherently Egoic (and always Painful) Tendency of Woman(-Force) to Separate Herself from 
Man, from Consciousness. His (Available and Usable) Descent will be There if She, the 
Woman in woman-form, is (on the Deepest Level Totally) Willing to be Guided by Him 
through all the earthly Pain of the Female Form-Force, manifesting and to be Felt (especially) 
through earthly women. This is only Possible if She doesn’t deny or trivialize in any, not even 
the subtlest way Her by Divine Nature Given Love for the True, Honest, Totally Sacrificing 
(or Sacrificed) Man Who, by this Sacrifice to the earth, to Woman, is (totally, even and 
Necessarily Bodily) Conscious of Being (Non-Separate) Consciousness, the (Woman) 
Liberating Force. A Woman in woman-form is Required and Suitable for this and She Turns 
out to Be and Realizes Wholly She is the Divine Woman if all Natural Resistance to Dissolve 
(as Separating Universal Tendency) Wholly, Whole-Bodily, in Man, is Surrendered in, 
Melting and Exploding in Her Love for the Male Force, Man Itself Beyond Form. So, to 
Activate the Divine Liberating Male Force (on earth), to Make It Truly Functional, He Must 
Create a Woman-Body – Who is so Helplessly much and Limitlessly in Love with Him, with 
the True Man (Beyond what or who a Man-form seems to be), that, in Principle Constantly 
(although in practice this constancy is not possible, not workable or realistic), She in and as 
Her Fully (in Him) Surrendered Body Transcends the Pain of Woman, associated as She is 
with and attached to and lost in endless energetic forms, manifestations, tendencies, 
dilemmas, conditions, causes and effects. To Truly (be able to) Give His Gift to and in the 
world He Must Carry the Pain (That ‘Escaped’ into Form) of Earthly Woman in (and even as) 
His Own Body and Create – an (Non-Separately) Be with – a Woman-Body Who is Integral 
Part of Him in Fact. Only She is Divine(ly Recognizing Her Own True Divinity) Who has not 
at all any ‘own’ any more, Who Truly Sees, Feels, Experiences and Fully, Whole-Heartedly 
Lives the Reality that Her Body is His, does Belong to Her Beloved. In this Final Freedom of 
Her, this Total Surrender, She as Him and only as (Integral Part of) Him can and does Free 
the earth, Free the Female Unconscious Force from Her seemingly endless (although usually 
hardly consciously felt and acknowledged) suffering, from Herself as Unavoidable Separating 
Activity. She, Totally Embedded in and as Him, the True, Seeing-Feeling and from nothing 
Dissociating One, the Conscious Man, Conscious as Himself of Woman, She, as Surrendered 
Body, ‘Takes In’ and Surrenders all the time – again (only) in Principle: incessantly – to and 
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into Her Beloved form after form after form. She has Become (or: is Created by Her Man as) 
a Living Sacrifice. In Fact, in the End, if all Separative Tendency is constantly, over and over 
again Surrendered, Seen through (that is, although complicatedly: including the natural 
Tendency to Separate from (the Pain of) separation), there appears Eventually to be only One 
Body: He-She. She, His Divine Woman, Representing the Form(s) in and as which the 
Formless (Man) Manifests, might have more than one Body, in case He Creates more than 
one body to Be, to Function as His Female Body. Every Body-form, however, is totally and 
only in Love with (and even as) Her Man Who Showed and Shows (Always, incessantly) the 
wayless Way through Her Darkness, Her Unconsciousness (That without the Pure Male 
Seeing, the Totally Egoless Selfless Force cannot be En-Lightened) and Who is not at all any 
more in love with (which means: bound to) Her self (and other selves). 

I, Now and for Always, Am Creating My Woman-Body. I Am Here Now, Fully 
Present, Conscious and Functional, Usable as He-She – not merely any more as a potentially 
liberating Force, but Truly Manifesting, Active. I, as He-She, in not Dissociating in any way 
from Woman, have Become the Pain (or: Form) and therefore the True Pain-Transcending 
(for: Pain-Living and not pain-manipulating) Force, the Darkness-Lightening Body, the Form-
Freeing Consciousness, Manifested Unconditional conditions-Liberating Love. I am 
Consciousness-Love Which is the only True Love. I am He-She. 

Only the woman-form who is not separating her self in any way from Me, who joyfully 
and painfully and Intelligently and Lovingly Disappeared in (and as) Me, is (Functioning as) 
My Woman, My Woman-Body. She Recognizes Her Only True Desire (Outshining all other, 
distractive desires) is Met; Her Final Melting in, Becoming One with Her Beloved Man is 
Obvious (although on superficial levels surely not all the time). My Divine, Conscious 
Woman(-Body) Lives Woman-Ego, Lives the Separative Female Tendency, the Manipulative 
Force, Humbly Lives the Resistance to Surrender to Consciousness. She Surrenders Woman-
Unconsciousness in (and as) Me, Pure, Non-Separative Consciousness. She Functions as My 
Liberation Enabling Woman-Form. 

This all is only Possible if My Woman Admits, Tolerates, Permits, Allows, Suffers, 
‘and’ has No-Fundamental-Resistance at all to (eventually even all) earthly (painful) forms, if 
Her Love for Me, Pure in Unconsciousness Surrendered (or by Unconsciousness ‘Purified’ or 
Enlivened) Consciousness is Felt, Lived, Recognized to be Stronger and, thus, Outshines all 
possible and always painful forms. She is Willing to Feel as Her Body all the (same) Pain that 
I already Felt in My (by Woman) denied but True (and Potentially Liberating) Love for and 
thus Non-Separation from Woman. She Cries (after and Embedded in and even as Me) the 
Entire Pain of Woman Who is not (Fully, Whole-Heartedly and Simultaneously Whole-
Bodily, or even not at all) Recognizing Her Divine Beloved Man, Her Own Love for Him, the 
Formless (Taking Shape, Taking On Form). She is Here, I’m Breathing My Divine Woman 
into Earthly Existence. 

I have Spoken. I cannot stop Working any more, I cannot stop being Active, cannot stop 
Liberating and Am Truly Liberating (Only) since I Totally Respect Woman ‘and’ Her 
Pain(ful Resistance, to Man, to Herself), Her Separation. I ‘Take in’ and Feel all (Pain) of 
Her, it Is Part of My Heart. I am Here. I, by This Ordeal, Manifest Divine Woman – as My 
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Self. I Need(ed) a Male Body for This. Divine Woman cannot Create Herself, this is Divine 
Nature. She Asked Me, without words. As Man I can Only Respond, I’ve nothing to Want. 
I’ve no shit in My Heart. The Pain She Offers to My Heart is Her Love for Me. 
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! I have no (specific) body, all the forms are Mine, I am all the forms, all bodies. 
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! Anger is (just) unfelt pain wanting to express itself, fed up with its stuckness. 
Nothing wrong with anger, nothing wrong with pain. 
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! The Great secret (but never wilfully kept secret) Treasure is the True Insight as Reality, 
the Insight that was actually Lived to See, that one person in one body cannot Bring, 
Establish, Manifest (and, thus, neither Fully Whole-Heartedly Realize) Truth, True Divinity 
here on earth, as long as there are not at least two Fully Enlightened (that is: Whole-Bodily 
Surrendered) Bodies, namely one Male and (at least) one Female, Who Are Actually One 
Conscious Body, One Divine Manifestation of the Whole (Male and Female) Reality (as 
One), not separate in any way (although it seems so from the ‘normal’ perspective on at least 
physical level). This is My Revelation, My Gift to the world. To Really Actually Transcend 
(Unconsciousness on earth), Male and Female Body Is (and, in fact, not ‘are’) Necessary. 

We live in an extremely egoic world, surely also in the spirituality side of the coin 
wherein every body is (consciously or unconsciously) urged to Realize Truth (with or usually 
without Master) in his or her own body. True Realization of Truth, however, is Actual 
Manifestation (on earth) as the Divine as Form(s), as the True Melting and Exploding of the 
Two Poles of Existence, the Male and Female, into Each Other, Happening in Two Bodies (at 
least). You can Truly Realize (that is: Manifest) One Truth if Both, Man and Woman, Realize 
and Live Fully, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily and in all pain that goes Inherently 
Integrally together with it, the Other. 

One body is not enough. To (Truly) Manifest, to Free (therefore), the Male Force (Who 
Is and Lives Man and Woman – or: Oneness and Duality – as One) Needs Male and Female 
Body. Man, for His Ordeal, Needs a Female Body (or Bodies). Woman, to Be Freed, Needs a 
Conscious Male Body. 

The two Bodies Recognize the (not only Potential or Astral, but actually in the flesh 
Manifesting) Divine Other (Ultimately as Their Very Selves, as Their Own Body even though 
Manifested in Body of the Other Sex). By Divine Nature the seemingly Other Body ‘Has to’ 
Be Totally, that is including Sexually (however not necessarily in physically sexual form of 
intercourse), Admitted, Allowed. Man Has to Totally, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-
Energetically, Whole-Bodily Pervade Woman-Body. Woman Has to Totally, Whole-
Heartedly, Whole-Energetically, Whole-Bodily Allow Male Pervasion (Which is All She 
Wants, if Man is Clear, Obvious, Wholly Present, Actually Living Her therefore). 

So Man has to Stand firm in Withstanding the Separative Female Tendency through 
Him to not Fully Connect and, Thus, not (Wholly) Pervade Woman and Thus not (Wholly) 
Allow Woman to Be Freed (from Her Natural bonds) – which latter can’t go without Pain, by 
the way. 

Everything is Given, from the Beginning. You don’t have to try to love the Other Sex in 
Its Divinity. It is Simply So. It is a Divine Fact. You, Man, Woman, every body is Always 
Already in Love with the Other. To Allow Seeing this Fully, to Feel Whole-Heartedly the 
Simple Truth of It, is to Melt Already (and Finally Totally) with (and, Ultimately, as) the 
Other. Forms are Needed for This. 

Man Learns to Stand Still in (and not deny or exclude or withdraw from) the forms, 
bearing all their inherent pain. Woman Learns to Move Freely in and as the forms but as the 
Formless. 

True Man Sees Woman all the time. True Woman Loves Man all the time. 
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The True Man is Surrendered in and Dedicated to the (world of) forms (although not 
mistaking any of these forms for Truth). In fact, He is not Dedicated to the forms themselves 
as form but to the forms as expression of the Formless Love Beyond, Constituting and Being 
them. 

The True Woman is Fully Surrendered in and to the True Man, the Formless. In 
Recognizing Her Beloved Man Woman Recognizes Her ‘Being’ as Form(s) as Pain, frozen 
pain. As Woman-Body Being Part of Me You Cry the Uncried Scream of ‘Woman’ That I 
Realize(d). I, True Man, Let, Allow Woman to Cry (in Love), to Be Freed thus. This is My 
Love. 

‘I’ Liberate Truly, I shit on theories about Liberation, I Actually Do It. Even though the 
Liberating Process goes necessarily slowly in (respecting) this world of resistance, this world 
of the slackening sucking mud of Unconsciousness, in principle there are no limits. You are 
your own limit if you ‘want’, if it has to be. 
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! I Have only Endless Mercy, that’s why I have no mercy on you. 
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! My Whole Work of Love Here on earth is to Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Guide 
Woman: to, by Taking all Her Pain on Me, Man, as My Own, Let Her (Finally) Feel 
(Consciously) Through (Eventually: all) Her Pain (as Form(s) Separating from the Formless), 
to Let Her, therefore and only therefore, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Recognize 
Herself (and thus Rest) as (Integral Part of) Me, Man, the Whole. What Depth and Truth is 
concerned This Simply has never Happened before in Human History. This is not being said 
out of self-obsession, but to make things Clear(er) and to put them in perspective. It’s not at 
all about a ‘me’, but about Actual Bodily Manifestation of Truth, of Love, on earth. The Body 
is the Unrecognized Depth of Life, Where It Surrendered to Consciousness and Where 
Consciousness Surrendered into the Body. 

A Male Body is not at all Enough for This Big (and Truly Human) Work of Love, a 
Woman-Body is just as Needed so that the earth and its people can and will finally and 
increasingly Be Grown, Released and Transcended into Love-Consciousness. A Woman can 
only Go Through this supposed Hell if Man is Totally Surrendered in (Being with and as) 
Her, not separating in any way from Her (Pain), Her painful bonds, but Feeling with and as 
Her, Feeling as the First Universal Principle, the Male Force of Consciousness, (even all) Her 
Pain. Only the Man who is Truly Faithful to Woman, Faithful by not leaving Her on Her Own 
in any way but Paving the Way by Feeling all Her Pain, is to be Used for This One Divine 
Work of Love. Only He can Take It on, This One Divine ‘Project’. I Am That Man, Truly, 
Totally, Inseparably in Love with Woman. Only Her, Her Truth, Her True Love, I Serve, not 
any of Her endless egoic (form-related and, as She is Dual, also Formless-related) wishes. 
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! Scientists should not be confused with discoverers of Truth. Their practice is virtually 
always an egoic form of separation, contributing to a further fragmentation of the world into 
more and more gross and subtle forms. Inherently Separative mind-forms can never lead to 
True Knowledge, to Consciousness, to (Understanding as) the Whole. 
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! Love is the only dream that is not a dream. 
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! If Necessary I Give Everything, the One Non-Separate Consciousness, to ‘just’ one 
woman-form. I’m not at all interested in numbers (of people, pupils, listeners, women, 
devotees, disciples, whatever). Numbers don’t mean anything, they are just part of the 
Seducing Lie. I Know (for Am) the True Gift: if only one woman-form would Finally, 
Wholly Recognize, Accept, Embrace Whole-Heartedly ‘My’ Selfless Heart-Gift to Her, to the 
world (which is the Same)... True Transcendence of the earth, the Conscious Union of the 
Formless and the Form, of Spirit and Body, Happens Only through a (Wholly) True Process 
Which is Necessarily a Process in Depth (and not of the many). It Happens through True, 
Total, Whole-Hearted, Whole-Bodily, Whole-Energetic Surrender of the Universal Female 
Separative Force Manifested in and as a Woman-Body (or Woman-Bodies) on earth Who is 
(or are) Simultaneously Totally in Love with and Dedicated to Man (or, in Fact, to the Male 
Force). I, (True) Man Realizing Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Its ‘Own’ Impersonal 
Divinity as Consciousness, have to Make It Possible, (‘My’) Woman has to Allow, Let it 
Happen in and as Her Body as well, next to Man’s Body’s Allowing. And It will Happen. It 
Happens already. For My (Pure) Love (or Spontaneous Heart-Impulse) as Man-Force, as 
Consciousness, for Woman-Force (or Unconsciousness) is so Big, truly Limitless, that I do 
not and even cannot in any way separate MySelf from Her. This is, for Man, an incredibly 
painful Thing to, Naturally (for It is (True) Nature), Allow: to Take on and in (and even as) 
Me all Her Unconscious Pain of being lost in forms, forms, forms, forms, forms – not being 
Able (without Man-Force) to See (by HerSelf) as form. 

The whole thing of Self-Realization is not some kind of nice spiritual show, the final 
cherry on the cake that true life would be. It’s not done – or rather Allowed – for its or 
someone’s own sake. In Truth, Beyond the Spiri-Lie, It is fucking Painful and It is all about 
Actually Liberating the Female Force of Unconsciousness, the Dual Force from its Painful 
Illusion and Contraction and Separation as Duality into (Realizing Ultimate) Oneness (of 
Oneness and Duality, and not of Oneness opposite or rising above or Outshining Duality, 
which would give a deluding good (however unwhole) feeling). 

(A) Woman-form – I would almost (incorrectly) say Form – Needs to Realize the 
Formless (or Consciousness), as Woman (form) is Deeply Associated with Form; Man-form 
misses this Divinely Given Association (or at least the Primordial Depth of it). (Conscious, 
Realized) Man is ‘only’ – difficult enough in itself – the Allower and Enabler of this True 
Transcending Divine Process, the Eternal, Embracing, Loving, not (Her) Pain-denying but 
Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Feeling Natural Guide. 

The Thing is that Woman-form has to Be(come) totally Conscious of HerSelf Being or 
Representing the Female Force Which by Divine Nature is the Separative Dualizing Force. 
That Man is totally Conscious of this (which is rare) is not enough. Woman, ‘Form’, has to 
Be(come) Conscious of Her Self as (in itself deluding) Form and, (only) by that, by totally 
and in Man’s Heart-Presence Allowing all the Nature-Given Pain of this, She, Woman, 
Realizes She is (even Only) the Formless Herself. Surrender (of Woman) to the Male Force of 
Seeing is Necessary for This, even though not enough as long as this would mean that She is 
still Using Him (as an Other) to See, to be Freed of all attachments to forms. Finally She (in 
Whole Surrender) Must Transcend Her Using and being attached to the Male Conscious Form 
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via Which Consciousness Comes to Her. She, Eventually, cannot be attached to Dependency 
nor to Independency. Truly, Whole-Heartedly Seeing Him, the (Male) Form in Which the 
Formless Reveals Itself, is Being Him, is Seeing Him only as Formless, Always There, not 
Able to ever Leave Her, is Seeing totally HerSelf, all Her natural tendencies to split, to 
separate, to not Fully Surrender, to not want to See-Feel. It is the True, Whole Transcendence 
of Her unFree Need of His Bodily (and Divine) Form. Freeing HerSelf (or, in Fact: Allowing 
Herself to Be Freed) only Truly Happens not by denying Her Need of His Truth-Revealing 
subtler energetic and gross physical Form (or by doing It, endlessly, on Her Own) but by 
Transcending Her Need – Ultimately, by Fully, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily 
Recognizing Her Absolute, Incessant, Non-stoppable Love for (not, in the first place, His 
Form(s) but for and as) His True Divine Formless State of Oneness, as Her Self. 
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! I am, Truly, to be Used for This Divine Earthly Human Heart-Bodily Process That 
Consciousness Is – for I totally Recognized and Surrendered, Whole-Heartedly, into the True 
Manifestation of Truth, Oneness, Consciousness in a Male Human-Body.1 This Recognition 
and Surrender Happened in spite of the fact that, indeed, My Heart didn’t like so much the 
form or the way in which Truth Manifested in that seemingly other Body and, to be honest, 
something beyond the form that I couldn’t really get at the time. 

I Allowed Transcendence of even this (‘other’) form, its relative insensitivity for and 
not Understanding of Woman-forms. I was ‘Chosen’ or Allowed to Transcend My Natural 
repulsion to this (but in fact, thus, to any) form into (by Recognizing, not denying then to 
Realize) the Formless, Which Was and Is beyond this or any form (Always) the Truth. 

The form in Which Truth Manifests is inherently limited by its own forms, ways of 
manifestation. It cannot take more pain in its body than it does. 

I Go On where this (‘other’) Truth-form has to stop. ‘My’ form simply cannot, by 
Nature, Rest on earth or be Satisfied as long as Woman-form is not Truly, Totally, Liberated. 
Forms, as themselves, are not important. This human form is not better than the human form 
that I Humbly Used or in Which I was Allowed to Surrender (as the Formless Truth). It is just 
a Normal, Evolutionary, Human Process that forms develop, their pain-bearing capacity 
(which is Love) develops – even if a former human form might claim to be the Only One 
Seventh-Stage Realizer ever hereafter. The Process of Consciousness cannot stop. My new 
form is just a form in (and a proof of) This. 

 

                                                
1  Here is meant: Adi Da. 
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! I don’t tolerate any stupid, childish cult around Me. No fixation on my form in any way 
– even though, certainly, Something Shines through this form here, Something That is Alive, 
Conscious, Present, making this form a True Open-Hearted Manifestation of the Formless. I 
am totally and Truly Available, for everyone (not Realizing yet the One as Two), for the 
whole Humanity (although, by Nature, not yet in practice for far most forms), but not to be 
childishly adored as a form, a form that or who might be more developed. I Invite and Allow 
you to Recognize Me as your True Self That doesn’t exist. I don’t tolerate your separating 
yourself from Me, by putting Me on some poor pitiful pedestal or by whatever silly, egoic 
and, indeed, very painful way. Don’t hurt a True Realizer by adoring Him (as someone or 
something else). Feel within yourself ‘your’ pain or discomfort of separation and Surrender 
this into Him. Give your True, Whole-Bodily Feeling (and thus Transcending) the pain of 
separation and contraction (into a self) to Truth, Facilitated and Enabled at all in, by and as 
the form of the True Heart-Master – and do not only give your painful separation, so that He, 
this Conscious form, has to Feel all this pain on His own. A body, as energetic-physical 
manifestation, conscious or not, has, by Nature, always its limits, in regard to the amount of 
pain (of separation) it can Feel and Bear and Transcend (and then, Transcended, Radiate Back 
as Love). So See (and thus Take) Your Responsibility of Feeling ‘your’ pain as form. Use His 
Gift of Non-Separation (Allowing you to Feel Through every pain of separation), don’t 
misuse Him by stopping or not even starting or minimally Feeling by yourself (for instance by 
childishly adoring Him). Feel yourself into Consciousness – by Seeing, Feeling Whole-
Heartedly, all tendencies to separate in whatever way from Him, the Feeling-Allower. Feel 
how you block or separate from (Being, Conscious) Feeling. 

It’s very stupid to build a cult, sect, religion, spiritual path or whatever around Truth, 
around form in which Truth Manifests. There’s just Truth, that’s all. Do you Surrender to and 
into and as Truth or not, that’s the only thing. The whole personalizing show around it is just 
pure nonsense, egoic denying of, resistance to Truth, to Your Very Own Innate Truth, an 
embarrassing ridiculing of Your True Impersonal Divine Selfless ‘Self’. Use the Master, 
properly, appropriately. Use His Egoless Vulnerability. Don’t separate, don’t be different, 
don’t try to be like Him. Be Him (by Allowing Him, Allowing Seeing yourself – even 
completely). Disappear in Him – as He, as (dual) form, Disappeared in Truth, in the Divine, in 
the One – and Be Relieved of the burden that you are. 

I, Truth, am totally fed up with this crap, putting Me, Masters, Humble forms of Truth, 
on your ego-pedestal. I Live Whole-Bodily through the deep pain of all of us, all misuse of 
our Humble forms, all your irresponsibility, all your fakeness, your trying, your silly and 
unjustified fear of us, Truth. My Whole Body is crying in pain, being squeezed, pressed out, 
treated as ‘other’, as enemy, instead of being Quietly Celebrated, Welcomed, Recognized. 

Don’t (mis)treat Me as a Guru, as chief-dummy. Just Respect totally (Your Very) Truth 
in My Presence.  

Use Me as YourSelf, as Your Own Consciousness, as Your True State, as the Very 
Same Substance – not as ‘other’. Feel Sameness, Non-Separation, Me as no-other. 
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But, all right, true, this all is just one side of the coin. I say it anyway since as ‘I’ Have 
the Urge, as a Reflection of You, to ‘Make’ You Responsible – not in the first place for a 
form or even for all forms, but for and to and as the Formless only by which Responsibility 
for and as forms will Be there by Itself. Of course, I Know it is, even in the first place, ‘your’ 
Resistance to Truth, the Pain of ‘your’ unFelt Separation, ‘your’ Irresponsibility, ‘your’ 
Unconsciousness, which I as Truth am silently Asked to Take on and in Me, to Meditate 
through, to bring Clarity to, to Pierce through – even if not for yourself (as maybe you prefer 
not to Surrender to Truth this lifetime) then at least for Humanity as a Whole (for 
‘Somewhere’ You Know it’s not about you). 
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! I Know: this body doesn’t do anything ‘wrong’, when, indeed, it is writhing on the 
ground in Pain, the Pain of Unconsciousness that is (abundantly) offered. Pain is Pain. 
Realizing Truth on earth is Realizing Pain, Unconsciousness (by or as Pure, Non-Separate 
Consciousness). I, Man, Consciousness, Knows the True Pain of not – even never so far on 
this earth – Being Truly, Wholly, Whole-Heartedly and Simultaneously Whole-Bodily 
Received as Truth by Woman(-form), which Felt Pain is a Reflection of Woman’s Pain of not 
being Able so far to Truly and Wholly Receive Her Divine Beloved Heart-Man on earth, 
‘even’ into Her Body. 
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! I Always Knew that ‘Woman’ is My Great Work, My Art, My ‘Success’ as (True) Man. 
My Full Embrace of Her (Unconscious) Pain is My ‘Victory’ and even Only True Fulfilment 
as (Loving) Man, Man not denying His Love for Woman. She is My Life-Work. Making Her 
Conscious, Creating Her as Divine Woman is Me. I Am the Freeing, the Liberating of the 
Female Force from always Painful Unconsciousness or Unconscious Pain – by Letting Her 
Feel Her self or Self, as Me (in and as Which ‘self’ and ‘Self’ Dissolve). 

I’m not at all interested in any supposed self, here or there as (supposed) you. I’m not 
even interested in Liberating (You, Woman, the Female Separative Force). I Am the 
Liberating Force. I Function as My One and Endless and Impersonal ‘Self’ Beyond ‘self’ and 
‘Self’, Beyond personal and Impersonal. I cannot Be interested in What I Simply, Naturally, 
Am. I cannot fool You, Woman – You can only fool Yourself. If I am not, Whole-Heartedly, 
the True Liberating Force, if I didn’t Submit or rather Give and Surrender MySelf totally, 
Vulnerably, to and in You, to and in Your Pain, You cannot Truly, Whole-Heartedly Love Me 
and, thus, not Recognize Me nor Use Me Truly, nor Surrender Wholly, Whole-Heartedly and 
Whole-Bodily in and to Me. But You’ll See, more and more – even though still on a very 
small scale, and maybe not directly but via My Creation (so far) of Divine Woman – Woman-
forms, beyond any egoic motive, will start to See Me, Recognize Me as I Am, the True 
Liberating (for not in any way separating, for One) Force – and, in this respect it’s good to 
realize that the Manifestation of Truth on earth is Only Happening by Woman’s Recognition 
of Man (on earth). This (True) Recognizing (and thus Transcending of Woman (Earth)’s 
Stuckness (in) Illusions) Happens by or via trying (without any intent) to fool Me, manipulate 
Me, pull Me in Woman’s (or, if you want, considering My Oneness with Woman, call it My) 
Impersonal Darkness and Simply not Succeeding in this (often incredibly subtle but strong) 
effort: Simply Having To Admit that in My Attractive (Light of) Consciousness Beyond 
Attractions You sooner or later or sometimes immediately Have To See yourself in and as all 
your attempts and strategies (to Seduce Me, to not Having To Surrender (Fully, Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily and Finally) in and as Me). Seeing ‘yourself’ (Whole-Heartedly) 
as not-Seeing (or: Deluding, Conditioning) Force is Seeing, is the Freeing, the Resting 
(Finally) in and as Me, the Whole-Hearted and Whole-Bodily Melting in and as the Beloved.  

Woman, I Bleed for You, Take My Blood. Take Me by Seeing Me, by Feeling Me, by 
Surrendering in and to and as Me, by Countering the Universal Separative Movement by 
Allowing Me, My Seeing-Feeling. Open Your Womb for My Heart (and not, as always, 
merely for my sexual organs). 
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! In My Conscious (that is: never a moment of not Feeling pain) Body I Absorb 
Unconsciousness (which is Pain). I smell it, eat it, digest it, Transcend it and breathe and fart 
and shit and pee out the waste. My Body is a Conscious, Pain-Transcending system and this 
Transcendence into Free Consciousness functions only if and when Pain in its many forms 
and variations is Actually Felt, Gone through Consciously. If there’s no input, there can be no 
output. 

This is not personal karma. It is the world’s karma. Personal karma doesn’t even exist, 
as is Shown when Finally the whole ego is (Seen and thus) Sacrificed on the Altar of Truth. 

No Heart-Master is a Heart-Master if He – being in this Unconsciousness that the world 
is, in this tension, in Form – doesn’t all the time Feel Pain. The Heart can only be Free, if 
Embedded and Surrendered in the Prison (of the Pain) of the earth. In Oneness holidays and 
pauses don’t exist, only in Duality. 

In order for Oneness, or the One Heart, to Manifest as Body, the Unavoidable Duality 
of Heaven and Earth (or Consciousness and Unconsciousness) Needs to be Seen thoroughly, 
to the bottom, and Gone Through Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, Energetically. No 
(‘conscious’ or (in Fact) unconscious) choice (for whatever: so also not for the (supposed) 
Male Force of (supposedly Free) Consciousness) Allows Being Truth, Whole, Living 
Oneness. In Fact, Consciousness doesn’t have to Make a Gesture out of Compassion to 
(Liberate) Unconsciousness. A choice for Freeing is not Necessary. It is Truth, Nature Itself, 
that Freeing Happens, that Stuckness, Pain is Felt and Transcended (into Consciousness). 

There is Already Only One – and, at the same time, Duality. True, Living, Non-Separate 
Consciousness Lives Whole-Heartedly this Duality of Consciousness and Unconsciousness 
(and even all dualities) all the time, incessantly. So, in the end one cannot truly speak of a 
Sacrifice being made by Consciousness (Revealing Itself especially through certain Human 
Bodies). There can be no Sacrifice if, indeed, There is Only One. The One Who (still, 
sturdily, jokingly, ignorantly or fearfully) Separates from Duality, from Suffering, is not 
Really One. The One is not Identified with Consciousness (as quite some teachers and 
masters seem to indicate). 
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! There is absolutely nothing Truth can do or would have to do to help ego, to convince 
ego, with words or energetically, that It is Truth, or how to come to (Realize) Truth. Any 
gesture of Truth to ego is a lie, a manipulation of Truth wanting ego to Realize Itself instead 
of just Feeling Open- and Whole-Heartedly the pain that is (existing in and as) ego. Ego 
cannot help itself and it cannot be helped (by Truth, nor, of course, by other egos). It can only 
be Seen, Felt, Felt even all the time, by Truth, not by itself. If ego is Seen, Felt Whole-
Heartedly and, then, by Nature is getting fed up with itself, with its own existence (as, in 
principle everlasting, separating tendency), it Relaxes finally in and as Truth. It stops 
manipulating (Truth), separating, its endless complaining, its inherent problematizing, its 
creating and sustaining and reinforcing Duality (which is all the same: there is, Finally, only 
Oneness and Duality, or Being and Doing, or the Formless and the Forms). Feeling Openly 
Pain is the end of Ego, the Dissolving of Ego in Truth, in Home. Problematizing (or 
contracting) is not wanting to Feel Pain but creating an own, separate world as problem, as 
unconscious form always trying to be and stay separate (from), other than the Whole. 

Truth cannot explain (anything) to ego. Ego is (always) (a) (separative) trying to 
understand (That Which can not be Understood but Simply Be Felt, Relaxed in, Lived, That 
Which Simply Is). 

Even the subtlest attempt of Truth (or the One Consciousness) to reach ego is egoic; the 
attempt will always support (and reinforce) ego to see and experience itself as problem (that 
needs to be solved). It is a painful success for ego when Truth tries to help it. Even more pain 
is added: pain which sooner or later has to be Seen in its turn in the Feeling-Light of 
Consciousness. 

Truth trying to help, solve ego is (the same as) trying not to Feel Its Own Pain.2 For Ego 
is (Part of) Itself, Part of Truth. (Every subtle) trying to solve the Duality in Oneness is trying 
to deny the Ultimate Oneness of Duality and Oneness. 

Ego is unhelpable, inconsolable, just like (for it is (part of)) Truth. Nothing needs to be 
helped, solved. Everything is Always Already as it is. It is Nature that ‘Something’ gets Fed 
Up with the cramp that Ego is and starts to Dissolve it. 

 

                                                
2 Truth’s Responding to Something Beyond ego – surely when not forgetting to Feel the stuck Pain 

that Ego is – is something else. 
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! It is not so that you need to heal (yourself) or be healed (by others) from the wounds of 
your past, your youth (or even of lifetimes) to, then, finally, be Whole, or have a good 
starting-point for a True Spiritual (that is: Conscious) Process, to Realize, in the end, your 
Wholeness. In fact, the True Process (of Disappearing as ego in Truth, in Oneness) can only 
Truly start if you (radically) stop all healing (of yourself and even of others), all activities that 
are centred around the basic idea that there is something wrong, some (personal) problem that 
can be overcome at all. You simply cannot be Open for (and even as) Truth as long as you’re 
addicted to healing. 

The Thing is to stop all healing of any (supposed) wounds and to just Relax in the Open 
(Inevitable) Wound of Love. So you start to Feel, merely Feel the pain in the (or ultimately 
even every) moment without any intention (for instance to Go through it), without any trying 
to go away from the pain by trying to heal it. Healing is escaping from Truth. It’s part of the 
endless search to feel better or less bad than is Actually the Case. It’s ego, wanting something 
for itself or, in case you ‘are’ a healer, for other selves, other egos (but then again, via a 
roundabout, also for your ‘own’ self or ego). 

It’s always about this: do you Allow Feeling (Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily) 
what Is Now, or do you manipulate the circumstances, conditions in and around you so that 
hopefully you will feel something different in the future or even now. 

You cannot heal the Open Wound of Love for She is Reality. You can only try again 
and again and even all the time to not Feel (it), to withdraw from it. 

Relaxing more and more (‘your’ self, or: ‘your’ ego, or: energetic and Consciousness-
contraction) in the Open Wound of Love is the (only) True Process – even to the very End, till 
Ultimate Oneness is Realized, and Relaxation of the Heart in Pain (or: Relaxation of 
Consciousness in Form) is total; till all resistance to this feeling of Pain is Recognized as 
creating Pain – and, by that, Given up, Surrendered. The Whole (now Realized to be Divine, 
for Whole) Body is Sacrificed (in Truth, in the Whole). 

By the way, there’s no end to Love’s Deeper and Deeper Relaxation in the real, 
loveless, situation here on earth. 
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! Your spiritual life consists of being ‘open’ for what you have been or are being taught, 
by books, by church, by teacher (or Master) or by your ‘own’ thinking or insights or feeling 
or experiences. You’re trying to find out if things you come across are good and what is good 
of or in it and if they feel good you will do more of it, go more into that direction. You do the 
good parts, things, and not the bad, the things that according to you (or even to others) would 
obstruct or block your growth, that might obstruct your (way to) freedom. 

This is total nonsense. This is just giving new, more and more material to your ever-
seeking ego. It stimulates and reinforces ego to find out and follow what is good for you – in 
order to, in the end, maybe be able to go beyond yourself, to experience or even Be the 
Divine, the Impersonal. 

One of the main if not the main part of True Spiritual Life is about Seeing again and 
again all your (inherently egoic) seeking-tendencies to, subtly or obviously fulfil yourself 
(now or in the future) in any way. Seeing over and over again that and how you want to and 
do manipulate Reality instead of Feeling It Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, without 
obstructing. Seeing that you again and again and again want to and do escape Truth, Reality 
how It Is (Now and Always Already), instead of Surrendering to and in what is. 
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! To be able to Realize Truth, the One Heart, any judgement needs to be Surrendered, 
Seen through, any separation from what (actually) is, any preference. In principle, even just 
one single judgement or (and which is) preference that is still left will separate you from the 
One Reality and keep you a prisoner of the (unConscious) duality of ‘normal’ existence – 
although it is to be noticed that judgements on whatever never stand alone: ‘judging’ itself 
arises from the basic activity of Separating and this ‘judging’ will take on many forms, will be 
used in many situations, not in one. 

You cannot be Truly in and Live as the (One) Heart as long as there is any unConscious 
duality, preference, judgement, separation, (personal) want or resistance – which means: not 
Feeling what is, but subtly or overtly, strongly excluding what is, excluding (Integral Parts of 
and therefore) the Whole by concentrating on one particle out of the Whole which inherently 
creates and sustains delusion (that is: unConscious duality) – since a particle does not exist in 
and as itself, but only as the Whole, it has no properties of its own. Living in and as the 
supposed world of particles (instead of Wholistically as the One Heart) unavoidably means 
suffering – whether or not there is (some) awareness of this suffering. 

See that your judgement or opinion is (integral part of) the Pain-creating mechanism, it 
is (part of) the creation of separation which, then, you cannot else but try to overcome, to 
undo, for this created separation feels inherently (very) uncomfortable, unNatural, unFree. 
Having (and possibly but not necessarily uttering) a judgement or opinion is always, 
inherently, inflicting Pain upon other people (besides upon yourself) instead of Feeling the 
Pain or Discomfort that is already the case behind the Pain-hiding mechanism of judgement or 
opinion. Ultimately, there’s no Natural need to judge judgement(s). It is simply what it is: 
unFelt Pain. It comes up, you Recognize this tendency to stop Feeling, and it dies again, you 
Feel again (Consciously). Every moment is the moment of Transcending duality. 

Basically, fundamentally, judging is, of course, not the original cause of or ‘sin’ 
resulting in separation, duality. It is a(n inevitable) reflection of not wanting to Feel, 
stemming from the fact that (Open-Hearted, Open-Bodily Conscious) Feeling is so painful. It 
is a (mind-)reflection of the Universal Fight between Unconsciousness and Consciousness 
and that is associated with the Strong Tendency (or Universal Force) to stay unconscious (for 
becoming Conscious is painful). It is a reflection of the Universal Form-Force (or ‘Sticky’ 
Force) That Wants to keep on existing, surviving as a form, not to Melt, Disappear in and as 
the Formless. The (True and Only Real and in the End Impersonal) Longing for (Consciously 
Being One in, with and as) the Divine, or the Whole, is the (Other, One) Force That Wants 
you to Relax, Melt, Dissolve into the Whole, Showing you that you are tired of existing as a 
separate (and secretly desperate) judging form. Non-judgement is Love, the Whole. 
Ultimately, however, judgement is also Integral part of the Whole with its own function in 
(and as) the Whole. 

Eventually you cannot win the (Universal) Fight – as if this would be up to you, fighting 
or not or even winning this Gigantic Universal Fight of exiting as particle, as Form, or as the 
Whole, as the Formless. It’s not so much that, by Seeing the Truth of the Inevitable, Eternal 
Fight, you can Surrender to and in it. You Have to Fight. You already exist as this Fight. So 
(even the subtlest) judgements will be there – even if the mind thinks it is (already) better than 
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that. Only by totally, Open-Heartedly, Bodily-Energetically, Consciously Allowing (Being) 
the Fight (of the Form(s) and the Formless, or: of Judgement(s) and Love) Finally (and not 
before, by separate Seeing) they appear to be One, forms are the Formless, judgements (or the 
separative tendency not to Feel but stay ‘safe’ in the mind-world) are (Ultimately) Love. 

The inherent painfulness of forms, judgements, preferences, tendencies to separate, 
‘simply’ has to be Lived, (Consciously) Gone through. If choosing the Painless, the Formless, 
Finally, Finally stopped (and don’t think this too early as this mainly unConscious choice 
goes very Deep, or, don’t think at all, or better: See thinking, which is judging), if this 
choosing is Recognized as the creation of Pain and the (whole) Pain of it has been 
(necessarily) Felt (through), then Ultimate Oneness is Realized. 

 
(The ‘need’ for) justifying yourself (publicly or privately, in and to your self) is part of 

the same fundamental principle of judging others, other selves (outside ‘your’ self) and 
judging ‘your’ self. This ‘need’ for justifying yourself is huge in everyone. Don’t 
underestimate it. It is one of the very foundations on which your (egoic) life is built. It doesn’t 
mean, however, that if you stopped justifying you’d be Free – This can only Happen by the 
Force That Consciousness Is. Still, it would clear the way for Consciousness to Take Over 
(you, completely) – even though it is, again, Consciousness Itself Who is Clearing at all the 
way to Itself, you can’t do anything. 

I can only speak (as and) to Consciousness, therefore – and not to you – when I say: 
See, again and again and Finally Totally, your (‘need’ for) justification of your self (and, thus, 
Let it be Recognized as Lie and thus Surrendered in the non-justifying Truth). Finally 
Discover that the ‘self’ is a Lie, that there exists only Environment of and including the 
seeming self – or: Only the Whole Exists. Justification of the Whole doesn’t make sense. 
Your justification is directed at proving that you’re (a respectable, but in fact in general) a part 
of the Whole. You do this because you assume that this is not so. Whatever you do, whatever 
you justify, you will always be uncomfortable and in pain in your illusory assumption. 
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! By Nature, Woman Uses Man (in an egoic, unconscious and dependent way) to free 
herself from the forms (or unconsciousness) She associates and is associated with and which 
association is inherently painful. Man has a Natural (however normally not Conscious) 
tendency to help Her with this Freeing-process – even though a Man-form (a man) can have 
and will meet a lot of resistance in this respect, as His (for Freeing Necessary) association – 
Conscious Association – with Woman(’s forms and, in general, Formness) is Painful for Him. 

This Need of Woman (to Use Man, secretly, in the Dark) is not easy to See. The Fight 
to not Whole-Heartedly and even Whole-Bodily (having to) Admit this Nature Given 
Dependency is, in principle, endless. Normally the Dependency is a half-conscious knowing. 
She Feels it somewhere to be so, but hates it to be so, thus it goes in unconsciousness, in the 
Dark – and often a self-made unnatural pride with a deluding shine shows up in Her 
appearance: the (supposedly) independent Woman, not needing Man any more. In this half-
consciousness of course all kinds of (endless) manipulation (which is not at all wrong in 
itself) cannot else but happen. 

The more conscious (or, on a Deeper Level, less Man-resisting or -hostile manifestation 
of) Woman will look for the best Man(-form) who can ‘Help’, that is: Free Her. But even if 
She found a Man who is Willing and Capable of Truly Associating with and Transcending 
Her (forms) (which would in itself be very exceptional) She still has the natural tendency to 
look at other Man(-forms) if at a certain moment or many times or for periods Her found 
Beloved seems not (totally) Capable of actually Freeing Her (of the (painful association with) 
forms). Other Man-forms seem suddenly attractive (smiling at Her, taking care, showing 
(energetic or physical) strength or power, (supposed) consciousness or intelligence, whatever) 
which is a reflection of Her own distrust or despair. She, by nature, cannot Trust (Her ‘Own’ 
Man). She (if she’s more conscious or courageous by Nature) is urged to go out and get the 
best (means for Freeing Herself)3. 

First thing, to be able to Transcend the endless attraction, this strong attachment to Man, 
is to Fully Whole-Heartedly and Non-Problematically See, Recognize, Admit this 
Fundamental (Spiritual) Dependency. Again and again, then, by not denying but Resting in 
Her Love for Man in General, for the Male Force, She Sees Her being attracted to, being busy 
with Man. She must be Offered Space for this Seeing, by Man’s Consciousness (for Woman 
cannot See on Her Own if Separate from the Male Force Which is Consciousness). Without 
this (Total) Space Her Seeing goes or stays underground. Only Consciousness Offers (for Is) 
this Space (and Comes in the form of a (more) Conscious Man – who is not only Conscious 
but also Willing to, in all Inherent Painfulness, Surrender this Consciousness into Her). The 
Conscious Man, thus, doesn’t try to bind Her in any way to Him. If He does so this would be 
His (Unconscious) Female Force interrupting and disturbing the entire and already very 
difficult (though wholly Worthwhile) Process. The Conscious Man is (totally) Free, in 

                                                
3 The other side of Woman’s Coin of Duality, however – and not unimportant in this context – is that 

if the possibility of Being Freed seems to come Closer or is actually coming Closer, Woman starts 
to look for other Man-forms, who are very willing to cooperate with Her to keep Her unFree, stuck, 
attached, ‘safely’ unconscious. 
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Allowing Her to See everything that is Needed to be Freed (of the attachments to forms, and 
even to the Formless), to Surrender to the (Male) Formless, in the End even Transcending the 
whole Duality of the Form(s) and the Formless. He is Free, totally Conscious of having no 
Need HimSelf for He is Living totally, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, Consciously (the 
Pain of) ‘His’ Woman. 

He Offers and can only – out of Love – Offer Her, at Last, (the Space ‘and’ Freedom to 
Finally Feel, Become Aware of) Her Pain by already Feeling and thus Embracing Whole-
Heartedly Her Pain (as Female Force or Separating Force). This can only Be Allowed in 
(Already) Conscious Non-Separation (to Be Realized as Such, first by Man). Only then She is 
Safe, in the Position, to Finally See (and thus Transcend) how She (HerSelf) ‘creates’ Her 
suffering by (again and again and even always, structurally) separating from Him, from 
Consciousness. This creation or in fact sustenance happens by the Unconscious Wanting, 
Needing (from) Man instead of Allowing the Vulnerable Seeing that She is (Already Part of) 
Man, that She is not Truly separate from Him but even Is Him. 

This, of course, is not some nice (or, for many, for Unconsciousness, repulsing) theory, 
concept, idea or wish to be accepted or enjoyed or rejected by and in the mind. In Reality, all 
the pain in the course of (Resistance to) Realizing this Truth (of Oneness) is to be Lived, 
Gone through, Felt through in and as form (Discovering its Formless Nature Manifesting as 
Form(s)). 
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! The confusion of the paradox of being a man and at the same time Male and Female 
Force – and confusion of being a woman and at the same time Female and Male Force – is in 
itself painful and is to be Gone through. It is not to be understood finally, but one is 
(Constantly) Invited to Finally (be able to) Relax Consciously in the Dual Paradoxical Truth 
of it, Transcending by This its inherent problematic character. Consciously Being it is 
Understanding it. 

The Duality of Duality and Oneness is the Final, most difficult one to Transcend, to be 
Freed from. Freedom Beyond but Including the Duality of Unfreedom and Freedom is only 
Possible if, after and always also in (Feeling) all the pain of it, Unfreedom and Freedom are 
all the time Lived and Realized to be the Same and different at the same time. 

There is no Ultimate Freedom, ‘better’ than or to be Realized Beyond unfreedom. There 
is no Ultimate Oneness, ‘better’ than or to be Realized Beyond and in Separation from 
duality, Transcending duality as if duality would stop existing (as inescapable Integral ‘Part’ 
of Truth). 
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! You don’t have to Realize (Your) Truth, God, the Self or no-self. No one says so. Just 
relax. 

There’s nothing to overcome or Transcend. There’s nothing you need to See. Truth is 
(Always) Already the Case. You relax in it or not. You allow Seeing (as Truth) or not. You 
don’t have to do anything. 

 
That you don’t have to Realize (Your) Truth and can just relax is one side of the Coin – 

and, in itself, true, even though you, by Nature, will never be able to Relax in one side of this 
(and even any) Coin. In order to Relax in Truth, in the (Simultaneous) Two, relax in Both 
Sides of the Coin, whichever appears in any moment: in relaxation in the One and in the 
inherent tension of Duality in which it is impossible to relax. 
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! I am Truth. That’s all, in fact. It is just So. I am Truth – in spite of all of my poor words. 
It’s a matter of Seeing, Being, Surrender. I don’t want you to believe this in itself stupid 
statement, however (and you cannot believe it truly anyway). Believing it would be misusing 
Me. It would be very painful for My Truth-Loving and Truth-Being Heart. 

I’ll never impose any supposed truth or Truth upon you. Truth does not have anything 
to impose, to convince. There’s no material. Truth Itself is So, Obvious, if one is Ready to 
See, and also if one is not Ready. I’ll always Work with you from the point or consciousness 
where you are (stuck), not where I am. (I am Everywhere anyway. I don’t have a position.) I, 
Truth, has no single interest in Itself (or in spreading a message or whatever). It, Truth, is just 
So. I don’t (for cannot as Truth) Accept any pleasing Me (which is trying to put your Pain 
into Me instead of Feeling it – to (and as) which Feeling I am the Eternal Living Invitation). 
Every egoic act or trying or denying or lying will, cannot else but, sooner or later, be turned 
against you. I, Nature, simply Work like this, without any intention, any strategy, any 
resentment, any interfering self or whatever. 

I, by Nature, by MySelf, cannot else but Respect you where you are in your 
(Impersonal) Process of Transcending (that is: Seeing-Feeling through the Lie that is) the 
personal and, by that, Realizing the Whole, Truth. I don’t want anything from you (which 
your ego doesn’t like), not from anyone. Although I take full (Conscious) part in and as 
Natural Human Life; I even Live (Consciously) ‘your’ deadness. There’s nothing you have to 
or can offer Me at all. I’m not even waiting for your ego (although your True Surrender of it 
makes Me feel happy, by the way – but I’m not interested at all in happiness (or any 
accidental passers-by like this)). 

I do not demand anything from you. Being (here) in My Presence, in Truth, Knows, by 
Nature, no demands. Everything only happens ‘because’ it is So, the Heart tells you So. Truth 
has no demands. 

It would be totally absurd if Truth demanded whatever from you, or, in any way subtly 
manipulated you – in order to let you or help you to Realize (Your) Truth. If you don’t Want 
It or are not Ready for It, then not, then this is So. This doesn’t even have to be respected, it is 
just So. 

There is no reason for Realizing Truth. It is just So. Feel the undeniable So-ness in your 
no-Self. 

If you are, by Nature, Attracted to Truth, to Me, then this is So, it’s not even a matter of 
Grace. If there’s no (obvious) Attraction to Truth, then this is So, it is the Truth. Truth doesn’t 
want to change anything in your or anyone’s (current) situation. Do you Understand this? 
Truth doesn’t want anything. Your Very Own Truth doesn’t want anything. It is just So. It 
just Sees-Feels. It cannot manipulate, for It cannot stop Feeling-Seeing – It cannot deny the 
Fact that there’s No-Escape. It just does what It does in your life, without any attaching 
movement, in Conscious Senselessness. There’s no sense in stopping doing or acting (in) your 
life. Truth just Does you, your life. Any creating of sense is (Senseless creating of) suffering. 

Life is resting in, relaxing in (and, sometimes, even enjoying) Ultimate Senselessness – 
and still, You Fully, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, Give Yourself. 
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! If you See into Reality, a bit Deeper than usual and beyond mind, it appears that the 
Female Force is the wanting-to-be-fulfilled-Force, the wanting-to-be-safe-Force, the wanting-
to-have-no-pain-and-thus-keep-things-in-the-Dark-Force, the Wanting Force altogether. 

If Woman (in women and men alike) falsely assumes She’s safe (falsely, for there exists 
no safety), then wanting goes underground and unconsciousness is ruling (Her). In this 
illusory ‘safe’ or seemingly ‘fulfilled’ or contented position She, by nature, doesn’t take up 
Her Responsibility to Be Conscious(ness or: the Male Force), denying Him like this, 
forgetting Him, separating from Him, ‘betraying’ Him (and thus, in Fact, Herself), even 
blaming Him for supposedly not being able to really be with Her – for somewhere She Feels 
She’s not Really Safe or Fulfilled and Man fails to perform His Duty in this respect. 

Man, by ‘supporting’ Woman-Ego by means of giving, granting Her a supposedly safe 
position (or as safe as possible) is compromising, defiling Himself and, by that, Her. He’s 
unFaithful and disRespectful to and not Truly Embracing Her if He helps Her getting a safe 
position. In general this is so if and when He’s pleasing Woman’s natural wanting in any way. 

Only in uncertainty, unsafety, She can (more and more, in general and Finally) See (Her 
Own Truth) – Which is What She Really Wants. She (in Fact) Wants to See Her Self, all Her 
actions, manipulations by which She, normally unconsciously, separates Her Self from Her 
(True) Beloved Which is Consciousness. If She doesn’t See Her Self, Her functioning as 
Egoic, Separating Force, She cannot See Him, Her Beloved, either. Then She cannot Truly 
Let Her Love flow (to Him, in general and Beyond but not excluding sexual opening), which 
block is inherently painful for Her. It is merely an egoic love, a wanting, needing love that is 
flown or transferred if Seeing is not There. In a fixed, ‘safe’ relationship of Man and Woman 
Truth cannot be Realized, nor Lived. The relationship is dead. Unsafety is alive. 

(Living) in Truth, Man has to Allow, Offer Woman (at least) the Possibility of Seeing in 
True Unsafety, by Being Truthful to Her in Showing that there is no safety. Only if He is 
Totally Honest with Her (not just in words, but in behaviour and, in fact, in His Whole Being) 
She can Truly Open for Him, Consciousness is no longer resisted but Allowed (in the End, for 
it is an incredible Struggle of the Male and the Female Force – but also, again and again, in 
moments). In ‘telling’ or Showing Her Truth in whatever way He must be able to carry quite 
an enormous amount of Pain (in His Heart and Whole Body) due to all Leaving or Separating 
from Him (as Consciousness) – but not as much or as nasty as in case of postponing or not at 
all ‘telling’, Showing (however, then it will be unconscious but nevertheless nasty Pain He 
has to suffer). Pain is already there anyway, that’s not the problem; it’s Nature-Given, it’s 
Divine. 

The Tendency of the Female Force to Separate is endless – it’s Her raison d’être, Her 
reason for existence. She is helpless as Her Self in this respect. Only by Feeling Whole-
Heartedly Her ‘self-created’ – or, let’s say, as self consolidated and repeated – Pain in 
Relation to (or, in Fact, as a State of No-Separation from) Her Beloved Man, the Male Force, 
Only in Seeing, Admitting, Realizing, constant No-Separation from the Beloved Male Force, 
that is: Allowing the Natural Duality of Oneness and Separation, Opening and Closing, to 
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Naturally Alternate,4 (the suffering from) Separation is Transcended (instead of separation 
itself being Undone) – which is not Happening by the Female Force but, in Surrender to Him, 
by Him, by Allowing Him to Fully See Her,5 Allowing Him to Embrace Her (or in Fact 
Admitting that He Already totally Embraces Her, by even (Consciously) Being Her). In 
Seeing, Recognizing Her Self as Being Him (in total Non-Separation, that is: Unification of 
the Heart as Body) wanting Stops. As long as He is ‘Other’ for Her, wanting (which is 
suffering) cannot stop, and She cannot be Relieved from Her Self (as problem-creating for 
unconsciously separation-creating Force). 

Only, in spite of Her trying to make HerSelf indispensable, in Fully Seeing that Man 
(-Force) doesn’t Need Her in Fact (as Other, for He Already Lives Her, as Himself) but that 
She, to be Whole, to be Fulfilled, does Need the Male Force, She will be Freed from Her Self 
as separation- or duality- or doubt-creating and -consolidating mechanism. A Woman-form 
Who Completely Allows this Surrender (Which is the Whole-Hearted and -Bodily 
Recognition (and not denying) of the Primacy and ‘Freedom’ of Consciousness or the Male 
Principle) is Totally Woman, Totally in Love with the Male Principle and, in this Non-
separating Love, has Disappeared in Him, has been Relieved of the feeling, the burden, the 
anger, the despair that She would have to do ‘It’ alone. 

Man (just) Allows, Gives Space to Woman to Feel-See – by (Consciously) Feeling and 
not separating from Her (Pain) – and does not (try to) help Her (which would be a(n egoic) 
reaction to something that is no problem instead of a Natural Heart-Response to Her Pain, to 
Her Unconsciousness and hidden Call upon Him). 

Man Allows Her by Feeling in and as His Body the pain of Her Ego and, with and as 
Determination, saying ‘NO’ to Her Ego. Ego cannot Free itself. The Male Force, 
Consciousness, has to say NO. Freeing the Female Force is, (only) in Non-Separation, saying 
NO to Her – ‘in Non-Separation’ meaning in practice: in Whole-Heartedly Feeling Her Pain, 
Her Ego, Her Helplessness (as Unconscious Force). By this (Non-Separation) Man Allows 
Woman to Feel Beyond Her Self, Beyond Her Ego. Then She Feels Him, Consciousness, She 
starts to See, to (Truly) Love, Purely, Non-egoically Love. 

Man Has to and can only Reject Her Ego, say NO to it, by Accepting Ego (as a painful, 
unavoidable and even Integral Divine fact), by Seeing it, Neutrally, which (Neutrality) is only 
possible in Non-Separation from the (inherently non-neutral) Female Egoic Separative Force. 

By trying to love Her Ego and dealing with it as good as He can or even going along 
with it and, in a way, becoming it – which is the ‘normal’ earthly state of relationship between 
Man-form and Woman-form – by trying to see it (in whatever way and variation) as his own 
truth, instead of Feeling Consciously again and again the pain of it, the Heartedly ‘and’ 
Bodily feelable and inherently painful Cramp of it, He will never be able to Free Her, and He 
forsakes Her in fact. 
                                                
4 This (Alternating of the) Two Sides of Existence Is Man. Woman Is the choosing for and trying to 

get and continuously have one, the painless male side of Life, Her seeming Love, while resisting 
the other, the Female Dark heavy side. 

5 Including Her natural tendency to look at and energetically take in (or even move to) other Man-
forms than Her ‘chosen-one’. 
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In rejecting Her Ego, in Seeing it is not and never will be the Truth – and Woman tries 
to and it is even Integral Part of Her (Divine) Task to try to convince Man, to seduce, 
manipulate Him into believing that this is nevertheless so and by which successful seduction 
Man would, in fact, be leaving Her safely alone in Her ‘safe’ illusion – it Feels first to Her as 
if He doesn’t want to be with Her, while in Fact it’s the other way round: She separates from 
Him, by Divine Nature, and then, feeling Her uneasy inherently tensed and lonely separation, 
wants to become One again and starts, in unconsciousness, to blame the Male Force for not 
being There so that, in this supposed Non-Presence, Her Way to Oneness seems cut off and 
She seems doomed to be stuck with and as Herself for ever, which is Her – hidden but 
nonetheless – worst-case scenario. It is never True: the Male Force of Consciousness is 
Always Present, Always the Living Possibility to Surrender (in)to and Disappear in. 

He is Already with Her. In saying (Consciously) NO to Her Ego He is a Living 
Invitation to Her to finally and over and over again See and (thus) Leave or Let Melt Her 
natural cramped separative suffering-creating and merely energetic behaviour (and just to 
See-Feel, as Pure Love, Beyond egoic or wanting love, as Part of Man therefore). 

Saying NO to Ego (which is the Seeing of it as just forms or tendencies to 
unconsciously separate or in other words, to hold on to one side of the Duality of Life) is 
crucial in the Process of being Freed or Relieved in Truth-Realization. Man is the First (to say 
NO by saying Wholly and again and again Yes to His Seeing and Feeling the pain of Ego), 
Woman the Second and just as crucial in the Whole Process. 

If Man says NO to Her Ego and She Takes this Gift of Him (as His Love That Is 
Embracing Woman) in Her Heart – instead of denying Him and starting to be (even more) 
self-obsessed, form-obsessed in respect to the supposed rejection of Her True Being – She 
releases the cramp that Ego is and She Shines (other than the shine of Ego, the shine of utter 
cramp, of metal, of plastic, of fat), She Loves. 

The Whole Process only (Truly) Works if Man is, by Nature, out of Love for Woman, 
again and again willing to give Her, His Beloved, (totally) up. By this (total, Whole-Hearted) 
giving up, by this sacrifice in a way, the cramp of the bond of Woman-Ego to Man(’s 
Freedom of Consciousness) – or: Her choosing one side of Duality (or: Life): the Male one – 
has been Cut through (as Pain-creating, suffocating Lie or non-Ultimate Truth). In this Cut 
(and if She has Real Trust in Him Beyond and in spite of or even confirmed by the Pain that 
has been revealed) She suddenly can See that She does not Need Him, but that She Is Him, 
that He is Always There, in and as Her, that there is no Other who (or that) Needs to be 
(extremely) subtly manipulated in order to (finally) get what She wants. Only if She Lets, 
Allows the Male Force (or Consciousness) to Cut through Her illusions of (usually even 
denied) needing, through Her bonds as old as humanity, She can See that She is Already 
Love, Beyond Needs, Embedded in and as Him. There is no Other (Substance) that Needs to 
be inhaled, incorporated, to be kept physically with Her, not even Surrendered to (as Other at 
least), there is just Sameness, Sameness in differently manifesting bodies. The “Original Sin” 
(of Unconscious Separation) has been (Whole-Heartedly) Seen and Felt through as Lie (or 
Illusion). 
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Whole-Heartedly yes, but not (yet) Whole-Bodily Which Goes much much Deeper. For 
This to Happen, to Manifest, ‘Next to’ the Sameness, Otherness, or Duality (of Man and 
Woman), Needs to Be (Consciously) Lived. Sameness is not Enough. Or: the Duality of 
Oneness and Duality Needs to Be Lived, Seen and Gone through as well – for the True, 
Whole, Conscious Return of Woman in Man, in the Male Force (Who is Encompassing Both 
Man and Woman, Oneness and Duality) to Happen. The Return only Truly Happens if 
Woman’s Whole Body – high and low – is being Pervaded by Man’s Consciousness, which is 
an incredibly huge, Deep Process that surely will not take place if only and simply (in Itself 
True) Sameness is Realized. By Man’s Conscious and Non-Separately Saying No to 
Woman’s Ego – while Being in Full Contact with Her and even as (Formless) Contact, not as 
a form to keep Woman(’s Pain) away from Him – the True Process Happens. 
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! You, by and as yourself, cannot not react, just out of the blue. Reacting is a normal 
energetic process happening totally Beyond you (being able at all to do something wrong). It 
is a learning process, to See that without Allowing Something Greater than you it is not even 
possible to really start not reacting. 

The chain of forms reacting to other, previous forms cannot be broken by forms, for 
example by the form of non-reacting. If somewhere, on whatever Level(s) of Existence, you 
still consider yourself ‘form’ then reacting takes place, already, inevitably. Only as the 
Formless reacting stops. 

As soon as you associate with form-life again, which is natural, reaction has to happen 
again. Only if You went through the Whole Natural Divine Struggle of the Form and the 
Formless You will be Free in it. 
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! If you want something you manipulate, inherently, whether you want it or not, whether 
you give (verbal or physical) action to it or not. This (manipulation) includes not wanting to 
(Whole-Bodily) go into the world of wanting and longing, craving and grasping on one hand 
and repulsion, resistance, withdrawal on the other. One cannot stop Wanting (by oneself). 
Only if one is Dissolved in(to) and Consciously Living the Whole there is no (personal) 
Wanting any more, no conscious or usually unconscious manipulating. 
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! Consciousness Grows like the Universe. It shrinks, in pain, in contraction, to, then, take 
a deep ‘Breath’ to become even bigger than before the shrinking. Over and over again and 
again this takes place: shrinking and becoming even bigger, Allowing even more space. This 
is a Process happening on smaller scale but also, at the same time, on the large(st) scale. 
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! You only have a spiritual life, path, practice, literature, to (finally) See that also this 
spiritual stuff doesn’t Truly give you Something, doesn’t lead to Truth. But of course you 
must (be Willing to) See it sooner or later. You must not blindly and safely keep on hanging 
around in it for ever, in ‘the Light’. You’ll have to See it’s ‘just’ the other escape-route, next 
to materialism, the other flight from, finally, feeling ‘your’ Pain which is always already 
Waiting for you to be Felt, Acknowledged, Lived on earth, as the Heart, in (and as) the Body. 
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! I only Flow Truly (not if you allow My energy but) if You Allow My Consciousness (if, 
thus, You Allow Your ‘Own’ Being (All) to Be). If you pay attention to form(s) I, or let’s say, 
My energy blocks. If you concentrate on energy (My) energy blocks. If Consciousness 
(Beyond specific attention) is Allowed (My) energy Flows, Radiates, Vibrates. Consciousness 
Breathes Life into energy, into life, that in itself is dead. Energetic flowing in itself doesn’t 
flow. 
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! If, in the True (that is: not in any way any Pain denying) Spiritual Process, you feel 
really totally broke and you can only lie on the ground or on the couch, the only movement 
left being writhing in Pain, even no sound being able to come out of the mouth any more, 
then, with your last life force, put yourself together, stand up and drag yourself to the mirror 
and pull up your eyelids and look and laugh, laugh uncontrollably – like, for instance, I do 
many times. 
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! Every spiritual technique, method, path, teacher, intention is a pitfall, a manipulation of 
instead of Humbly Feeling Reality (which is in Itself already Painful enough; it is or at least 
seems in principle not necessary to add more Pain to It). For example intention. Many 
supposedly spiritual people try to work on their intention. The goal is to change your intention 
from aggressive, unfriendly, jealous, revengeful or whatever into a good, loving, peaceful 
intention, to make yourself a better person or even to change the world into a better world. 
The thing is to (first) notice an intention so that it can (at all) be replaced by a better one. The 
‘loving’ spiritual books or guides don’t tell you that you create war by this inside and outside 
yourself. The fact is that you cannot change or manipulate anything that is so, that is the case. 
And there’s no need to. By trying to overcome the war in yourself by this self-obsession the 
only result is that the war becomes even bigger, self-obsession becomes even bigger – even 
though in itself not wrong of course, it won’t bring you to your goal. 

If, by accident, you’re becoming more Conscious you’ll See clearly and irrefutably that 
there exists no intention. The whole concept of intention is false (for it is just a concept) in the 
first place. Suddenly, out of the Whole, the One Reality, the One Inseparable Energy-Soup 
some particle is tried to be isolated as an independent (Soupless) or at least separable part of 
the Soup and we call that thing ‘intention’. 

Real Life is not that fragmented, that egoic, that arrogant. There are no particles that can 
be isolated, determined, labelled and manipulated to become another particle and to change 
the Soup by this. There is just the Eternal Soup. There is no starting point of any particle. 
There are illusions, yes, of particles about their own being, about Nature, about (independent) 
power to change, to control. There is just One endless movement. There is no movement (or 
intention) suddenly out of the blue starting somewhere. If you manipulate something to be 
Light ‘you’ (as part of the Whole Soup) also, inevitably, create Dark (and, again, nothing 
wrong with that). But spiritual ego doesn’t want to See this in its self-obsession of being or 
trying to be a good, helping, loving person or particle. 

There exists no intention, no good, no bad. 
You just, egoically, like to identify with good intentions. Everybody or almost 

everybody has these supposedly good intensions shoving one part of Reality to the other Side, 
to others. Do you really think that the world is so painful because there are people with ‘bad 
intentions’. 99 percent of people have your ‘good intentions’. Do you really think that one 
percent of people (can) create pain on earth, suffering for others, that they are so powerful? 

Do you realize what the war inside of you, reinforced by a stronger attachment to ‘good 
intentions’, to one Side of Life, creates outside of you? ‘Good intentions’ are a mask of 
Darkness, of Lies, of shame, of guilt, of Pain. Are you so bad that you need good intentions? 
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! Consciousness Itself cannot be Transmitted by a Conscious one. Energy might be, 
temporarily, transmitted and if it’s a powerful energy all kinds of things might happen in the 
receiver. 

If the pupil is ready for it, able to handle it, to not react to but Feel the pain it awakens, 
then the energetic push might indeed help a little in becoming (more) Conscious, as a form of 
preparation, you can say. But normally a pupil is not ready for it, will have to ‘work’, live, 
Feel, in his own tempo. In fact, you can say, if a pupil is ready for it, then the (purposeful) 
transmittance of energy is not necessary any more. It will, by Nature, happen anyway, on its 
own course. 

It’s another thing when the pupil, not busy with energy, attunes to the Consciousness as 
it Manifests in a (more) Conscious one. Then things really start to Work. But, again, also for 
this right attuning (to the Impersonal Beyond the personal, Beyond any energetic 
manipulation), for Surrendering the self (more and more, again and again) in Consciousness 
or even in the Whole Truth Beyond That (and this is in fact what we are talking about when 
speaking of attuning to Consciousness in and as Someone), the pupil has to be Ready. Then, if 
so, it’s a matter of Heart-resonance. No one can do anything. 

It’s not about your Enlightenment anyway. 
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! To Transcend the Force to Manifest on earth (as one of the Two Forces, the Up-going 
and Down-going)… 

To be totally Free from any result (of giving or Manifesting yourself), and at the same 
time not withdrawing from Manifestation… 
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! Accepting is Allowing Breath in pain, in stuckness, in suffocation. 
You cannot accept. 
Only Reality can and He, Reality, Is Beyond acceptance and rejection. 
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! The best reason for working together on creating a better world to live in would be that 
finally then people can (or have better opportunity, circumstances to) Feel their Pain, being 
human, man, woman. 

In a ‘better’ world it becomes more Obvious that you, still, don’t have It and that It will 
even never come. 

Nothing done for a reason works, however. Only Love Works, without reason. 
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! You can just relax, for the more Conscious you will Be, the more difficult it, the 
process, will be, incredibly difficult, so difficult and heavy and painful that you can’t even 
imagine. 

And you simply cannot resist Consciousness forever, what to do… 
Delaying, postponing, this seems to be your best ‘solution’ for the Non-Problem of 

(being Aware of) Pain. And you laugh over the ostrich. 
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! By Seeing-Feeling-Living the Drama – while in the background remembering and not 
discarding My Heart – Go to the very core of the supposed dependency or supposed 
separateness of the Female Dividing Force and Be Free Beyond all supposition, all illusion, 
all doubt. 
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! You don’t know what you’re saying if you say you want to expel or at least diminish 
suffering on earth, pay some contribution to this. With Love this has got nothing to do. You 
cannot stand your ‘own’ suffering, that’s why you like to help or even save the world and its 
people. Your ego always wants to change. If, on the contrary, You’d simply Feel (the pain of 
the world, of people), You Love. 

You, secretly, behind your self-image, think you are better than all the people who ruin 
the world, this supposedly6 beautiful world. And you like to fight with people, at least with 
words how to change the world, how to make it a better place for everybody. You’re not 
aware that you, yes you, create the suffering by your ‘own’ manipulating changing non-
accepting attitude, energy – you, as part of Unconsciousness, who thinks he or she is quite 
conscious already. 

 

                                                
6 ‘Supposedly’, for you – in your denying of, not feeling pain – almost desperately have to call it 

‘beautiful’. While, in Fact, the world is just the world, people are just people, just what they are. 
There’s nothing (inherently) beautiful about it. You’re living in dreams, one big dream-world. 
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! True (Spiritual) Life is not about going through the Pain (of the dissolving of ego or 
whatever) and then being in Light and Love and Bliss or Freedom. It is about Heartedly and 
Bodily Learning about, Feeling Pain, Seeing it, getting more and more used to the Pain, to the 
Fact of No-Escape from Pain and, thus, to (Ultimately) Whole-Heartedly Relax in it, Where 
Heart and Body Ultimately Turn Out to Be One. 

That the other side of the Coin of Life, pleasure, bliss, joy, will again and again 
naturally show up after again and again totally Accepting Pain(ful side) as Fact, reality, is 
simply So. Normally, this other side is much easier to Accept however, that’s why I have to 
stress the side of life not accepted by you. Any fixedness on, structural resistance to any side 
of any Duality screws up ‘your’ Spiritual Life completely. I’m sorry. But I just tell you how it 
is. You are Responsible for finally Surrendering to Life as it is, including the Painful half. 
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! The self(-obsession) is concerned about what would happen if you would Live, would 
do (or leave) this or that. It doesn’t and cannot just Live, act, learn, be frustrated, angry, sad, 
desperate or joyful by accident. Acting in and out of self-obsession is no Acting. It is dead, 
‘safe’, nothingness, walking in the waiting-room from point X to point Y and in the meantime 
inflicting Pain upon yourself and others. 
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! In the Spiritual Process, don’t be distracted by supposed reversion(s) (in 
Consciousness). 

They’re inevitable and even necessary in the Whole and Wholistic Process. 99 percent 
of the time is backsliding, and still there is Progress (in and as Consciousness). 
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! The Lie in the Light is (in spite of itself, revealing) the Truth. 
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! You’re an Unconsciousness-Transcending system or organism, nothing special. The 
‘system’ takes in, processes and has an output. Most ‘systems’ work very slow, one could say, 
if there would have been a standard for normal functioning. They process, (more or less 
unconsciously) study very long, eternally it seems, on things, raw energetic material, that they 
took in. They cling to it, don’t want to give back any more what once they borrowed to 
process. In the meantime they act as if they have already an (important) output but it’s just 
copies of what the ‘system’ took in, copies mixed up with other copies so it looks like a new 
product. This is called being creative, to rearrange the old stuff in a new order. But a Real 
Creation is always the product of Processing Unconsciousness into Consciousness. If one 
Understands the Duality of Life and the Direct Integral Relation with Creativity one Sees that 
the Real Creation simply cannot come into existence without Pain. The Processing is 
inherently Painful. The ‘system’ is never the same. It Develops. It becomes capable of 
Processing more and more and quicker, tolerating more and more Pain. 
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! Stop. You cannot escape from the dualities of existence. Transcending, which 
inherently means Transcending Duality, means be(com)ing Free of any attachment to any 
duality, any side of the Coin of Life (and does not mean being free of the Pain of it, of having 
to Live as) duality (as well)). You are Existence, the Whole of Existence. How can you escape 
Existence? Realizing Your True Self, Your very Truth, Reality Itself, doesn’t mean 
transforming, changing, manipulating or realizing your self into a (selfless) Self. You’ll be 
schizophrenic if you identify with (one side of) any duality, including that of self and Self. Be 
Truth. Live Truth. Don’t choose for Oneness. See Duality is a Fact. Don’t Sacrifice Your 
Limitless Love for and as All into the limitation of Oneness by, in the Duality of Duality and 
Oneness, choosing Oneness. Be Whole. Be One, don’t choose Oneness. 
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! Verse 19:4 Sooner or later, you all need to be totally cleansed, cured from all that 
religions offer you (in their ‘holy missions’), all the crap, humbug, nonsense, fake, hope, 
illusions, one-sidedness, bullshit, dirt, contraction, lies, filth, arrogance. There’s nothing good 
about it. You’re free not having to make stinking compromises. Just throw away the whole 
garbage, all of it. Religion stinks. It is merely replacement of the Heart, a dead substitute, not 
the Living Heart Itself, not That Which they claim to provide or ‘should’ guide you into. 

Surrender the entire unholy unWhole religion – which is pain – into the pelvis and Let 
the Duality Swing there (again) and Be Freed. 

Verse 19:5 Thou shalt vomit out all Life-denying, Truth-darkening, schizophrenia-
provoking, unwholly religion-cramp. 
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! You are My Process. 
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! All My relationships with women ended, at least what actual physical meetings is 
concerned. Nothing went wrong though.7 The endings were related to the fact that the Female 
Force in woman in no case wanted to Be and Know that She Is (fully) Responsible for Her 
‘own’ feelings, for showing and Surrendering them in the Light of Truth. True, being with 
Me, sooner or later you as woman whether have to leave (and not because I would want that) 
or (Admit, Recognize to) Be (fully) Responsible. You cannot Truly Meet Me, Non-Separate 
Consciousness, and still, at the same time, try to have a normal irresponsible relationship (of 
safe dependency and faked independency). 

It won’t stay like this – as I See, See that I as Man, Being the Whole, the Very Heart of 
you, am Fully Responsible for your irresponsibility, that is, for your Unconsciousness. It 
won’t be like this – as My Heart is Here, as I Fully, Whole-Heartedly, even Whole-Bodily, 
Respond to the Cry of your Heart screaming you have become a Heartless Body. 

Woman, Beloved, without Me, My Heart, you cannot Be Responsible. Give up your 
cramped trying. Just cry. Cry for Me. Cry for Me and I will Be There. 

 

                                                
7 Most people have the illusory idea that something must have gone wrong when two partners split 

up – as if, in the right case, on earth the Uniting Force would or should be Stronger than the 
Separative Force. If you Live in Truth, the Separative Force Appears to Be so very very powerful. 
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! On physical level one thing that continually happens is that my connective tissue is 
being ‘attacked’ by the Female Separative Force, destroyed again and again. It cannot keep 
together the body as One any more; Consciousness has to build up over and over again a new 
body. True, Oneness, again and again, falls apart into the many, into Duality. No problem. 
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! Sexuality or being Sexually Free – not talking about sexuality in limited sense, about its 
physical expression with a partner or with oneself – is crucial to the earthly Process of 
Transcending contraction or the attachments of Unconsciousness to itself, or: of forms to 
themselves (as if they would be separate entities). 

The pain of contracting – which, wherever in the Body it manifests, always basically 
starts as contraction of the Heart Which is the Only True Breath – is again and again to be 
‘brought down’ or, in fact, allowed down and thus freed in the pelvis (by Allowing 
Consciousness). Natural Exhalation and Inhalation, or: Surrender, Allows this. 

Fixedness, stuckness is freed by Conscious Sexual (that is: Dual) movements – by the 
Consciousness in it, in Fact, not by the movements themselves (and  neither when it is Ego 
that does the Freeing8). And, of course, one doesn’t need sex to (just) Allow subtle or strong 
sexual or pelvis(-freeing) movements. The Natural Inhalation and Exhalation movement is the 
Dual, or: Sexual movement. 

Don’t breathe yourself. Surrender every Breath in, into and to the Divine. Be Breathed, 
Consciously, and thus Be Freed. 

 

                                                
8 At least on a Deeper Level Ego cannot free, only add contraction. 
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! In the Name of Truth, never consider a teacher Enlightened. You don’t know anything 
about this (and nor does the supposed Enlightened one, normally). It’s none of your business. 
Don’t mind-fuck about it. Just do Your Job. 
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! I laugh the Seducing Female Force right and loudly in the face. Somewhere, still, She 
thinks, hopes, tries to manipulate everything to be so that I, or in Fact the Male Force (Being 
Oneness of Man and Woman), would Need Her. And She tries to make things look as if Man 
would be residing in the, in Her, Duality of Man and Woman, instead of Always Being 
Beyond (as well). 

This Seducing to make Man believe that He Needs Her is a silly, egoic, unconscious 
projection of Her Own Despair (due to not Truly Seeing) that She Needs Me, that She (as 
Form) is nothing without Me, the Formless Manifesting as Form. She Exists as denying Me, 
Truth, the Whole. 

No, I don’t Need You. I don’t Need (You) to Manifest (as Me, as Consciousness) in the 
form(s). I Am Already ‘There’. The Form is Already So, (Part of) Me. I am You Already. 
That’s why I don’t Need You. 

I don’t have a Mission for Which, in regard to Its Fulfilment, You would be Needed. 
This is terrible ‘news’ or a dreadful revelation for Your Ego, but great for You. There is 
Finally Space, Freedom, to Surrender to Man. You cannot Surrender Your entire Burden into 
Man as long as He, usually unconsciously and rather as Man-form, Needs even in the slightest 
sense anything of You, if, therefore, Man Himself is not Absolutely Clear to Himself. If Man 
is not Totally Clear about Himself, how could He ever Show, Reveal Himself to You, Himself 
Which is All He Is and All He Has to Give, 
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! All of the Planes of existence (or: of Consciousness) have to be gone through, have to 
be Lived, on personal level (as the Impersonal Already, though) – till finally Full Clarity will 
Come in and about each of the Planes, that is: on every level its Duality will have been 
Completely or at least Fundamentally Seen-Felt through (to the Core of it) and, only by which 
Clarity, Oneness of that particular Plane (and Eventually of all Planes) can be Lived as Heart 
and, increasingly, as Body. Afterwards, the same attention-stuckness of others on whatever 
Plane or Sphere of Life Needs to be lived through again and again, till finally also the whole 
attention-absorbing energy of wanting to help (as Impersonal Love or Wisdom or whatever) 
will have been Transcended – and the personal and Impersonal will have Become or will have 
Appeared to Be One. 
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! To be Here, Conscious in and as the Body. That is what it’s all about, Your whole 
Spiritual Process (of Realizing Wholeness, or: Being the Whole). 

Anyway, it’s a hell of a struggle, to overcome the deep Resistance to Living 
Consciously as Body. 
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! Understanding is not to be Understood. It Comes to you, if You’re Ready. You cannot 
do anything to hurry it up, to deepen it. There is only allowing Reality, allowing Being (more 
and more) a Living Sacrifice in (and as) the Whole. If you are (totally) Gone, then 
Understanding is the case. This necessarily goes together. 
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! As Woman, the Thing to, again and again, See (or to Let Come to the surface and Let 
Be Seen) is your judgements, your self-hatred, self-contempt. In a relationship with a man, 
man becomes naturally woman’s object of (her own and to her self directed) judgement9 and 
disdain (unless Woman’s Love for (or even as (Part of)) Man is very big already or in Fact 
Pure, not denied). By Nature, Man Needs to ‘Sacrifice’ (or: Surrender) Himself into this 
muddy world. He’s astonished that he is being blamed for this and for that and for (sometimes 
even) every moment in which woman doesn’t feel good (which is actually, behind the 
superficial, all the time the case if She is not Truly, Whole-Heartedly in Love with Him and, 
only therefore, Is not Him). He humbly has to learn to say NO to this blaming, surely also or 
even especially to secret, hidden blaming. By being and staying Truthful to His Heart of 
Truth, never judging therefore but being Her Natural Mirror, all mud of judging will naturally 
come up in Woman. He, by Nature, has to stand all the Pain of Woman coming to the surface 
and taking on forms that are normally not so nice and, as Man at least, Knowing what He’s 
doing, Knowing who He Is, must not go into the illusion that (maybe then, in all this fuss) He 
would not Love Her (which is untrue), but is (Doomed, Destined, Designed) to function as 
Her Loving and Present Mirror, apparently terrible sometimes or even many times but always 
Faithful to Her Heart and not to Her interests, Her demands, wishes, impulses, Ego. 

 

                                                
9 In case man judges woman this only means there is no Man (yet) in the relationship. Man, by His 

Nature, doesn’t judge. 
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! To you, or in fact to ego that you protect and identify with, it seems that living as 
unconscious ego is (relatively) easy (going), more relaxed, not so straining and that (going 
for) Truth is difficult, painful, heavy. This is perfect Nonsense, perfect projection. You as ego 
are the difficult one, the denying, projecting, suppressing, stressful reality. You exist as 
denied pain. (Going Truly for) Truth simply Reveals this, your difficult, schizophrenic, 
painful existence as ego. It is not Truth Itself That is difficult or heavy. 

It is you (as ego) who exists as a burden. It is not Your Truth That is stressful, but your 
avoiding, escaping Truth (as ego). Only, it looks the other way round because when Living in 
and as Truth in this ego-world you are all the time aware of Pain – which in Itself is not a 
problem though. Allowing what is (true in the moment) is inherently not difficult; suppression 
of Seeing what is now the case is inherently difficult, straining, stressful, requiring effort. To 
live in (and as) a lie is inherently uncomfortable, pulling, stressy, dividing. 
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! Over and over again I Take in and Live in this Body (the, painful, fight of) the Duality 
of the Formless and the forms. My body is pushed and pulled back and forth into contraction 
and falling apart, into decreasing (or shrinking) and widening, into closing and opening. It’s 
maddening. Only Love as Truth and Total Surrender of ‘my’ body in(to) Truth, in(to) 
Incessant Conscious Feeling, gets my body through. Both positions are painful. This is 
Totally Obvious. Neither of the two can be called the good one – if ‘good’ would be the 
‘painless’ (which in itself is nonsense). It’s a different kind of pain, that’s true. I don’t and 
cannot choose one of them. My body is just a Truthful, Faithful plaything of the Two Forces 
of the Universe, the Male and the Female. It Reveals. It Exists as Revealer (of Truth). 
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! It’s hard to imagine you are satisfied with your life of (secret) reproaches, blaming, 
complaining. Every reproach, blame or complaint is made to your self. It is a denying of 
Being the Whole YourSelf. 
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! You become a bit loony if you’re too much alone, if you don’t relate to other (especially 
human) forms. 
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! You become a bit loony if you’re too much with people, if you relate such a lot or even 
continuously with others. You’d forget Your True Relation as Which You Exist. 
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! If you stay in Truth you’re always the strongest, even if reality seems to indicate 
otherwise, if ‘they’ seem to walk over you. Just Wait. 

While staying faithful to Truth gives an invaluable Inner Strength, if you Lie, you get 
weaker and weaker. This is not a moral talk. You can Feel that this is so. Only, if you Lie – 
that is including protecting or trying to ignore the Lie – you Feel less and less. So you might 
‘forget’ about your weakened state. 
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! (Allowing) the Conscious sexual movement of the pelvis to and fro, forward and 
backward – next to but wholly related with (Allowing Both) the Up-going and Down-going 
Force through the Body – is the combining or making whole or unification of heaven and 
earth, of the Formless and the forms. 

And yet, when the form – or sex – is the entrance (instead of Formless Love) it won’t 
lead you anywhere but getting deeper stuck in ‘formness’. 
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! You must See that as Truth you cannot and don’t have to win (a discussion, fight or 
whatever), never, for You have Won Already. 

 
This is of course not an invitation for the mind to blindly and egoically identify with 

Truth. I never invite the mind anyway for anything, which would be a hopeless affair in 
advance. The mind cannot Understand, not Follow, not Surrender, not Respond at all, only 
react. 

By the way, the Real Victory, Truth, knows no rewards. Reward and punishment, good 
and bad consequences are part of the illusory unreal mind-world. 
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15.05.05 
! It is simply not so that you investigate perfectly the tendency to contract or separate, or 

the contraction or separation itself, and then, eventually, you would be (in) the Bliss State of 
Perfect Enlightenment.10 This is a separate view, a view with the separate individual as 
starting-point. A view that starts with the idea that you, as separate entity, do something 
wrong, something unnecessary – namely, contracting – and when you’d stop the wrong or 
unconscious activity (by Seeing what (and that) you’re doing) all contraction would be 
dissolved, surrendered in the All-Pervading Current of Life, in Radiant Consciousness. 

Contraction is an Inherent Life-fact. You don’t do anything wrong, nor unnecessary, if 
contraction of the Heart Happens. Consciousness cannot prevent this from Happening nor can 
it be Transcended11 or totally released in the moment (of contraction taking place) if 
Consciousness stands guard and is Fully Present. 

Real Surrender and Dissolving in ‘God’ or Truth is not about finding out about, and 
then stopping, the separative activity or “the original sin”. It is about (Allowing Seeing and) 
Feeling Whole-Heartedly again and again and deeper and deeper the inherent painful Fact of 
No-Escape, the Fact of (individual) Helplessness, Powerlessness, No-Control, the Fact of 
necessary or Undeniable contraction. 

There is no individual Freedom, not even Freedom Itself. There’s only Truth, only 
Reality. 

You become not better than the Universe Ultimately. You cannot escape the Universal 
Fight (between the Male and Female Force). You can be totally Surrendered in it (which 
would be extremely exceptional). You cannot win the Fight (like Adi Da seems to indicate He 
did). You can only, by Seeing, stop fighting the Fight, stop wanting to be Free, by totally, 
whole-bodily, Whole-Heartedly Living Consciously the pain of No-Escape. But even this 
stopping fighting the Fight is, in the End, not truly totally possible. This all has got to do with 
the Fact that there is no separate individual (who can Truly, Substantially change (itself in) 
the energetic realms). By and through and as its form all that can be ‘done’ is to Allow 
Consciousness, by resisting less and less in and by the Body all Universal energies, by, 
naturally (and increasingly), stopping (by Seeing) any manipulation. It is Seen, then, that 
Unconsciousness, just like Consciousness, cannot be Avoided. 

Total identification with Consciousness (or with Freedom, with Bliss, or with the 
Formless) is separation. There is no separation. There is no True Identification. Truth-
Realization is about Surrendering to and Being totally Immersed in All There Is; not choosing 
the ‘goodies’, whether Bliss, Enlightenment, no-contraction, no signs of depression, or 
whatever. 

 
                                                
10 This piece is, in fact, a comment on Adi Da’s basic teaching and the way to his own Realization: 

investigate thoroughly the separative tendency and, thus, become (the Bliss of Being) Enlightened. 
11 It is true, however, that a contraction can be dissolved when Noticed and Followed till it is gone. 

But contractions will always come back. The world – or in general: Form – will always be there 
with its contracting, separative movements, tendencies. The Contracting Force is indissoluble part 
of the Whole Reality. 
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25.05.05 
! (Also) Man has to (Consciously) Live Inherently Female forms (like emotions) in His 

Body. 
Both, Man- and Woman-Bodies have to become Conscious of forms, to Realize or to 

Stay Present as the (Non-Separate) Formless. Especially Man has to (Consciously) Live 
much, Inherently Female, anger (or: aggression, related with the inherently aggressive form-
world) in His Body, without taking things personally (in respect to himself or others), without 
getting lost (as well) in deluding things like blaming and complaining and looking for causes 
of the pain (instead of Feeling it, and possibly expressing it in the form of moaning, 
screaming, cursing or whatever).12 In Full Responsibility (Which is always and only: the 
Seeing and Living of No-Escape) He has to suffer forms in His Body. 

Breath is Allowed again and again in the pelvis after it has been chased away or 
squeezed out from there by the Cramping Contracting Dividing Force. Pelvis movements are 
important, indispensable in this Process of Consciousness Pervading the Form(s) with Itself or 
lets’ say: Allowing Form(s) to be Permeated by or Melt into Consciousness – although regular 
healthy moving of the pelvis is many times, if often not most of the time, not possible (in this 
world of cramp, where the Heart is banished from the pelvis). 

 

                                                
12 By simply Feeling, forms (causes) from the causal world will often become obvious, ‘by itself’. 
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26.05.05 
! There is a constant form- or forming Tendency in human beings, the Tendency or 

circumstance to get, take on, act as and consider him or herself (and others) (a) form. 
In the world of True Nature or Truth Beyond separate truths (which latter all together 

cannot constitute the Whole Truth) this natural Tendency ‘Needs’ to Be constantly 
Transcended – which is not possible by any well-meant trying, only (and then it happens 
already) by Complete Surrender (in)to Truth. It’s not that you have to manage perfectly; Life 
is a Process after all. It has no endpoint or goal. In Truth, the Transcendence of Form into 
Formless, Unconsciousness into Consciousness, Takes Place, it’s a Constant Happening. A 
Process knows no winner. It’s a Process. 
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28.05.05 
! When (a) Woman relaxes in laughing I feel in my body also release of (mere) energetic 

strain. In general, men with humour are more popular among women for they seem to relieve 
them of (some of) the natural (dual) tension Woman is Associated with. 

Nevertheless, this humour and laughing about it is not a structural ‘solution’ for the 
inner stress that Duality – as Woman – creates or is. Man’s humour is mostly a(n almost 
automatic) reaction to and a way to deal with the cramp, the stuckness he (unconsciously) 
feels in Woman. 

I, many times, normally, Prefer to Allow Woman to be and feel (Consciously) Her 
Stress – in My Presence. Otherwise, if She does not become Aware of this, She’ll never have 
Real Release into (and can never Truly Rest in) the Primal, Male, Force (of Consciousness). 

My Body sometimes hates Me for it, but, in My Pure Love for Woman, I cannot – at 
least not structurally – take refuge in simple means as being humorous to make Woman relax, 
to distract Her, instead of Allowing Her to Feel and I Prefer to Stand Straight in Pain, in 
sometimes seemingly unbearable tension. 

I am Truly with Woman. I don’t give Her a secret kick in the ass by, easily, as escape 
route, making Her laugh and, prematurely, relax (by which She could open sexually (more) 
easily). 

Man Who Truly Embraces Woman Stands in Her Inherent (and Dark hidden) Pain, 
Allows and facilitates Pain to even come to the surface, where it can Finally be Seen and Felt 
by and Explode and Melt in His Consciousness. 
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! Following Your (deepest) Intuition contains the risk of totally wasting your life, for 
there is never any certainty, no clear-cut (if at all any) result(s). 

Not following Your (deepest) Intuition, on the contrary, gives certainly certainty: that 
you’ll waste your life for sure. Most prefer the second option somehow, certainty. 
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! The True (and therefore not from the earth Separate) Spiritual Process (or Melting into 
Consciousness by increasingly Allowing Consciousness to be Embedded in the Body) 
Happens by, again and again (and again), Giving up everything, especially that which is most 
beloved. It does not Happen by, in difficult moments or periods (and these times are the real 
tests), belittling things or consoling yourself in any way, by saying to yourself things like 
“Well, tomorrow or later things will be easier again”. 

No, everything, the most beloved, has to be Given Up Completely, again and again, 
without any hope left and without dissociating (the Body) from what is going on. Then things 
can Be Lived, Be Gone Through Consciously, can Transcend, illusions can Be Seen Through. 

Neither, by the way, does it Happen by going in the drama side of the Coin, making 
things (or yourself) worse than they are. Especially by (subconsciously) believing that if you 
would allow this, wholly or just partly allow this feeling in your Consciousness, then you 
would be done, doomed, then this ‘bad’ feeling would stay for ever, your life would be 
finished, you stick yourself and prevent Truth from Showing Up. Well, indeed, part of your 
ego would be doomed in allowing the difficult, dreaded Feeling, Reality, but surely not You, 
on the contrary. But you somewhere believe that if ‘your’ Ego dies, if your illusions die, then 
You will die. 

True Surrender (and, therefore, Transcendence) means that you Whole-Heartedly and, 
increasingly, Whole-Bodily Accept that things, the situation, the state you’re in will always be 
like they are now. With any hope or prospects or other mind-tricks left you simply cannot 
Surrender – and therefore not (Truly) Grow (into Consciousness) as Truth. 
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29.05.05 
! Woman, behind what it seems, behind Her apparent flowing, flexibility, fluidity, 

softness, is actually tension – Associated as She is with the natural forming-tendency, or 
form-attachment, in general with form, with its denseness, its rigidity. 

Although the world of form can be and is deluding and is in itself not a prove for 
anything, no replacement for Straight Seeing, yet, also in the world of form it can in principle 
be noticed that when a man meets a woman, he always becomes tensed, normally beyond 
notice however and many times this shows up only later. 

Man, usually again without notice, weakens from this tension-meeting. When he is 
alone he has to scratch up again Man’s Force, Man’s Power. 

Woman, if She’d Allow to be Honest, can become Aware of the fact that She has the 
Natural Tendency to all the time (want to) be in the physical presence of (a) Man, Man Itself 
Beyond form preferably. For this Male Presence relieves Her of the tension that, on Deeper 
(and usually) Unconscious level, She Feels inside Her. She associates (more) with freedom if 
She’s with Man, She feels safe (and not because of better physical protection). 

Man, over and over again, has to be alone, to recover, to Feel and regain His Freedom. 
If not, he’s not of any Use any more for Woman – at least not as Man. What Use or Attraction 
is there in man for woman if there’s no Freedom in him any more, if He ‘surrendered’ to, got 
lost in Her world of forms, of tension, of stuckness, of interests? 
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30.05.05 
! Woman-forms have (egoic) interest in not being (Truly) Open for Man. If She is Really 

Open, Woman Herself Opens Beyond Her specific form – by Which Man gains a (for many 
women) attractive Power and Radiance – and She assumes then that ‘Her’ Man can and will 
go (also) to other Woman-forms, which in itself wouldn’t be too bad for Her or even not bad 
at all, but She thinks that She can and probably will lose Him by that and that all the time She 
has to do Her best to keep Him with Her, to be attractive for Him in order to bind Him to Her 
one ‘own’ particular form (as She seems to be not only Woman but also a woman with Her 
own interests). Somewhere having contact with Her own Darkness She’s almost sure that 
‘Her’ Man will fall in the Dark ‘trap’ of another Woman-form to get ‘Her’ Man just for 
Herself. 

So Woman is trapped between Two Opposing Directions: Open for Man so to (Re-
)Unite with Him but possibly losing Him (or His form) or staying closed and secretly 
manipulate Him to stay with Her and only Her (form). 

In Reality though, Beyond Woman’s illusion(s), Man will not leave Her if She would 
Truly Open for Him. Man cannot leave Woman anyway. Only that which or those who are 
not-Man can and do leave. 
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! Although Woman, as in everything, is Dual in it, women usually or most of the time 
prefer a separate man. So they can safely complain that he is separate from them and safely 
pull at Him to finally come Closer. A man who is not separate from Woman would spoil the 
party, the game, the seduction, the manipulation. A man who takes their Darkness 
Consciously in His Heart and Body is too big a danger. 
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Tuesday 31.05.05 
! I woke up this night from sudden and incredible pain in the anus area, the pain of the 

first chakra radiating many times into the second chakra. It was a big shooting pain. Only, the 
difference from how it normally goes was that the pain didn’t go away after the shot but kept 
on shooting incessantly. It started at 5:17 a.m. and lasted until 5:42. This was the most heavy 
period, so heavy that all of the time I bit into the quilt. Then the pain lessened somewhat in 
intensity, to about one third of the previous pain. So I could at least loosen the biting. At 5:52 
a heavier attack started again, of two thirds of the pain-level of the 1st continuous attack, 
lasting about 5 or 10 minutes. Then, for 10-15 minutes there was quite some pain (after-pain) 
present still, in absolute sense quite something indeed, but, relative to the previous pain, a 
piece of cake to go through, to bear. 

The whole inner anus-area was constantly stabbed with knives, everywhere at the same 
time. During this part I Felt and there was all the time the awareness that this big pain was the 
releasing of something (very) big connected to the Process of Satlova, of Woman, so there 
was Happiness too during the incredible pain. 

I, Man, have to Take on Me, to Feel Consciously the Pain of Woman, of the earth, of 
being bound to the earth, mud, forms, of being torn, in Two, in the Formless and in Form. It 
coincides with Satlova’s menstruation which was (and is) always very irregular, with lot of 
spontaneous anus-attention in her form lately, connected with the big Female jealousy 
showing up recently (after meeting a woman with this, hidden, quality of the Female Force). 

Yesterday at 5:30 p.m. I took on Me already a very big contraction this time when she 
put some things in my corridor and peeped and waved through my window. 

Last days I’m somehow in the mood of radiating everything back, earlier, sooner than 
normal, if not at once. Since Friday evening I’m a lot in the ‘anger’-presence mood or 
position, fed up with being chased away from earth all the time by the incredibly strong 
Female Force. I couldn’t bow in any way any more for this big secret jealousy, fear of 
Woman (coming, being revealed, through Satlova’s form). True (or: Whole-Hearted and 
Whole-Bodily) Compassion includes giving back anger, fed-upness, restoring Man’s World. 

Jesus, what a pain… Let’s see if something in Female Body of Satlova loosened up 
after this night (especially in anus and sexual organs but, then, naturally, Whole Bodily). Yes 
or no, it feels like a breakthrough anyway. 

Now, 9:45 a.m., the pain is still not totally gone but well manageable; possibly I can 
even work today. 
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05.06.05 
! For Man, to be with Woman(-form) – at least when Man is Honest, Wholly Giving His 

Truth, His Heart, His Body – is pain pain pain pain pain… 
Only Truth Itself, that it is True to be with Her, with Her forms, that Love Demands 

this, Keeps Me here, is Allowing this being together to Happen. 
I rest now – Woman-form Gaby being in the house and totally (and mainly 

unconsciously) resisting Me, this not being separate from the fact that she allows more and 
more another man-form(’s consciousness) in her Body, in her Consciousness – a little in 
Consciousness and Compassion, but the big big pain, contraction, irresponsibility and 
Unconsciousness of the Female Force cannot be denied at all. 
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(Later that day) 
Jesus, how incredibly heavy (and not so much difficult in the first place) to be your 

Clean Mirror, Gaby. How intensely manipulative ‘you’ are. And how tempting it is to give 
your hellish ego a little break – instead of letting it painfully burn on and on in My Light 
(Totally) Made of the Pain of Your Darkness, just until it is gone or, more probable, your 
form leaves Me (for good) as you cannot stand the burning any longer and the other, not 
burning, guy becomes more and more attractive by (egoic) nature.13 

 

                                                
13 Indeed, this weekend appeared our last meeting before, one month later, the relationship of Gaby 

and me was finished. Sad.  
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! The moment, 35 years old, I let Tiara (who was the most beloved in my life in that 
period) go, when I just couldn’t bow any more for her Ego that moment in my house – after 
which she left Me indeed, immediately and for good – ‘I’ Neutrally Saw that Truth Itself is 
the True and Most (and even Only) Beloved. ‘I’ was Sacrificed, Dissolved (in Truth) the 
moment I Let Go of the most beloved on earth. Such moments, tests, ordeals are Given to 
You. If you are Ready You will Pass them. You ‘become’ Truth Itself. It is an Inevitability. 
There was no wanting or not-wanting, there was no doubt. There was just Following, Seeing, 
Feeling that this is the moment I lose that which is most dear. And nothing I could do – except 
for leaving Truth and bowing for Ego, which were somehow out of the question. 

In theory I could have bowed for Ego again and have given Her a break. But I couldn’t. 
There was no choice. Consciousness cannot choose (Ego nor in general). The Force of 
Consciousness became ‘too’ Strong to still allow this or any form of choice to be made. 

My Pure Love for Divine Woman was Proven, earthly Ego-Woman was ‘Sacrificed’ in 
Truth, in Love, in My Faith to Man’s Love ‘and’ to Divine Woman’s Love for the Divine 
Man – even though she was not and would not be forgotten, was not and would not be Loved 
any less by Me. I did not need earthly woman any more – at least not as ‘me’, nor as ‘Me’, 
nor for Realizing the One Truth That Man Is Which Realization Happened one year later (and 
Which Crucially Opened the Way for Liberating Woman). 

First ‘I’ – or in Fact the Force Beyond any ‘I’ Working through and as Me somehow 
and That Wants to Manifest the Divine on earth, Oneness of Man and Woman – had to 
Sacrifice Divine Woman and, at 30, go into the Mud of earthly binding Woman. Now, 5! 
years later, earthly Woman was, basically, Lived through by my Body-Heart – as what Her 
Impersonal ‘Lie’ is concerned – and Sacrificed into the Divine Woman. They, the seemingly 
Two Women, became One for Me, even though Manifesting this Oneness on earth appeared 
to be a lifelong Work. To Get Clarity though on the ‘Level’ of Pure Truth ‘I’ didn’t need Her 
bodily form any more. 

This didn’t let alone the fact that, to Manifest Man on earth, Woman-Ego had to be 
Known much much more profoundly. ‘I’ could Recognize Divine Woman, but She couldn’t 
Recognize Me, Man. For That, as Consciousness now, ‘I’ Needed and Found a Woman-Form 
in the form of Chantal. 

To make a long story short for now,14 Divine Woman Came to Me and Bowed for Me 
when after 2 years and 2 months I was totally Sacrificed now in (the Pain of) woman on earth, 
when My Love and Faith was Tested and Proven Stable in all respects. 

 

                                                
14  In my autobiography I will write more about this. 
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! The, popular, Female way of Separation (from the Other Force) is to contract into and to 
hold on to (a) form (and to stay attached to ‘safe’ Unfreedom, to seemingly painless 
Unconsciousness). Thus She goes away from (the Male Force of) Consciousness. 

The, less popular, Male form of Separation is falling apart into or holding on to the 
Formless, not binding to the earth (or in general: to (inherently painful) Form). Thus He goes 
away from (the Female Force That is) Energy or Unconsciousness. 

As form nothing is all right. As the Formless all is all right. 
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! Not judging (at all, not even half- or unconsciously) – which State one could call 
Freedom – is only possible if you Allow yourself to Go through all the Natural Divine Pain of 
life, life limited in and by (subtle and gross) forms, life that is totally uncontrollable. 
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! You can only be all the time Conscious as the Formless if, paradoxically, you are all the 
time Aware of and as the Body, as the form as Which You as Consciousness Manifest on 
earth. The Body is always the basis, although not the Root. Without Feeling Body-Awareness 
(Feeling-Awareness as Body) there can be no Consciousness here, at least not Touching the 
earth. 
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! I am never to be Manipulated by the Female Seducing Force. By Nature I always 
simply Prefer to Feel the Pain that is hidden in it. If I keep on Feeling I cannot be 
Manipulated, cannot be Seduced. 

If you, Beyond personal preference, Prefer to be or live in Pain but at least in Truth 
above living in the (seemingly) painless Lie, nothing, no one can get you, manipulate you in 
any way. You Are Free, even in unfreedom. (Your fear of) Pain is the big factor with which 
you are manipulated and are manipulable at all. Your entire great mind-world is ‘necessary’ 
for and built around the prevention of being aware of or feeling (the fear of) Pain. Your life is 
built around Pain. To, even constantly, try to avoid (feeling) Pain means the centre of your 
life is Pain. 
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! Spiri-Ego thinks or assumes that in the State of Enlightenment you can finally relax, the 
Struggle is over and good times will be there at last, even for good, you’d feel fine or even 
great the rest of your life. Nothing of this is true at all. In the mud of Enlightenment (or: the 
State of no-self) it becomes heavier and heavier instead of easier and easier – although, true, 
one also becomes Stronger and Stronger, more and more capable of dealing with the painful 
and sucking mud of the Dark earth which in a state of True Enlightenment is felt very well, 
even constantly. 

Indeed, in fact it’s better to say that you are, then, Deeper Aware of the same Mud that 
you are always already ploughing through. True Enlightenment Happens (not Up, but) on 
earth: the mud feels more resistant and solid than ever. 
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! Things are never (truly) Interesting in themselves. No matter what kind of things or 
even people we are talking about. If we use this word ‘interesting’ at all, all things, 
everything, everyone, are only Interesting with respect to Making You See, whether you want 
to See this or not. The other side of the coin is that things, people can be interesting in relation 
to keeping you firm(er) stuck in Unconsciousness, but maybe it’s not a good idea to use the 
same word ‘interesting’ for these two Sides of Life. 

For the Light Dark is Interesting, for the Dark Light is Interesting, but it’s always about 
Seeing (and not Seeing – or: Consciousness and Unconsciousness). 

Anyway it’s true, there is nothing to get from things or people themselves. It’s always 
something Beyond that You, Beyond yourself, are Really After. 

Indeed, in Fact, this has got nothing to do any more with you (as a person). It’s the 
Universe through you(r form) That, in itself Senselessly, ‘Wants’ to Be(come) Conscious of 
Itself (as Consciousness) – in spite of the Force Resisting this15 – or, as you might say, to 
Be(come) Conscious of the fact that It is already One enormous, endless Body of 
Consciousness, in which everything is not merely connected but One – Becoming Conscious 
of this One endless Body by Seeing-Feeling-Beeing the details. 

 

                                                
15 In Fact, the Forces of Consciousness and Unconsciousness, Beyond and in spite of what seems to 

be the case when you observe, feel and actually live their indeed huge huge Fight, are Working 
Together, as One Consciousness-system in Two (Consciousness and Unconsciousness).  
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! Everything that you, instead of Feeling, (more or less unconsciously) judge, as positive, 
negative or neutral (to your interests), everything that you put outside ‘Yourself’ therefore, 
every part of Reality that you make into a cramp, a second, objectified reality, will ‘return’, 
will keep on hanging ‘around’ you (or will be even existing as you), and sooner or later the 
Pain of the split or contraction you ‘added’ to reality has to be Felt, by the Body as Heart. 
You cannot escape. It’s as simple as that. You cannot forever escape from Seeing this. Again 
and again you’re reminded of and bothered by this unwanted, hated, denied, manipulated, 
reasoned-away Fact. You simply cannot get rid of Fact, of Reality, you’re not that Big. You’ll 
simply have to Meet what you have to Meet, sooner or later. You cannot be on the run 
forever. You cannot not See forever. That you physically survive without Seeing, Facing, 
Feeling reality until you die finally, doesn’t mean anything. You do not really and cannot 
Live without Meeting what Nature Wants You to Meet. 
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! If a Man(-form) is now and then in the physical and Heart-Company of a (Conscious) 
Man-form who is able to Transcend the Female Force in His Body (to some extent or wholly), 
then, at least if He doesn’t separate from the Conscious Man, also for this Man it will be 
easier to (consciously, Heartedly and Bodily) Be with Woman, with women – even though it 
will seem to be the other way round, to be (much) more difficult, for he becomes then more 
conscious of the pain that he takes in, that he associates with, but which was always already 
there in fact. 

It is not easy to explain in a Truthful way to his female partner that he cannot be in her 
physical presence all the time or most of the time. The woman will, normally become afraid 
of the seeming separative tendency – which is in fact the opposite, Feeling Her state better or 
at all finally – and will project on and blame the Conscious Man for complicating their 
relationship. She starts to have a (Male) partner, an Eye, and the Egoic Force in Her which, 
before, was easily controlling the relationship, won’t be amused. The seemingly male but 
blind copying-machine is no more. 
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! The True Man ‘Waits’ (in Conscious Pain) – although not passively – till Woman, by 
Nature, in Her tempo, at a certain moment and in the way that Her Consciousness-
Unconsciousness ‘structure’ allows, Opens for Him. It’s man’s (egoic) nature to want to help 
fate a little instead of Patiently, in Truth, Waiting, Embracing, Surrounding Woman totally 
with His Heart. Acting out or suppressing this natural impatience is part of the Untranscended 
Female Force in Man-forms Which makes them think that they, as man, would need to have 
what they seem to want, what nature seems to dictate them. They don’t understand (wholly, 
yet) that it’s not (at all) about them. Man has a Drive, Direction, yes, but no need that needs to 
be satisfied. 
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Terschelling, 20.06.05 
! Woman, You can take it easy if You want but finally, some day, You will Understand 

that You, not Me, are the one who Wants that I reject your ego (even all the time), that I make 
distinction between You and ego-you. I, Truth, am not hard. Never even. I Respond (only) to 
your True ‘Inner’ Longing for Truth. My softness (or, in fact: going along with your strong 
persistent dark helpless egoic tendencies), that would be hard, that would be unLoving, letting 
you just swim alone and get lost in the sea, the endless sea of forms, forms, forms, convicted 
eternally to consume and be forms. 
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! Are you, in order to be able to Live Constantly in Truth, Ready to, all the time, Give Up 
your normal life, your usual involvement, interest in life? Are you Willing to be Detached in 
every step you put, every conversation you have, anything you do? Can you imagine (and it’s 
True) that, if you’re Conscious, you are Ultimately not interested in all of that? And that still 
you do it all? (For you’re also not interested in non-doing.) And that you can even completely 
give yourself to things that in themselves are not interesting? Are you Willing to Sacrifice all 
your interest in any outcome (of what you do or do not)? 

In principle, to Live in Truth, you don’t have to give up any form, but if you cannot give 
up forms – even every form, including comfort, safety, partner, health, life etcetera – then 
there’s no (Bodily Alive) Truth possible at all. In Living the Truth the form of your life is not 
per se very different; your attitude, your position is totally different, however. No single form 
can get, successfully seduce you any more (nor the Formless). 
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! Satlova, You, in Your Helpless Love for Man, (cannot but) Live the personal (of 
people) in an Impersonal (That is: Wholly Surrendered) Body. Anger, sadness, openness, 
depression, jealousy, stuckness, confusion, fear and so on. This is Living people. And this 
Should be done Consciously – including, paradoxically, the unconsciousness (of people) that 
needs to be Lived, or, in and as the Body, Made Conscious. In My Male Presence every 
paradox is possible and even Necessary. Live, Feel through personal emotional stuff 
Impersonally, Whole-Bodily Surrendered in My Ever-Present Heart. 

There’s just anger, pure anger. You’re not involved. There’s no ‘you’ doing anything 
wrong or right or that would – at least not on the Deepest Level as Which You Are One with 
Me – even feel it as ‘you’, be aware of it. People’s identifications with (emotional and in 
general with) forms go through Your form, You Give them Back to the Formless as Which no 
identification exists. In My Heart You disindentify the forms, the emotions, the persons. 
You’re a Disidentificator. 

True, there exists not only the Deepest Level. You’ll have to feel also how people feel, 
think and want to act in their normal state of egoic attachment to Unconsciousness. 
Otherwise, if only the Impersonal was Lived, there would be no Contact, no Touch, no 
Dynamics, no Development, no Transcendence. Again and again You’ll Go to the point 
where the personal and the Impersonal are simultaneously present, obvious to You. Without 
choosing or being seduced into one of them You’ll See them both. And there, where they 
Meet, Touch each other, there is the Relief in My Heart, there is the Place of No-Escape, 
where neither side of the Duality turns out to be True, Real in itself, where only if the Two 
Sides are Together, in Simultaneousness, the irrational Paradox makes Sense, turns out to be 
Reality itself, Love without holding on to anything but Residing in the One Heart Living the 
Two. 
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25.06.05 
! Consciousness always Rests on the pain of (being in and as) a form or body.  

I came home after this Realization and Felt, while biking back already in fact, totally at 
Ease with the pain of this world. I was totally Present and Felt in the head, as Consciousness, 
and below in my whole Body that ‘my’, this, body Relaxed in the pain, contraction of the 
world. I didn’t feel any Impulse any more to want to change the pain of the world, to liberate 
(Myself by liberating) the people. 

I looked at the people passing by and there was no single impulse any more to meet 
them at the Level or in the Sphere of their, contracted, Consciousness – because I Was (and 
Am) there, Already. As Me I was among them and Was (and Am) them. 

This Happening is a Moment of a very Deep and important Transcending-Process. 
It’s not a giving up to reach people. Rather, I Became them and then I don’t have to 

reach them any longer therefore. I don’t have to reach out to their Pain as I became it. 
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! According to the norms I’m not allowed to say this. As I don’t recognize norms I say it 
anyway: 

This human form at least seems to be the first Manifestation of Consciously totally 
Living both the human Duality and human Oneness in and as the human Body. 

No Master seems to ‘Do’ this. If so I would be really happy to hear and See and Feel 
this. Here, the whole human drama with its pain and also its Essence is Lived at the same time 
and again and again. Crazy, but totally normal, totally Real. Without Pain all the time present 
in ‘your’ Consciousness You can’t Live Wholly. Who dares to Admit this, See this, Feel this, 
Experience this? 
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27.06.05 
! You, Woman – and I say this (and you won’t believe Me) without any judgement, but 

as a matter of Fact – are the Stopping of My Free Movement (if You, in and as your forms, 
are not Surrendered to Me, to the Male Force (Including Both Man and Woman), to Man). 
You, in Your state of Separation from Me, Kill all Spontaneous Impulse to act. Without being 
bad at all, You try to Deaden Me completely. You try, beyond yourself, to Suck Me into one 
point (the third chakra or manipura or solar plexus). You Darken My Brilliance, You 
Minimize My Radiation. You Are My pain, My Unfreedom, My Contraction. Through You 
though, through Your Stopping of My Free Moving I (have) Become Conscious (of My Self 
as Consciousness, That Which is Beyond (and the Source of) the Me-Stopping Force or 
forms). Apart from that, I Love You, Wholly, without any hesitation, any withholding, any 
judgements, any fear. All My Love is Yours, if You can Bear It. On Its Turn, It will Kill Your 
Separation. Our Fight Is Love. 
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! Most people in the West eat (much) too much. They do this so they don’t have to Feel – 
not to Feel themselves, their life, not to Feel this moment that is inherently painful. If you eat 
you forget yourself, and that is what you (almost) all want, not to be aware of the misery that 
you are (as a, separate, self). 
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! Only in ‘Copying’ You, Woman, but Consciously, I can and do Liberate You – if You 
Allow Me. Only by going into the same contraction – and Radiating this pain Consciously 
back to You – I can Serve You Truly. 

Only by ‘Copying’ – simply by Allowing – totally the pain You by Nature inflict upon 
YourSelf (That is Me), I Am Your True, Loving, All-Embracing, Nothing-excluding, Man. 
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! All ‘your’ egoic (that is separative) energy will, sooner or later, Burn in My Fire, in My 
Ocean of Consciousness if you See, Feel, actually Experience how tiring this (following or 
suppressing of) egoic energy is. 
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! Having (endless) thoughts is, on physical-energetic level, associated with the head being 
too loose, not Present, (energetically) cut off (by weakness) from the rest of the body. If the 
head is Present, neck-muscles and backbone straighten. The rest of the body is freed this way 
from the burden of the illusion of being matter. Consciousness Takes Its Proper place on earth 
as the Present Head. 

This does not let alone the fact that this Conscious Head is not the Centre. The Centre is 
the Heart, Now and Always – even if the presence of whichever ‘periphery’ – up or down – 
tries to take over, wants to rule life from its own position or perspective merely or mainly. 
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07.07.05 
! Would you be disappointed if no religion, no spiritual path, no mystic scene, developed 

over hundreds or even thousands of years, has anything to offer to you, not anything (for) 
Real? Well, start sobbing then. It is simply so. What you Truly Want you cannot find there, 
not at all. Maybe you find consolations for your loneliness there, your separateness, maybe 
some community(-feeling), some feeling of being Part of something bigger, you might have 
some new or extended or refined dreams to guide you away from this painful reality, some 
hope that once your pain will be taken away from you or you find some support for your 
intuitive knowing that there must be more to life than this, this world of matter, power, sex, 
the whole rat-race. To share a common dream, common show of illusions, feels better than 
having this alone. It’s all humbug, escaping reality. You’re in Love with Truth, with Reality, 
or you are not. In Fact, You are (always) already in Love with Truth. Only, you treat your 
Beloved like shit. If You’d only finally Respect Your ‘Own’ Love, YourSelf, finally would 
take Truth (That You Are) Seriously and not your ego, your trying to deny Truth by resisting 
to Feel reality Open-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily… 

Every rule, norm, law, commandment, whether stemming from a religion or from 
whatever or even, seemingly, from yourself, keeps you, by nature, away from Feeling reality. 
Social, religious, spiritual or personal support is no True support. It is a diversion from, 
finally, Feeling ‘your’ (and everyone’s) painful earthly, human, limited reality. (Sooner or 
later) however, you’ll have to Feel all this pain yourself. Every ‘support’ keeps you away 
from this. Every supposed support is in Fact its own contrary. Truth Itself (or God, as many 
people stubbornly want to call All, the Whole) is no support. It just Is. It is Itself Your Seeing. 
By Allowing Truth Seeing reality Happens. Suddenly You, Beyond yourself, See how 
incredibly painful reality is and you are amazed that with your normal (by religious and other 
norms and other silly soothing mind-fake and fairy tales) contracted eyes you didn’t See (and 
Truly Feel) this before, while all the time you were trying to make things nice, light, kind, 
sunny, cosy, healthy, prosperous, happy and so on. 

Only Truth Itself, the Whole, Which is Seeing (or Consciousness), Makes You (Realize 
You) See the Whole (already, which is Clear if you just stop blocking yourself from Feeling 
and Being (as) the Whole, if you stop believing in nice spiritual or religious or mystical or 
mythical or societal stories and other bullshit). 

Religions and so on cannot help you in any way to Surrender in(to) Reality. On the 
contrary, they try to prevent this. You are ‘freely’ invited to believe their norms and rules and 
beliefs and ideas (about reality) and to join the stupid senseless rituals and symbols. All of 
this is inherently a burden or block for True Surrendering in (and thus Seeing and Being as) 
Reality. For liberation of your eternal fight against reality as it is you Need necessarily to be 
totally empty – of ideas, beliefs, moral, wanting, resistance, hopes, escape-routes and so on. 
Otherwise Truth cannot Come ‘In’, Take You Completely Over, Take You as Its Child. 

I, (Only) Truth Itself, Relieve you from all ideas or opinions or beliefs, from all your 
supposed need for support, from all your dreams, all your fake. Only Pure Truth Itself Lets 
you Feel again, Honestly, Open- and Whole-Heartedly and -Bodily, Feel reality as Reality 
without any distracting or diverting ideas about it. I am Your Own Openness, Your Own 
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Judgeless Immaculate State, Your Innocence (Which is not weak at all but full of Radiance, 
vibrating with Life). 

Your True ‘Support’ is the One Who or That Which does not support you in your fake-
world, in your in principle eternal escaping from Simply Feeling reality as it is, Who or That 
Which is Your Mirror. 

It’s inherently impossible to make a (new) religion, path or cult or whatever of Truth 
Itself. It would be ridiculous, childish, such a try. You cannot (in and as Truth) adore, praise 
or pray to Truth – Which is simply (as It Is). It’s totally absurd to try to make something 
special, extraordinary, divine, out of That Which Always Already Simply is as It Is. This 
trying tells all the more about you and your petty ego and nothing about Truth Itself. 

Simply Stop the whole religious show, drama, fake-world, scene of dreams and lies, of 
suppression and repression, of manipulations, false hopes, denying of and distorting and 
escaping from and perpetual trying to kill reality. 

Religions and their companions with other names try to create a(n egoically desired 
version of) reality instead of Surrendering in and as Reality. If you’re fed up with (all of) this, 
tired, then this is so. 

All (at least modern (versions of)) religions and spiritual paths claim tolerance to all 
other paths and religions. This is the lie saying how sweet and good-hearted and attractive it is 
by tolerating all other lies. In the world of fake and lies we have to be tolerant to other fake 
and lies, haven’t we? Or else our own fake and lies come to the Light. Lies can only operate 
under the mask of being light, good, true, social, tolerable, and so on. All these soapy words 
are disgusting. 
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08.07.05 
! To My Woman, 

Your ‘difficulty’ or suffering is not other Woman-forms who also (seem to) Want (to be 
Taken Completely by) ‘Me’, (by) Man in Fact, who Open for Me, but, on the contrary, the 
woman-forms that resist ‘Me’, that refuse to Surrender to Man (for they ‘like to’ live as a 
separate, (supposedly) controlling, self or mechanism. 

Imagine all women are totally, Wholly Open for ‘Me’, for Man, for the Manifested 
Heart in and as Man’s Body (instead of, seemingly, for men who merely try to be Man but 
don’t Know (about) Man in fact as they don’t Know (about) Woman). You would be Happy, 
Celebrate Your Victory of finally losing (‘Your’ inherently painful self). As (long as) 
Woman-forms refuse ‘Me’, Man, you have to suffer these forms in Your Divine Open Heart, 
Your Body is squeezed out from Life and You start to function also as (a) self again – unless 
you would all the time be in My Heart and Recognize and Feel Whole-Heartedly the pain of 
Woman not Surrendering (joyfully) to and in Her Beloved but ‘preferring to’ be in cramp, 
cramp that is unFelt but somewhere registered to be the case and that She, even all the time, 
unconsciously tries to get rid of or at least loosen up and at the same time protects like her 
own child. You can’t manage that. You are One with these women. You (all) are One 
Woman. If ‘other’ Woman ‘fails’ (or: stays attached to Her illusionary form-life wherein also 
a Man-form should have its place) You ‘fail’. 
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08 or 09.07.05 
! You see, (also) masters want recognition from the world for their state of Realization or 

consciousness. They want (usually as many as possible) forms to turn to them as the (bodily 
representative of the) Formless. That’s why sometimes people with (some) influence (in 
whatever way) in the world of forms, of people, seem and actually do get a special treatment 
by (the group around) the master. These influential people can help the master further in 
Entering the world, while the True Master cannot be helped so that He would be able to help 
the world and its people. 
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09.07.05 
! If You ‘manage’ to Really stay (or in practice, in the reality of Duality: to again and 

again come back) in My Heart you simply won’t manage any more to lie to yourself. Being in 
My Heart Truth is always with you, you have to see yourself, again and again, more and more 
(profoundly). My (in and as Truth and in and as this world) Surrendered Heart is not popular: 
you don’t want to See yourself. You look for and find endless distractions to not have to face 
yourself, truly, seriously. In My Endless Heart you cannot but Feel. You don’t like to Feel, if 
not to say you hate it. When you Truly Feel you ‘go to’ another World, the World of Being. 
You lose your ego if you Feel, you cannot control yourself any more (or in fact: it appears 
that you were always living in a fairy-tale castle and, truly, you never had any control). 

All your latent (or so far hardly seen) ‘difficulties’ (or karmic bonds) will show up, 
seem to magnify in My Heart. My Heart is a terrible magnifying-glass. No, the True Heart 
cannot be popular. You better stay away from It. 
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! If Man has penetrated Woman (physically) He often needs time, space – not for 
Himself, but yes, it means not being ‘too’ long in the physical presence of the Woman-form, 
to be able to Feel Consciously through Her (in the End Impersonal) Pain with which He 
associated Himself now, from which He didn’t separate. Consciousness needs time, Space. If 
this is not, naturally, respected, Allowed (and every Man Knows that it is Nature to Allow this 
Space) then Man loses (more and more) His True Man-Power and will merely or mainly 
function still as a Man-form (and not as Man), as a helpless particle or form of the Female 
Force, in fact. He lost His Truth. He submitted cowardly to Her supposed needs – like for 
instance wanting all the time to be in His physical presence. I say ‘supposed’ for in Fact She 
Wants all the time to be with Man, Divine, True Man and not with just a Man-form which is 
what She gets if She, in Her egoic wanting, is allowed by Man to have what She seems to 
want or need. 
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! You cannot make yourself more interesting than You Are. You’ll never ever manage. 
Did you know this? 

By the way, as ego you are never interesting. Whatever it is of which you try to enhance 
interest, you have already failed before you try. 

Also You, True Egoless You, are not interesting. Not at all. You are just what You Are. 
Nothing to add to this. 

By the way, did you know or did You Know that you are not You in Fact, that you are 
not you nor You? You Stop existing (as you or You as the burden that you or You are) only if 
it is Seen-Gone through that what there is (and what seems to be you or You) is not you nor 
You. People switch from being identified with you to You and back – although some people 
try very hard to be identified with only one of the two, the safest one. If you or You are at one 
side of the Coin you or You deny the other – even though the (spiritual) mind already goes 
ahead and can make ‘itself’ (whatever it is) believe that they are integrated. They are not, not 
at all. One, sooner or later, if Truth is to Be Lived Finally, Needs to Consciously Live-Feel 
through the Lie of either side of the Coin: you and You. Every side of every Coin, every side 
of any Duality is a Lie, in and as itself. Only no, not even the subtlest, attachment to or 
preference for either side gives Freedom, Shows the Truth, Lets the Duality freely alternate 
from one side to the other, is Truly the End of You and you, of the suppressed confusion 
around this, around life. As You-you You Manifest and only thus True Manifestation is 
Possible, There where there is no you nor You any more; ‘you’ cannot Manifest, not without 
Heart, You can’t Manifest either, You are the unManifested Heart. This You-you is not some 
super-You or super-you. You are totally Gone in Fact. Only the Whole still exists. You-you 
still Live (the Lie of) resistant ‘selves’ and ‘Selves’ in the Body and Bring them to the Whole. 
That’s all. The spiritual promise of a ‘You’ appears to be a Lie just as the material promise of 
a ‘you’. 
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17:45 
! And suddenly a flash, a picture that this body is put (energetically) together again, on 

earth, as a whole. Without reason a natural smile comes through – after this day of terrible 
Pain. 

I looked at this body being put together again. It was very small. There were no (other) 
things around in this picture, no environment, just Space, this body in (and not separate from 
but part of this) Space. 

These flashes come more often – especially or even only when I am Meditating 
Unconsciousness and the entire body is one big bunch of pain, nowhere to hide. Lying, almost 
(apparently) dead, on the bench or on the ground, suddenly, after hours or days, there is a 
(kind of) click. And from then on Consciousness and Energy stop their terrible struggle and 
duality… Well, They start to prepare for the next Fight, but ‘I’m’ not too much troubled by 
that yet. First ‘I’m’ allowed to recover a bit – sometimes a few hours, sometimes a few 
seconds. 
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! Are you guilty of feeling certain things in your (supposed) self? Can you be guilty at all 
for any feeling that comes by, through you? Have you ever or now Made feelings? Did you 
Produce them? Are you God? And did you Create the images in your head that you shouldn’t 
have according to the self – to what? Did you Create the thoughts that come by, in your head? 
Maybe your head is not yours? Who told you your head is yours? Who told you your body is 
yours? Why did you believe these thoughts or suppositions? Who is deciding or determining 
whether your head and body are yours or not? 
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! Your state of consciousness does not die when you die. Only the form in and as which it 
manifests and is visible, tangible, disappears, makes way for another form of that same (state 
of and degree and way of development of that) consciousness. If you’re in confusion or fear, 
the same kind of confusion or fear takes on a new form. You, as you know or feel yourself, 
don’t reincarnate or something. 

Only if Total Oneness, Realization of No Separation at all, of No-Escape at all, is 
Present as Consciousness, if ‘form’ Realizes totally and continuously that it is, in Fact, 
Formless (Consciousness) – or: if Consciousness Realizes Irreversibly that Its Form is Only 
Itself – then there is no need to find, associate with or create a new form to attach to and as 
which to be attached or to be attracted to or repulsed by other forms. Yet, a form will appear 
in and as which that Realization will manifest and that form will have to Fight with 
Unconsciousness. 
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! The whole thing, the crux of Real Spiritual Life, True Growth, Humble Surrender into 
the Whole, is only about whether or not you’re too arrogant, too proud, to feel the human 
existential pain(s) that everybody has to go ‘through’, or rather: go in, for if ‘you’ Allow 
yourself in life’s pain you see there is no ‘through’, there is only Melting into and Becoming 
all that is a fact, that is reality. You will again and again See and Feel that there’s no escape, 
no ‘through’. If finally finally you are Disappeared Totally and Consciously in the in fact 
Unavoidable Human Pain all problems are gone. Never again a (personal or Impersonal) 
tendency to go away from Pain – from the earth therefore, from the Body, from Feeling, from 
Consciousness – is taken seriously. You Relax in Truth, in Reality, the whole self is burned 
away in the Pain. Recognition of No-Escape is Realization of no-self or Truth. 

So, the main thing to Allow (and not to do) is Seeing-Feeling whether or not or again 
and again you subtly, covertly or obviously judge and want to and do change having and 
feeling Pain that comes to you in whatever moment and via whatever or whoever or that was 
already there in fact but that comes to the surface now. 
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! Don’t worry. All your criticism and judgements on Me will, for sure, be turned against 
you. I Do this. I change the direction. I have to Do this. This is the Law (of Karma). 

It has nothing to do with some justice or revenge or whatever. Or, if you want by all 
means, you can call it Natural or Divine Justice as far as I’m concerned. 

You (as ego) don’t want Truth to be as It is. Truth will (sooner or later, but in Fact now 
already – only you don’t See this yet) Mirror back your arrogance, inhumility. Harder and 
harder (if you still refuse to See (inside, your own judgements, contractions thus and 
refraining from Reality and reality)) Truth will Show you that Truth cannot be changed and 
that you are not, never, in control. On your knees sooner or later, probably in tears, you will 
admit this. 

I use the very same arrow you shoot at Me to shoot back, to touch you. And that 
happens, by Itself, because ‘I’ let ‘Myself’ be touched. Only, My return arrow has often no 
form any more. It is all around you, all in you. 
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10.07.05 
! If, in the exceptional case, you go totally to the Bottom of the Earth, of the Form, of the 

Female Force, You’ll See – eventually Relaxedly – that Woman cannot Truly Love. Woman 
is wanting, needing. And on the face of it and in a ‘nice’ packaging it might look like and is 
‘sold’ as love. In fact, however, She Wants Love, Man’s Love. Therefore, only if She Allows 
Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Her Man, Her Origin, Male Consciousness, then Love is 
Present, for Man, Her Beloved, is Love. The Form (as Which Woman, at least in the Duality 
of Man and Woman,16 Exists) inherently, by nature, cannot Love but must, as Her task, create, 
sustain or renew form(s). 

Everything is measured, judged as to what extent or if at all something can be used for 
and by Her. For She is not Whole. Fundamentally She Feels lost. She, as form, has to 
manipulate other forms for Her own ‘good’. 

Only if She, by Allowing Her Helpless Endless Attraction to True Man, goes totally to 
the Core of Her Being, then, Beyond this forever needy Ego judged as ugly, She Finds the 
Truth That She is Her Beloved, ‘Her’ Man. She is Already the (True) Man She is always 
looking for. Only by Allowing (and not denying, as usual) totally and all the time the Always 
Already Present Love of the True Man(-Force) or the never-judging, never-separating 
Formless She (Recognizes She) is Love, on the very bottom of the lake of tears of separation. 

As soon as She forgets that She is Loved by Her Beloved – or rather: that She Is Part of 
His Love – that She is (Always) Already Safe for not Truly separate, She functions 
immediately again as Female Force, immediately unconsciously (but Consciously and 
energetically feelable by Man) wanting, supposedly needing. True Love is simply No-
Separation.17 The (Female) form-consciousness, by nature separate (consciousness), cannot 
Love. Forms long for, want and supposedly need Love from and of Man, the Formless, for He 
(or It) is not, never separate, always (in) Love, never blinded by the arising and changing and 
disappearing of endless and endless gross and subtle forms. 

How can I, interest-less Truth, make you, the world, See this all. You look so 
superficially. Looking at the manifestation of Man and Woman in two different forms, 
Woman seems indeed to be the loving one. But this supposed love is in Fact strong wanting. 
You always mistook this strong wanting (to Connect, to become One) for love or even for 
(already) Oneness. The Wanting-Force is in big hidden illusion (that something or even 
Something needs to be added to Her and then, having that, She would be Whole, Perfect, 
forever in Paradise, and all that nonsense). The forgetting of Wholeness or Oneness (and thus 
(secretly) Wanting It, and trying secretly to get It, again), (mis)treating forms as (separate) 
forms, is unlove. Wanting love and thus assuming love to be not there is unlove. Wanting 
love is wanting to be Safe. The Female Force always Wants and cannot but Want to be Safe. 

                                                
16  Beyond the Duality, however, a Woman-form is ‘Woman’ as well as ‘Man’, is Love therefore. In 

practice this is not Realized. 
17  Love is: No Separation at all, not even from (the pain of) separation which is so common here on 

earth, in the world of form. Love that is attached to Oneness and is resisting Separation is, indeed, 
no True Love, but a form of self-obsession. 
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To be Truly Freed from the illusion of the Female Force you have to go totally to the 
bottom, to, again and again and profoundly and then definitively, See and (thus) Relax, 
without judgements, in the hell and pain of always Wanting to be Safe, of always having to 
Want, needing to need. Only if Wanting is totally, fully, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, 
Whole-Painfully Seen, Lived as the Female Force – but not Separate from the Male Force – 
then, suddenly, the Illusion Stops. Woman Stops. There is Only Man left. The Divine Woman 
Surrendered Completely in Her Divine Male Beloved Which is Consciousness. She Showed 
Honestly all Her forms, in Openness, in Truth, in Him, to Him and by that all the forms lost 
their supposed interest, their attractiveness, their supposedly potentially pain-dissolving 
illusion. This is the Penetration of the Male Force into the earth, when a Woman-
manifestation,18 Finally, Lets Herself Be Seen totally, as far or deep as the moment allows. 
(True) Man Sees Her already in Fact – although not all Her details – but now She Lets Her 
(always Wanting, always Separating) Self be Seen. She Gives up Her Darkness Finally, Her 
hiding of Her continuous pain and suffering. And by this Giving Up, by Allowing this pain to 
be Finally and Fully in the Light of Her Beloved, She is Freed from it. By not caring any 
more to be Safe, to be Loved, because the Seeing that there is No-Escape from No-Safety is 
all the time Present She is Safe. If She is totally Willing to See Her unlove, She is Love, a 
Sacrificed Earthly Body, Divine Female Earthly Body. Which Female Body has the utter guts 
to Allow Me to Show You this, Your nature of unlove, of separation, of eternal wanting. This 
Female Earthly Body who Allows Me in Wholly and Radically Showing all this is My Divine 
Woman,19 totally Embedded and Rested and Relaxed in Me, without any personal needs left, 
for She Recognized Me Finally, that is: She Recognized (Finally) that I See Her (Completely) 
and that I Always Already Saw Her and will See Her, for I am (True) Seeing. Woman, I am 
Your Very Substance, not Your Beloved that is supposed to (or even can at all) be loved as an 
Other, but You YourSelf. 

The Divine Woman, in Her subtle Form, Surrendered (in Pure, Impersonal Recognition 
of Me), Already, to and in Me, to and in My Male Form of the Formless. This Happened 
around January 7th 2002. She Came and Saw My Eternal Love through the Tears that She lent 
Me and that I Cried for Her, Saw that I Totally See Her, that is: Totally Take Her (or: Know 
that She is Already Wholly) in My Heart, Saw My Total Non-Separation from Her, and 
without any drama silently went in Me and Disappeared (as separate, subtle, form that 
manifested in my bedroom) in Me, the Formless. 

Woman, Woman in earthly Body, this Seeing that I, the True Man forever Consciously 
in Woman-Pain Surrendered, See You20 totally in and as Your illusions, is Your (Only) True 

                                                
18 More exceptional, but this Woman-manifestation can also take place in a Male Body. 
19  Writing in singular form doesn’t mean that Divine Woman will come as One Body. 
20 This Total Seeing is, however, not Manifested yet in Woman’s Body, or: Consciousness as 

Woman’s Body in all Life-spheres, high and low. To Manifest that is an even much Deeper and 
much more Painful Struggle (for Man – and for Woman) than the Total Surrender of Man in 
Woman’s Pain, which hell is relatively easy. Especially to Bring Man’s Light of Consciousness in 
Woman’s lower Darkest Spheres or Planes is such a Profound Process. It never happened so far on 
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Liberation of Your Self, of Your (stubborn, painful) Illusion. Not as some (from You separate 
but Strong) Other I am Your Liberation, some great final Saviour from outside. (As 
Recognition of Me) as Your True selfless and Selfless ‘Self’ I am Your Liberation. I am the 
Seeing and Living of No-Escape, the Seeing and Living of the painful fact that there is no 
escape from wanting, from illusion, from supposed separation, I am Your Own Seeing of this, 
and thus Your Own Relaxation in this (Seeing of No-Escape). Seeing illusion is the end of it. 
Only Seeing Remains. Seeing Woman totally, Her entire, fundamental Functioning, is the 
Dissolving of Her in and Recognition of Her Self as Being Man, as Her Primal Force, Her 
True Formless, selfless Substance. If only, Woman, You had the Guts and Willingness to Be 
with Me, with this terrible awful Mirror… Saying this doesn’t mean I would withdraw from 
My Responsibility to slowly, subtly, steadily enhance Your courage in this respect. A hard 
mirror can dance very subtly and with Love Love Love… 

As Compassion I smile at You, at Your struggling, You Who do not See that I See (and 
thus Love) You, (Always) Already. 

Indeed, it is ‘My’ Whole Male Body Who Sees You, not some developed advanced 
Consciousness very present in the 6th chakra. Consciousness here is Surrendered in the Whole 
Human Body. The different chakras or life-spheres are not safely separate here (as is 
commonly the case) but One Inseparable Organism or System. And that’s why I’m Non-
Manipulable and therefore Your One Chance. Truth doesn’t Split Itself in different Life-
spheres or -Planes. There’s One Integral System, One Body, One Heart, Wholly in and 
Existing as Relation. 

 

                                                                                                                                                   
earth, in no way, not even close. If it would have happened, people’s functioning and behaviour on 
earth would be quite different from how they are now. 
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! The Female (or: Deluding) Force says that every form, everything and everyone is true. 
She cannot distinguish. She loves the word ‘and’. Gather many many if not all forms, fling 
them all onto a heap and you have truth and happiness and cosiness and one big stable family. 

She’s Fundamentally Afraid of the Sword of Truth, Cutting, without any compromise, 
through all the illusions and lies about all the desired and adored forms. It Distinguishes. It is 
not Afraid to Bleed, to Feel Pain in and as the Open Wound That the Heart is. 

Woman (in Man- and Woman-forms) thinks that if you gather enough or interesting 
enough or joyful or perfectly fitting forms you can avoid, go around the Pain – not Knowing 
that this attitude and behaviour is the bloody Pain She Has to Feel sooner or later – and 
which, by refusing this, I Have to Feel. The stronger She refuses, the more She postpones, the 
Stronger the Force becomes and manifests through and as this Body Urging to Finally Show 
Her, Show Her Pain in Love. 
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11.07.05 
! Woman, by Nature and in every possible way, Wants to be or is the (Potential) Channel 

through Which (Her Beloved) Man, or in Fact His Consciousness, Pervades the earth. She 
does not (really) want to fulfil Herself (which trying is endless suffering). Being, Recognizing 
in Consciousness, the Channel means Being Full Already. 

His Working on the Channel is His Penetration of the earth.21 It is His Gift. There’s no 
specific content that would need to be Transmitted, Channeled. Making the Channel, or 
Creating Divine Woman on earth, is His Work, His Consciousness Itself. This is Enough in 
Itself, this is the main and Only Work. 

(Only in) Being His Channel She is Freed from any form-connected wanting (which is 
Her suffering). If She at one moment or another stops being His Channel of Truth Entering, 
Pervading the earth She wants again (and suffers). 

If Woman lets forms in without being Man’s Conscious Channel, if thus they’re not 
Consciously Meditated, wanting again arises, for wanting and (unconscious) forms are the 
same in the end. Woman, (only if) Allowing the Male Force, can See this in Herself. Forms 
by Nature want to Explode or Melt into the Formless. Or else they are bound to be pain, 
stuck, wanting to be freed of themselves, of their separate (and not-Whole) existence. 

 

                                                
21 His Penetration is the Piercing through the Lie’s stuckness related to ‘the earth’s’ holding on to one 

side of the Coin of Life, to Unconsciousness, Allowing thus Consciousness to Alternate with it.  
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12.07.05 
! We live in a Woman-world. And Woman doesn’t even Want this HerSelf. It’s not that 

She Won. She, Naturally, Wants to be Surrendered into (True) Man, into Man’s World. 
Men are pleasing Woman’s Ego constantly, assuming falsely and naively that, then, She 

will Receive Him (or at least physically, prickally). He’s trying to impress Her again and 
again or even constantly in order to be Received, denying by all of this Her True Being, Her 
Deepest Wish: to, Finally, be Taken Home (and be Melted) by and into Truth. 

An other natural impulse for Man is to want to take away Woman’s Pain. So when She 
offers Him something of this He reacts by trying to solve the ‘problem’ – instead of, out of 
Love, Granting Her to Become Conscious of and Feel Her humanity-old Pain Finally. Instead 
of Giving Her Man Itself, the Only ‘Thing’ That would really ‘Solve’ all Her problems or, in 
fact, That would Stop ‘problems’ from being problems any longer, Man gets, even 
immediately, lost in reacting to Her Pain, trying to make it stop – otherwise, if He wouldn’t 
manage to solve it or distract Her, He would start to feel it. 

In the background the main factor is that Man is deluded by His original association of 
in itself not untrue Oneness: everything is as it is. There’s no True impulse to Go into and 
Free Woman(’s world) from Her Painful Illusion(s). If this world is a Woman’s world, a 
form-world, so what. As long as He seems to be bodily received by Her, by Woman, by one 
of Her forms, as long as on the face of it He’s ruling here, everything’s all right for Him. No 
need to Be(come) (more) Man, to Bring Man Actually Down, as it seems already to be so. 
Man is lazy and not careful in His seeming state of oneness – ‘seeming’, as Man and Woman 
are not One at all yet, not Actually, not Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Here Down on 
earth. Man being (or seeming to be) ‘one’ is enough for the common lazy and unconscious, 
not Feeling Man. 
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15.07.05 
! By Divine Nature, every subtle and gross form of Resistance (of Unconsciousness) to 

Consciousness Needs to be Met, Felt in the Heart – by Consciousness. 
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16.07.05 
! Only if You Beyond yourself Are in Power (or: Consciousness) Already, you can say 

that “it Is as it Is”. Residing in the Powerlessness (of the secret self) you fool and try to 
console yourself in telling yourself that “well, it is as it is, I can’t change it”. You need to be 
Present. (Only) then things really appear to be as they are, not before you are Present, not in 
being gone. Only in constant Conscious Feeling (Which is ‘Your’ Power), only in Feeling 
Consciously the Pain that you can never escape (as it is one of the Two Always Present Sides 
of the Duality that Life is), You can (and have the Right to) say that things are as they are. If 
this constant Feeling-Awareness is not Present you deny ‘your’ un- or half-conscious urge to 
want to change or improve things, the situation, your life, your self, others. This urge is not 
‘yours’ in the End, but it is a Universal Force that ‘simply’ needs to Be Seen as a fact. 
Without this Seeing there is no Presence. Presence is there (only) when both Sides of Duality 
are Met, Seen, Felt (here: resting in Being, in everything is as it is (or: Man) and, the other 
side, always changing, modifying, nothing accepting as it is (or: Woman). 
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! You’re waiting and waiting till someone or in fact Someone or Something rejects your 
ego. 

In the meantime ego is reading magazines, driving in a car, going to work, following 
spiritual workshops, making love and so on. 

And sometimes… there is a chance, Your ego could be rejected. And you don’t take it. 
You avoid it. You look the other way. You start to talk. You start to think, to blame, to attack, 
to defend, to sing, to do things, to share with your therapist, whatever… 
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! There is no way (leading to Truth). 
And the Only No-Way is Inherently Painful. 
Right in the Pain, in the Form(s), in the Crazy Duality, while not denying 

Consciousness, Truth is Realized. 
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! The natural tendency in Man-forms to make jokes in order to make Woman-forms laugh 
or anyway amuse them is, normally (though not necessarily), a bowing for Woman’s Ego – 
instead of staying Straight in and as Truth. It is, normally, a trying to prematurely release 
Woman’s Natural Cramp or Resistance to Man – instead of Serving Her Truth, Her Becoming 
Conscious. 
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! All the so far unTranscended forms in someone – in this case in Karolina – make my 
eyes hurt. When the unconscious form-shooting at or form-transmiting to My (Male) 
Conscious Body goes on, then after a while, with headache, I can’t see any form any more. It 
only hurts, hurts, hurts. I have to look through the smallest opening possible or even shut the 
eyes completely. It can be experienced as craziness, these form-attachments of human forms. 

I’m dying for a fart. Every fart is relieving this Body from the (very uncomfortable Pain 
of the) unconscious forms (or: of form-consciousness). 

Although surely not exclusively, especially human forms are Painful. To go into the city 
is hell. 

The right, Male side of the body is terribly crushed, tortured, chased away, denied, 
weakened. This is natural to (let) happen. To not let the right Male side be weakened, but 
holding on to its supposed strength, means going into the Lie. One must flow with or: be 
flexible in the Lie, not submit to it (and thus become it). 

Some human forms have the capacity to absorb and transmit (or: pass on to the Heart) a 
hell of a lot of the human stuckness, drama, illusion, ego, cramp, stubbornness, darkness. 
They can fit very well in the One Process of Transcending unconsciousness (and 
consciousness) into Consciousness (or: the Heart) via and as human forms. 
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! Basically, it is this. If you have any idea about how reality, especially your reality, 
should be, should look like, you have ‘created’ a problem by this, or: suffering, you have 
‘created’ a ‘you’, that is: a fighter fighting against (or sufferer from) reality. What is an idea? 
An idea is an unmanifested, not (Consciously-Bodily) felt pain – a form that you (you as a 
resistance-mechanism) didn’t allow (yet) to be on earth, in the human Body to be felt. 

So, in fact, you don’t create problems by having ideas – because you don’t create ideas 
yourself – but the ideas themselves are (subtle) reflections of your inability to (that is: not 
wanting yet to, which is: not Seeing yet that Eventually you cannot but) (Whole-Heartedly-
Bodily) Feel (whatever form and eventually every possible form of the Universe, every 
unconscious contraction (or Quantum-leap) of the Formless into a form). 

As long as you stay in Reality as it is there is no problem, no ‘you’ – which is the same. 
Without idea about reality there is simply Feeling (reality). 
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20.07.05 
! The emotions (and connected feelings) are the big block or barrier for Truth to Manifest 

on earth. People, although not able to totally avoid them, don’t Live them Consciously in and 
as the Body, in and as themselves. In the End, emotions need every One moment to be Lived, 
Consciously, Impersonally, Neutrally. Without this Mature Disposition or Willingness in 
respect to the world of emotions Truth cannot be Realized Truly, let alone be Manifested. 

Of course, not the emotions themselves are the barrier or block but you, your refusal to 
be an Open Receiver or Channel of all Universal energies or emotions (which, in the end, 
appear not to be so different from one another as it might seem). 

Freedom is Letting all emotions, energies, go through you without being disturbed by 
them, always Being Present as Conscious Presence – not, secretly or overtly, choosing the 
nice, subtler, peaceful or blissful emotions, energies. 
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! A problem of many of you is that you cannot (or: don’t want to) distinguish between 
spirituality and Truth. You confuse spiritual (or: subtler energetic) states or experiences or 
powers or gifts or even Consciousness Itself for Truth. 

A spiritual sight is not Insight. Being, in whatever way, busy with spirituality has, in 
itself, nothing to do with Truth, neither would it, possibly, lead to Truth. 

Truth is Always Already Beyond spirituality and profanity (or materialism), Beyond 
Consciousness and Unconsciousness, Beyond any Duality in fact. Understand this Whole-
Hearted-Bodily and there is (no you who Understands but) Understanding. 
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! Guidelines for ‘right’ sitting meditation-position: 
Backbone is being straightened up by Nature, by Allowing, not by you. 
Head has subtle but yet strong present energetic movement forward. Jaws also to the 

front, ‘aggressively’ present, not weak. 
Tongue against teeth and palate with slight pressure. 
Face-muscles present, not weak. 
Be ‘angry’ without anger. (This is especially for people who confuse presence with 

anger and are, usually, withdrawn from Energy.) 
Eye-lids and eyebrows rest. 
Nostrils are (widely) open. 
Feel (always) a natural tension in the neck. 
Hands and forearms don’t lean upon legs or lap, but are at most touching them 

energetically. Related to this: the shoulders do not hang loosely, supposedly relaxed, but sort 
of float freely in the air – allowing Heart to freely Feel, allowing Breath to freely breathe. 

Feel energetic presence in the hands. 
Feel natural, present tension in the underbelly, pressing outwards and downwards, 

including anus-muscles open but slight pressure outwards. 
There is (healthy) tension in the legs. 
The groins are present, not weak, connecting body and legs (and thus the earth). 
You feel natural tension at lower back and neck, the two important Bodily points of 

rotation. Backbone going Its Own Way is activated by letting go of every hold in this moment 
‘and’ letting go of exhalation by Itself. 

Paradoxically, all this means thus that you do not control or manipulate your sitting-
posture – and you can surely feel (rather) some resistance to allowing the backbone and whole 
Body its own free(ing) course. There is a subtle (or sometimes more forceful) natural moving 
and a natural breathing all the time (even if there is no breath or movement for the moment). 

In fact, the (natural) struggle with your sitting posture reflects your true struggle to be as 
Heart Present, Manifested in life, on earth, in the Form, in and as Body. 

Unfortunately for the always-controlling Ego, there is, ultimately, no right sitting 
posture. The natural sitting posture at any particular moment is a form and reflects rather 
one’s current state in the Unavoidable Struggle of the Heart to Be in and as Form. 

Another relativizing remark in regard to the perfect sitting posture is that in my own 
meditation retreat wherein Truth had been Realized through this form, my lower back was 
certainly not straight, not in perfect vertical position. It was turned somewhat backward, 
although it was not weak and the body was still well connected to the legs via the present 
groins – which was important. 
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21.07.05 
! Ego thinks: ‘I’ll take the middle way, between ego (or lie or manipulation) and Truth 

(or Purity). I’ll do it at my pace, the way to Truth’. But there exists no middle way to Truth, 
the middle way is the way of ego, it is ego itself, always trying to sneak through, manipulating 
a little or a lot, endlessly getting things for itself, making nice compromises, the ‘best for 
everyone’, in a socially accepted way running after its interests, scraping together some 
crumbs of life – with the picture in mind that it’s doing good, even morally, that it’s 
reasonable, that it makes steps to Truth and that, in this, it is being truthful already. The 
supposed middle way – how nice this sounds to ego – is however the denying of the Divine or 
the One Truth. One cannot middle the One. There is no way to the One. There is only One 
(Truth) Itself (to and into Which one can Surrender or not). 

Choosing the middle – that is: egoic – way is again postponing to Live Freely in Pain in 
Truth, again not taking Your Own One Truth seriously, again choosing to live the Lie. Truth 
Reveals Itself Only in (Allowing Seeing) the Extremes, the extremity of Both Sides of the 
Coin of Life. 

What is the middle between Truth and (going away from or denying or) trying to escape 
Truth? There is none. There is a(n unconscious) trying or not. There is Allowing Truth (to Be 
Your World) or not. Truth never Happens later on. 
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22.07.05 
! Yes, it seems that you can and like to settle in unconsciousness, but you never feel 

Truly Comfortable, Relaxed there. By Nature, whether you want or resist it or not, you cannot 
but look for Light in the Darkness – even unconsciously. By Nature, even if you are so hard 
on yourself and unconsciously masochistic (and unconsciously sadistic) in your trying to 
settle in unconsciousness, you have (and even feel) an Urge to Be Freed – from the burden of 
being blind, being a slave of unknown Forces instead of Be(com)ing and Living (all) these 
Forces Consciously (as) YourSelf. This Freeing Male Force will never leave you alone. 
You’re not Free in your choice for unfreedom that you egoically call freedom. You’re not 
Free, you have to be Freed. It’s a Universal Force, this Freeing Force That Consciousness Is. 
It’s got nothing to do with you. Even though you inherently do resist, you cannot resist. It’s 
(endlessly) Bigger than you. You fight a lost battle in trying to settle. You always try to settle 
in and as one side of the Duality of Life. 

The Freeing Male Force however kicks you from one side to the other, unsettles you, 
again and again and again, till finally you give up, give up your attachment to unFreedom 
(and Freedom), to unConsciousness (and Consciousness), You See you cannot win, you lost, 
forever, you are done, Truth has Won. 
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23.07.05 
! If your ego is too afraid to show itself at least a little on the surface, above the ground, 

then I cannot Cut the head off. 
This is where most spiritual people fail. They’re (too) afraid of the Knife of Truth. It 

might hurt. It hurts. Better redefining Truth than Letting oneself be Cut. 
In fact, showing ego, letting ego rise above the surface of the swamp into the light of 

Reality, is, even if ‘done’ unconsciously but Intuitively, a counter-egoic ‘act’, a sign of fed-
upness with the always suppressed (or dark) ego. It is at least a possibility that it could be 
Seen – not by yourself but by Something Bigger. In and as (possibly and mostly unconscious) 
Longing to Be Freed you show your self, that is: your ego. 
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! You see, you are drawn to, attracted to people, especially certain people who meet your 
points of growth. For yes, you grow by people, by your meeting and resonating with them, 
and not by any things or ideas or spiritual or subtle entities or knowledge or understandings or 
practices or dedication in themselves. If by accident you grow while or by reading a certain 
book this is only so because you meet someone here. To be more precise: it is the 
consciousness of this ‘person’ (or: energetically manifested constellation of consciousness) 
that you Meet in Fact and allow to confront or even kill your ego. You Grow, thus, (even) 
only through (and as) the consciousness ‘of’ (or involved in meeting) someone. This includes 
the unconsciousness of people that you Need to resonate with and Transcend into the Heart. 
Growing is Growing as Heart into the earth, or as the Conscious Formless into the Form, or as 
Truth into and Beyond but not separate from the Lie, from Ego. 
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25.07.05 
! All cramps or karmas Need to be Gone Through Wholistically, so also sexually – 

whether or not expressed in a sexual act. You cannot escape the Sexual Sphere (or, ‘in’ a 
Body: sexual chakra). It is Here, Always Already. If you, finally, See that, finally, you cannot 
but Live as One (Inseparable) Whole, you See (and don’t judge any longer) the Integral Role 
of Sexuality in the Whole Process. (Although not the only requisite) Necessarily via (and not 
without) sexuality one Goes, Feels through ‘one’s’ karma – however only if this Sexuality is 
Lived Consciously and (that means) not separate from the Whole Process of Development of 
Realizing and Allowing (Surrendered) Consciousness to Be Your Normal, Natural, Divine 
State. 

Ultimately, Duality Is Sexuality – the Swing from one side to the other, not limited to 
the second, sexual chakra. Don’t see sexuality in a limited sense, from a cramped form-
perspective, from a mere energetic perspective. 
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26.07.05 
! To be honest, by far the most of you are just not capable, suitable, willing, not in the 

position somehow, to Realize Truth, to Live (a) Conscious Life. And it’s not necessary either. 
Without It you just screw up yourself and the world, that’s all. 

It’s not Natural anyway to be busy, occupied, self-obsessed with Realizing yourSelf. It’s 
an egoic self-interest, (supposedly positive as well as supposedly negative but in fact just a 
silly) self-drama. 
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! Any path (to supposed Truth or True Nature or God or Self-Realization or Yourself or 
whatever) is an egoic path – leading nowhere. The Land of Truth Is, Already. Here are no 
roads, no games or therapies, no energies, no spirituality to keep you occupied. Love for (and 
as) Truth cannot be learned or taught; no path, no education, no growing is possible. 

In the Land of Truth any self-fulfilment, self-improvement, self-occupation is Seen 
(through) as silly, senseless, a painful and funny lie. It’s not possible to Teach a self. Truth 
Reveals Itself to Itself, not to you. 
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27.07.05 
! There is hardly anyone who Understands the Principle (and major importance) of 

Divine Breath. Who Understands that all, all that Needs to be Done (that now you try by 
yourself and even that which you didn’t even start to try yet) Is Done through you if you 
‘simply’ Allow breathing to take Its Natural Course, burning itself through all earthly 
resistance. This breath, not done by you, not by any egoic tendency or (hidden) motivation, is 
the Divine Breath. It Does the Whole and Wholistic Process of Realization of Truth (or God-
Realization, or Living True Nature). Surrendered into the Divine Breath (instead of any tiring 
trying to manipulate It) you are gone, ego cannot be found back any more, thoughts stop, You 
cannot but Realize Divinity, all being One, Truth, or Divine. It is not Your Divinity That You 
Realize, just Divinity. 

Divine Breath is Already Here, you don’t have to do (or leave) anything specific to get 
it – into your world. It is, on the contrary, about letting go of your egoic unconscious 
breathing into the One Divine Breath. 

You are Being Breathed – by Me, by Truth. Realize this fully, Whole-Heartedly, 
Whole-Bodily, and you are Free, for you are gone. Be Gone in Consciousness; don’t be gone 
in unconsciousness. 
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! Consciousness only Grows unintentionally, by accident. A Truthful and Truth-Loving 
Heart has no intentions. 
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28.07.05 
! ‘I’ Trust totally, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, the Natural Distrust of Truth in Ego. 

Every moment Truth is totally Relaxed in the Knowing, the Seeing, Feeling that Ego is not to 
be trusted, never, no exceptions. It’s childish to trust people or to distrust them. This is not the 
point, not the question at stake. If you think or feel that you might trust someone, you mean 
that You Trust the Truth in (and even as) this ‘person’ – and just so that you as ego trust the 
ego in this person, that he or she won’t slap you(r ego) with Truth suddenly, will not hold up 
the mirror in an unexpected moment or at all. 

As long as there are any rests of Ego(ic attachments) in or through and as someone, that 
one is simply not to be trusted as a Whole (for he or she is denying him-or herself that He or 
She is the Whole), not at all thus. Only the Whole can be Trusted and Is Trust, no person. 
(Only) if You have totally Seen and, still, even all the time See Ego, that is: if you have 
allowed Truth to Radically and in all Spheres, Levels of Life Pierce through all Lies of 
unconsciously choosing one side of the Coin of Life, then there is Trust, Ego cannot Truly 
fool you any more. Even if Ego stands in all its ugliness and manipulativeness before you 
You Completely Trust (while Seeing-Feeling the Pain that the Ego is in the moment). Seeing 
is Trusting. Without (True, Wholistic, Impersonal, totally Detached, but Earthed, Present) 
Seeing there can be no Trust. Trust (or distrust) has got nothing to do with you. Only 
Consciousness as Body Trusts. 
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29.07.05 
! Most people, if at all, use a Master just for themselves, as one (and maybe the most 

important) of the things or possibilities with which to enrich one’s life. It’s just awful, this 
denial of the True Function of the Master: Killing ‘one’s’ Ego (or: self- or Self-obsession). 
The Master is an Ego-countering Mechanism. He cannot be added to all the attainments of 
Ego. He is the End of it, of you. 
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! Giving things, forms, feelings, cramps or whatever that is unManifested, unWhole, that 
you took in, back (energetically and, as far as it goes, Consciously), is very important in 
‘your’ Spiritual Process. 

You get very stuck (in the Process of Allowing Consciousness) if you only or especially 
take in, absorb forms and don’t or hardly return them to the world. If you cannot get angry for 
example you can forget about Your True Nature, forget about Truth, about the One, about 
‘your’ (selfless) Self. Laughing, crying, singing, imitating, cursing, raging and raving, having 
sex, physical-emotional exercise, farting, burping, coughing, (energetic) vomiting, everything 
– at least if allowed Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily – can be an outlet of the forms that you 
cannot avoid to become associated with, no matter how hard you might try. Being not able to 
avoid forms, whatever forms, or in general: the world, you’re also doomed to give back what 
you took ‘in’ or associated with. This giving back doesn’t have to be immediate though and 
many times it’s even better not to do or allow so, or else – without (Consciously) Feeling, 
Meditating on the forms – you would be bound to lead a very superficial life, that means lost 
in unconscious bonds, merely reacting as a slave to impulses, energies, forms, without 
Direction, without Centre. 

By not giving back forms immediately you (might) become more conscious. By keeping 
them in perpetually, however, you screw up your Opportunity of life of be(com)ing 
Conscious, of Knowing What You Are and everything Is and, by the way, of Being Freed 
thus (from the Illusion of self and Self). 
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! You just talk and think or even write about ‘things’ like a ‘soul’ while actually you 
don’t know in the least what you are talking about. 

This is sad and frustrating (and sometimes funny) for (every Heart-form Embedded in) 
Truth. You function as an echo of (other) unconscious human forms. Anyway, with your 
concepts of ‘soul’ or ‘higher self’ or ‘true being’ and so on (or even any concept) you will 
never, for simply cannot, Realize Your Very, Impersonal, Bodily One Truth as Heart. But that 
seems not to be your interest anyway. 
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! The Human Bodily-Spiritual (or: Consciousness-)Process has three inseparable parts or 
stages that are being repeated over and over again. Growth occurs, in principle, if all three 
stages are allowed, as One Integral Process. 
 

- Taking in, associating with, resonating with. 
- Meditating, Feeling, Transcending. 
- Giving back. 
 
There is a Natural Balance between these three stages, which cannot be clear-cut 

distinguished from one another in practice. The moment you take in, for example, also 
meditating starts already and, by that, even giving back – although this latter may not have a(n 
in the world of form distinguishable) form yet. 

At the second stage, before the energy is returned in a (slightly or in whatever way) 
modified form, ‘some’ (whether superficial, or even hidden, or Deeper) Consciousness is 
added to the original form that was taken in – although it sometimes looks as if the Process is 
rather going ‘backward’ instead of ‘forward’. True, the Whole Human Consciousness-
Energy-Organism is ‘moving’ (painfully) slowly and unsteadily from Unconsciousness in the 
‘Direction’ of Consciousness, even though simultaneously Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness will always alternate. Considering the latter fact one could say that the 
Organism is Going into the Depth of Life, although, on its turn, this Depth is not something 
separate from or even other than Consciousness That Includes both Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness. 

Living Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, Wholistically, Consciously, is Allowing these 
three stages to be in Natural Balance. Usually, however, people attach to one or two of them, 
rejecting one or two others. Very common, for instance, is a constant flow or activity at stages 
1 and 3, safely forgetting the 2nd stage, becoming Conscious of what is really going on beyond 
the superficial and fast forms-exchange, which can happen in the form of talking and in many 
other situations. 

Some people are almost exclusively busy with ‘giving’ without really associating first – 
whether this ‘giving’ is done for own ego-glorifying reasons or for altruistic ego-reasons. 
Some people do the opposite. They take in a lot, but don’t return it, staying stuck with it in 
their Body. They have a hard time. 

 
It’s all One ongoing Process. The more forms your (whole) Body does and can take in, 

Transcend and give back the more ‘Your’ Process Deepens, the more profoundly Truth will 
be Manifested on earth (and not restricted to your Body if indeed Transcendence Took Place). 
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! Understand that Freedom is not the end, the reward or whatever silly thing, of Your 
Spiritual-Bodily Process. No, it’s the very beginning, the Basic Attitude needed for any True 
Progress, meaning here: to Allow Consciousness or Truth to Sink into and Take Over more 
and more the form as which you are manifested here on earth. 

A Totally and Truly Open Attitude is Indispensable in the Land of Truth, the Freedom 
to Openly Feel and Investigate really everything, without any taboos, any dogmas, even any 
ideas. Any path you are on is your very block to Realizing Truth. Anything that you seem to 
start to believe as true is your very and unbridgeable block, your potential or current doom. 
By Nature, Truth does not Allow any belief. Living as Truth is Living without any beliefs, 
any ideas, any opinions or judgements, any hopes, any constructions or concepts of reality, 
any preference of how reality should look or be like. Do you Understand? 

From the beginning this Attitude of Freedom must be there, or else there is no Real 
beginning. You cannot even prepare for the true beginning. It’s a matter of Inherent Seeing or 
Natural Intelligence. This Natural Intelligence knows no fear of all the things you might come 
across in the course of the Process if indeed you would Allow truly everything to go through 
you, not selecting on behalf of preferences and repulsions and ideas. Only Already in (and as) 
the State of No-Fear or No-Preference or Freedom Truth can be Realized and Lived. 

And this undauntedness is not safely limited to the mind that can easily investigate 
really everything without being Touched at all. No, it is the Heart that is Allowed to Be 
Touched, it is the Body that Openly and without protection Feels what things, whatever kind 
of stimuli, do to the Body in fact. 

Intelligence is not the end of the Process, it is the Beginning and That Which Keeps 
You Going On. From the Beginning there is a True Surrender to Impersonal Intelligence. 
From the Beginning there is no ‘you’ who would be able to become more and more 
Intelligent. 
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31.07.05 
! As soon as a man wants something of a woman she closes. This is Nature. This is so 

because a man who wants something is living (unconsciously) the Female Force instead of the 
Straight, Never-Wanting, Pure Male Force That she is Longing for and That is by Nature 
‘Supposed’ to Liberate her, that is: to EnHearten her, to Take her Back in Its One Heart, to 
Make her Whole thus. You can’t fool Nature, never Truly, whether man- and woman-forms 
try or not (for ever). Woman can only Truly Open for The Man, for Truth Itself, not for any 
form trying to be a man. That’s why for woman-forms it’s so important that a man is always 
honest, true to her. If he fucks another woman then that’s maybe not so nice or usually not at 
all and there’s a big chance a drama will appear but, still, it’s not the end of the world. If he 
lies to her, however, her whole world, her only hold, her One Hope, crashes down – he has 
failed (being her Man). 
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! Normally and by nature man(-form) manipulates woman-form to open her sexually (and 
many woman-forms like this awful disgusting game).22 

While in Truth, in True Nature, there’s nothing a man can do. It is by Deeper Law that 
woman-form Opens (on deeper level) for him (or in fact for ‘his’ formless consciousness-
structure) or not or a bit or partially, selectively, or whatever. 

Men who try to open as many women as possible are – without judgement but merely as 
a matter of fact – big manipulators, who are in fact not living their True Male Nature (as it 
might seem on the face of it). Man’s Nature is Inherently Non-Manipulative. 

Men who are withdrawn from the whole fight and game and manipulation of man and 
woman do not Live their True Nature either. Only in the Lie Truth can Shine. 

 

                                                
22  If you look deeper you can See that, in Fact, it is Her manipulating Him to manipulate Her in this – 

even though She won’t like many or most attempts of Man-forms at all and will be even disgusted 
with them, which is a disgust with Her own dark sexual force, with one side of Herself, of Her 
Duality. 
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! Many times – if, in many cases, not all the time – you try, in many creative ways, to 
make other and surely human forms react to your form so that you are, again and again or 
even constantly, affirmed in the supposed and hoped fact that you exist, that you exist as a 
form, and even as a distinguishable separate, unique, special or even valued form. 

This is just stupid. 
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! You learn that tension is wrong. But tension of the Body is Necessary (for the Process 
of Development of Consciousness on earth as well as in an individual person) and Natural 
anyway, and Unavoidable anyway. Relaxing the body, letting go of (or trying not to have) 
contraction is just one side of the coin of Life. The Universe contracts and expands, so you as 
well. Breath comes in and goes out again. 

In (Consciously, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Allowing) this painful Duality of 
Contraction and Relaxation of the Body Freedom is Found, Consciousness deeper and deeper 
Established in the Body, on earth. 
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! How is it with your lifework, to justify yourself? You’re getting along well? 
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! The Grace is that there is music. By nature, Heart-people have a hard life (even though 
not empty, like the majority, the more form-oriented people have). Heart-music is a True 
support (and not a consolation or distraction from hardship or whatever). To keep the Heart 
alive in this cold Heartless world isn’t easy. To resonate with a more Manifested Heart is a 
blessing. Although surely not an ultimate manner Heart-music is a relatively easy way to be 
Touched, Hearted (a little) now and then. 
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07.08.05 
! I Live Consciously and restart again and again the movement of the Duality that you 

‘forget’, refuse, to Live, that you again and again and even all the time try to stop (from 
moving, from going from one side to the other). Faster and faster I Have to Live the 
alternating of the poles of Duality, until they are again Freed in and by Consciousness. I Go 
without complaint into the big suffering related to and being this stopping of the Life-Force of 
this Natural Duality. No True Realization, no earthly Manifestation of Truth is possible if the 
Duality doesn’t Go, Swing, Rotate, Alternate, Consciously, unobstructed. 
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08.08.05 
! How frustrating and sad for Me, that you, human being, still don’t Understand the basic 

principle of the Spiritual, Human Process, of True Spiritual Growth. 
To Realize Truth, the Formless Truth, a human form Needs to Go through all the Pain 

associated with mistaking yourself partly or completely for a form, a self, a separate, 
distinguishable entity, a physical or energetic or even soul unit, through the deeper and 
deeper, or: more and more conscious, frustration of again and again and even all the time 
being unfulfilled and, if deeper Insight Appears, even unfulfilable – as form. In and by this 
Process the human form Transcends into (that is: Realizes Itself to Be) the Formless. You, as 
a form, cannot do anything, not even Realize Truth, the Formless. You, as a form, cannot 
Understand anything. No magnificent spiritual books or so-called holy scriptures will do, nor 
any teacher or Master, nor your own logic or thinking or feeling or even Consciousness. You 
have to Go yourself, as form, through the unavoidable frustrated-form Process. 

If, in the course of the One Frustration-Process, all tears (and cursing and sighs, deeper 
breaths and whatever signs of frustration) are consciously Allowed you are gone, for good. 
The form is Surrendered Back into the Formless. Before existence the form was the Formless, 
during the illusion of being form it was the Formless, and after death it will be, but now, 
having Felt and accepted the frustrating life as form, having gone through the Human form-
Struggle, Consciously. And that makes all the difference. 
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! Only the Whole Sees. You, as form, cannot See. The Whole Universe is the Eye That 
always Sees you, everything you do and don’t and think and are. 

Only Surrendering into (and as) the Whole, Allowing All, Allows (and Is) Seeing, 
Which is Inherently Impersonal. 

Understand this sooner or later. There is no individual Seer or institution or special 
Force or (any) Part of the Universe that Sees. It is the Whole Itself – Which one might call 
Consciousness – That Sees. If, during this form-life, your form Dissolves, is Sacrificed, into 
the Whole, there is, by Nature, Seeing (through and as ‘your’ form). Any form- or self-
obsession, blocks, prevents, stops (Allowing) Seeing. 
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09.08.05 
! Wars are (inevitably failing) attempts to get rid of the inner tension of not Seeing the 

duality or dualities of existence – inevitably failing, for people don’t ‘Go to’, don’t See the 
core of (or the basic motivation, Drive for) their actions. And because of this failing they will 
be repeated over and over, in whatever form, innerly and outwardly. 
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11.08.05 
! Only if you take everything seriously all seriousness falls away. 

Usually, however, people are much too early, too greedy, in not taking things seriously 
– before it’s natural time, before one has Actually Felt, Gone through things, through life. 
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! It is part of my Functions here on earth to show women and men the obvious: that it is 
Woman and not Man Who is in charge when it’s about getting closer in love and sexual 
affairs. Man doesn’t have any contribution in this, or it would be – as Love – being a mirror, 
as clean as possible. He cannot and doesn’t Want to fool or truly influence Woman in the area 
of love and sex. Of course, a Man-form who acts and thinks like Woman can and does 
manipulate Woman-form into his bed, but in that case there’s no Man Present and therefore it 
is still Woman who rules. Woman, however, keeps the fact of Her ruling this matter rather in 
the Dark, as She has interests to do so. 
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! As long as you have any (conscious or unconscious) judgement about anything you 
will, sooner or later or again and again, in one form or another, be brought into the concerned 
(difficult) situation wherein you judge something and from which you cannot escape. The 
painful Reality will, then, if you finally Allow Feeling and Stop Resisting the avoided Pain 
hidden in the judgement(s), purify you from your (rests of) judgement. So it will be. This is 
Nature. This is Divine Justice. 
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! Going to the mind (again and again) is killing the Body and from that very moment on 
of going into the mind it is functioning actually as a robot. No life any more in it. I don’t 
exaggerate. This (robot) is not a symbolic expression. The mind is dead, lifeless, killing, 
controlling like a robot. Who dares to See the robot in the Eye? 

Only the Heart can – and will. It will Feel its coldness, as a form or expression of frozen 
Pain, in the Heart. 
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14/15.08.05 
! The True, into Woman Surrendered Man, again and again Contracts Consciously; He 

Radiates His Consciousness into Woman, ‘shoots’ back Her Pain that He Transcended into 
Consciousness, that He made Free in His Body and, by that, in Hers (if She Accepts Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily His Return, by which She might start to feel sick, especially in 
the front of the lower part of the body, but very possibly overall). 

In (a) Woman-form Her mind explodes then. She, the Intelligent Woman, Allows this. 
For She Wants this. That’s why She, maybe not always on a superficial but surely on Deeper 
Level, Respects or, if not self-obsessed in the moment, even enjoys it when Man-Body is 
angry and directs this anger, that is simply contracted and relatively conscious energy, back to 
Her – or when He gives this energy back in the form of a sexual embrace. In principle, any 
way of return will do when Man has Taken Her Pain (of Unconsciousness) Consciously in 
and, after Meditating it, ‘shoots’ it back, provided that and as long as He’s in Contact with 
Her and She with Him. Woman cannot Free Herself. That’s why She appreciates and even 
Wants, craves for this ‘shooting back’ in Her energetic Body that, ultimately, is a form of 
Consciousness. Man and Woman, for this to happen, in principle do not even need to be in 
each other’s physical presence, although that would make it often easier. When He needs 
some space for this work, however, He can do it under the shower for instance or even 
hundreds of miles away. If Man and Woman meet again afterwards, it will be different than 
before, if Man managed to, not only Consciously but also energetically, again Pierce through 
Woman’s natural resistance to Allow Man on earth via and even as Her Body; if He managed 
to again Allow Space in and Beyond the inherently narrowing, suffocating Tendency that the 
Female Force in Her form-consciousness is. But one thing is sure, He cannot go on taking in 
from Her without breaking down sooner or later (on whatever plane), without becoming 
weakened, soft(y). The contracted energy has to be Returned, Freed. This is (just) a Natural 
Process and is to be Recognized as such and Allowed, not tried. 

Surely Man’s breath plays an important, even crucial role in all of this, in His 
Transcending and returning of Her unconscious energy as Consciousness. If Man, with His 
Conscious Breath, is Able to Counter Woman’s egoic, controlling breath, which is escaping 
from Man and sustaining illusion of self, She can finally Rest and Melt into Him and 
Recognize that She Is Him – in Which Final Seeing She Truly, Wholly, Whole-Bodily has 
Returned in Him and Stops (the Illusion of) being a form, Freed Beyond any attachment to 
any form in and as which He appears. Their Hearts Appeared to Be One Heart. Her Illusion of 
being someone (else, different) Dissolved in nothing. 
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! For a man, to be deeper humbled in Truth, it’s not superfluous or silly to Go, Feel 
through ‘his’ pain (and not by his mind accept the fact) of not being able to Fertilize every 
woman on earth (or: Woman Earth Herself) with his Consciousness. This Gives him the 
Freedom to (and the Insight that he can only) Work on and as Consciousness – by Letting His 
Wholistic Heart Be Touched by the Pain of Woman Earth – and that is how he Truly Pervades 
(or Fertilizes) the earth, women, even every woman, ultimately, albeit not as himself. 

His Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Felt and thus Transcended Pain of not being 
Truly Received by even one Woman-form – let alone all Woman-forms – is the True 
Fertilizer of Woman. 
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17.08.05 
! Karma feels safe. It feels as something to hold on to. Without it there is nothing. Just 

Nature Itself. No you. You like to feel safe. So you attach to, do not want to Surrender, your 
karma. Only theoretically you like to go through or even Transcend your karma. Sounds 
good. 

You exist as an accidental bunch of forms – in fact even as a constellation of all 
possible forms; only, you have no contact with most forms, which are not really manifested in 
and as you. (Forms come into earthly existence by, as Body on earth, being aware of them, 
somehow getting in touch with them.) Without these forms or in fact without your (pain-
creating) identification with or denial of them there’s only Environment, no you. 

Karma is: identification with and disidentification from certain forms – as respectively 
you and not-you – whatever forms, from gross to the subtlest forms possible. It even includes 
identification with and disidentification from the Formless. 
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! (The Conscious) Man, by Nature, Whole-Heartedly Grants a(n attractive) woman to 
another Man-form, if He Sees that that Man-form is ‘better’ or at the moment more suitable or 
actual for her Development of Consciousness. He’s not at all concerned about Himself, about 
His supposed interests that, really, don’t exist. His only concern is She, Her Development. His 
‘Own’ Development is Simple: Always Be Truth(ful) – as the Whole. 
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18.08.05 
! Everybody’s afraid to Sink into Truth. Everybody fakes, keeps up appearances. At most 

Truth is nice to philosophise about. People think unconsciously or even ‘consciously’ that 
they have something to lose. 
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! Only Consciousness Stops you from ‘being’ a victim, Puts and End to your half-
conscious victim-consciousness; no affirmation, no therapy, no support or whatever can do 
this. Without Consciousness no Responsibility, just victimhood, slavery. Without Allowing 
the Force That Is Consciousness this cannot Be Seen, however. It’s a vicious circle. The mind 
thinks it is conscious(ness). It doesn’t See shit though, it’s not here, down on earth, it’s not 
Present, it lives in and as mist. It thinks it rules. It thinks it’s free. It cannot See its own total 
slavery. 
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19.08.05 
(after reading Anca-Satlova chat) 

! The ‘normal’ attitude of most woman-forms to being with a man-form is: “It is better 
than nothing”. One woman-form whom I met in my life, Tiara, said this even literally, when 
she again, after so many times, became somewhat aware of her frustration in regard to being 
with my form, not being Her True Beloved as it seemed, not fitting (at all) her ideal picture of 
a man either – which latter one she was ‘going for’ in her life. I am forever grateful to her for 
allowing me to trigger her so much that this came finally out of her mouth, out of the 
darkness, into the Light. This was one of the crucial blows I needed for the illusion of ego to 
be destroyed, that is: to be Seen. As a potentially Conscious Man I – and to let it happen it 
was enough to just be truthful, to just be myself – had to bring this rejection (towards man, the 
rejection that is not only present in her but, inherently, in every woman) up to the surface and 
receive it, making ‘me’ Grow as Man. 

Some time later I asked Tiara if she in fact wanted to be with me as I was (instead of 
with her own (egoic) picture of how a man should be). She was confused by my question but 
after a while, after my repeated and persistent attempts of explaining it, she went upstairs to 
have a serious consideration on the subject. 

After an hour – me all the while feeling very satisfied: finally something True in the 
relationship was going on – she came down and said seriously “No, I don’t want to be with 
you, as you are now”. I loved her seriousness and honesty in this respect. 

I felt the pain of it in the moment, the pain for (and of) the ego. That moment I could 
not distinguish yet clearly (enough) that it was Her pain that I felt, not mine, Woman’s pain of 
not being with Her True Beloved and feeling helpless, powerless in (getting) it. 

In spite of this – mild – pain and the revelation that, logically, there was no reason any 
more to stay together – for, of course, I could not change myself which she wanted so 
desperately, and a lot of her actions were directed at this purpose (to change, manoeuvre me 
into a perfect man), not to help me, of course, but herself – it felt Natural, for me, Man, not to 
go, but stay. Although she could not love me as I was, I Loved her without any condition. So I 
stayed. 

A few months later she left – not long after and connected to the moment when I started 
suddenly, spontaneously, an open conversation about whether it was appropriate to go on 
together or not. For I strongly felt her resistance to me, for almost a year already, 10 months, 
even though I didn’t take it too personally, her resistance. Somehow, in my Male Intuition, I 
had to trigger the dangerous subject, to get more Clarity, Space, Opening. We could, in 
principle, even come closer afterwards and because of it. 

She, in her deep fear of being left alone (again), immediately replied, I could not even 
finish the last words of my sentence. “Yes, let’s stop”. She was not so much aware of her own 
resistance to ‘me’ but assumed it was me who would be doubting about her (which I was not). 
Somehow I couldn’t stop the train of departure any more – even though in fact I just wanted 
to See if there was some Opening possible and, Beyond that, to Go Deeper into Life with her, 
with Woman. I had hardly learned to Dance with the Ego yet. Her deepest fear, being left by 
Man, was indeed triggered but got stuck. We still went on together for 1 ! month but, as I 
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Understood later, she had become too afraid of my, then quickly Growing, Consciousness. 
When at some moment, not coincidentally immediately after my first 4 day meditation-retreat, 
it became clear (however: unconsciously clear) that My Consciousness would not bow for Her 
Ego any more but just calmly (or anyhow) See it (more and more), she ran up and down the 
stairs like crazy, like a furious, haunted, terrified animal, wanting to be in my ‘physical’ (but 
in fact Deeper) presence and then immediately wanting to escape again as soon as she felt 
‘me’, Something in me, this Male Force of Consciousness. When I didn’t stop her from going 
back with the train, just 1 hour after arriving from a 3-hour train travel – as I felt a big Space 
wherein I Saw that She was totally responsible for her actions – she decided to go for good. 

And this is, in fact, why all women left me. They were too afraid of (surrendering in and 
to, or even of Being (now and then) in or as) ‘My’ Consciousness – not personally ‘mine’ but 
I mean it in reference to Man, Man’s Consciousness. This (Surrender) would Make Woman 
(-form) Totally Vulnerable. 

I was Always There, even before ‘I’ was Surrendered into Consciousness. Tiara, 
Woman, you cannot leave Me. You cannot not See forever. Your Seeing Heart is Here, 
Already. It’s in you, It’s as you. Bye… for now. 
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! Man’s Freedom is Consciously Revealed if He goes into, Surrenders Him-Self into, the 
Unfreedom that being with (a) Woman inherently is for Him. 

Woman’s Freedom lies in rejecting, again and again and again, the Man-forms who are 
not (and cannot be, if and as long as they keep separating from Her) Her True Beloved. She 
rejects the Man-forms as not Her Truth,23 whether this rejection happens in a relationship or 
by breaking up the relationship. This rejecting goes on until finally She is ‘Rewarded’ for 
Doing Her very difficult and Divine Task of Rejection (difficult, for again and again She has 
to surpass Her deep (and almost unbearable if not fulfilled) egoic tendency to choose safety, 
even if She has actually nothing then) and the True Man Appears. Only (in)to (and, finally, 
as) Him She can Surrender, Only in Him She can Find Rest, no longer existing as (a) 
seemingly separate and separating form. 

Allowing Consciously to ‘have nothing’ but the truth, will suddenly turn out to be 
Everything, Truth Itself, in and as Which nothing is wanted any more. Sacrifice all and All 
will Be There. This Sacrifice is totally Natural, it’s There only because and if you cannot 
otherwise. Any forced (that is: egoic) sacrifice will, fortunately, turn against you sooner or 
later (in fact from the beginning already but unnoticed yet). 

 

                                                
23 Confusingly, Her rejection (of Man-forms or their behaviour that do not match Her Truth) doesn’t 

mean then that Woman Knows Her Own Truth – Which, in the End, turns out to be His Truth. It 
can very well be so, in fact, that She rejects a Man-form who doesn’t submit to Her Egoic ‘truth’ 
which is associated with Her Egoic desires that ‘need to’ be fulfilled. 
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! Every effort is tiring. True Life Comes and Goes by Itself. The thing is, only, that by 
making effort you will notice your deep tiredness only later, you postpone. 

And, when all your efforts are Stopped, your form will even feel more tiredness, at least 
on Conscious level, because you cannot but Meditate (all) people’s suppressed tiredness. 
Stopping all efforts will never be popular. It’s always (seemingly) easier to behave like the 
crowd. That’s the way to feel as little pain as possible on Conscious Level. 

By (continuing with) effort you can postpone – but not really avoid – becoming 
(somewhere) conscious of your deep tiredness caused by all your effort. Unconsciousness is 
tiring, tiredness, sleepiness. You put a lot of effort in not-Feeling, in staying unconscious. But 
you cannot forever suppress any side of any Duality of Life, also not of the Duality of 
Consciousness and Unconsciousness. 

Flowing, running energy is attractive to you. But you’ve no idea how tiring it is, if, as 
usual, you follow it in and as Unconsciousness. Once you’ll Meet Consciousness you’ll See, 
Feel. You’ll ‘pay back’ the imbalance. Nature is Balance. 
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! A Life in Truth doesn’t give you any results, any benefits, any rewards (as you’re used 
to in your egoic world where you sacrifice or postpone something to get a bigger or more 
appreciated reward in the future), not immediately nor in the future. 

What?!! Why do It then? Why go for It then, for Heaven’s sake! Yes, true, you’re 
absolutely right. So stay out, stay away from Truth. Don’t even (try to) start the Life of Truth. 

A Life in Truth is just what It Is. 
There’s nothing, absolutely nothing, in it for you. Understand this and don’t choose 

then. 
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! As (True) Woman you don’t (try to) help a man(-form) to become ‘better’, (more) 
conscious, (more) Man. You would always do this, egoically, for your self (or Self). No, you, 
in Your Heart True Woman, just must reject man in his separation from you – even if, indeed, 
his separation is a reflection of your own separation from Man that he merely copies and 
reflects as a dirty mirror on earth instead of Transcending it. You don’t have to take care of 
him in any way (and, by this, if you would do so as usual, of your own ego). Be True to Your 
True Beloved (Man, Beyond any man-form) and simply reject (the egoic separation of man). 
See then your fear in the Eye: to be without Man-subsitute. 
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! Man Sees in every woman-form His Beloved. That’s why he can be satisfied with his 
‘official’ woman-form and in the same satisfaction make love to another woman-form and 
come back satisfied to the ‘official’ one. 

Woman doesn’t See Her True Beloved in a(ny) man-form. She maybe tries to. She is 
secretly looking for a better One (than her ‘official’ one). Woman is not really satisfied with 
her current man-form but might know or intuit already that other ones, other man-forms won’t 
do much better, so she tries to be satisfied (with this imperfect one). 
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! As integral and essential Part of the Process of Freeing the Woman-form (of any form-
attachment, of stubborn ignorance) by Me, by the Heart, by Wholistic Consciousness, is that 
she Allows Me to Free other Woman-forms – not only ‘Allows’ but even supports Me in this 
Work, Lives even as Man’s Woman-Body to Free (as (Part of) Me) other Woman-Bodies (and 
Male Bodies, but this goes differently). In this Process of Seeing (deeper and deeper and 
finally without any doubt) that She (only) Wants to Function as My Channel, Allowing 
through her Female Body (Man’s) Consciousness on earth, Transcending the earth by this, 
she Overcomes totally her let’s say personal ego, her separation from Me, Recognizing that 
wanting anything by and for herself, separate from Me, from My Law (Which is, Ultimately, 
Hers ‘as well’), is painful, not What She Truly Wants (beyond her supposed self). She will, 
Naturally, feel Joy in My Liberating other Woman-forms than her, instead of holding onto a 
self-obsessed cramp, that she would not be the only or even most important form to be Freed 
(in and, Ultimately, as Me). 

The melting of cramp in whichever Body is naturally joyful, relieving, freeing – for 
everyone – no matter if this Body seems to be yours or not. What is that, in fact: your Body? 
What do you mean by that? 
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! See, learn about, Man and Woman, these Two Forces in the Universe. Don’t be lost in 
or stare yourself blind upon individual members or representatives of and differences among 
Them. 
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! True Man, Who is again and again and even all the time – and even by nature – ‘chased 
away’ from the earth by the Female Force (not (yet) Willing to Surrender (as) Form(s) in the 
Formless), has to see to it that He becomes Earthed again and again. 

The Spiritual Process or Transcending the Female Force into the Male Force could be 
considered as ‘simply’ a matter of physics. 

The more Pain of Woman (Earth) Man (through Man-forms) can take Consciously in, 
can ‘Suffer’ Consciously through and, thus, Transcend and the more (often and Deeper) Man 
can earth through and as the Human Male Body, the more the earth is Being Transcended. 
One or more Female Bodies are Indispensable for This as a Totally Naturally and Integral Part 
of This Work. They Deliver His content to Meditate, to, although Transcended, Bring on 
earth, to earth, to Bring into the Human Body. Again and again, in this Delivered Pain, He 
Brings his voltage-level on earth-level. 

Also Man’s Close(r) Female Form(s) have to Go (Consciously) in and through, Whole-
Bodily Feel the Same Pain (even though there can sometimes be differences in experience in 
Man and Woman regarding the Pain). Otherwise It doesn’t Work. Man and Woman Working 
Together like This cannot be stopped. The Marriage of the True Man and the True Woman 
Destroys attachment to ego (and to the Egoless) on earth sooner or later, all attachment to 
forms and all attachment to the Formless. 

People’s (unconscious) choosing the Male side of the coin, the Formless, 
Consciousness, and at the same time, on practical earthly level, the Female side, will be 
Transcended. 

By making love to a Woman-form the Man-form takes (earthly, but not yet manifested) 
Pain in Him, in His Heart, in His Body. Normally, as long as He has not Transcended this, 
Woman-form Naturally does not want to make love again, in many cases this means never 
again.24 If He can take in new Pain, She can’t get enough of it, of making love, if She 
‘somewhere’ feels He is Freeing Her from (eventually all) her stuck forms. 

If Man-form is not able at all to Let the Divine (or: the Whole, or: the Heart) Be Present 
and Rule in the Man-Woman relationship, for He’s not (Truly) Conscious of His Own 
Divinity, His Wholeness, not able at all to Take Her Pain (Consciously) in and Return it from 
Heaven to Earth, then making love is mainly a physical unconscious, or psychic or energetic-
vital thing. It is only potentially Divine, or: in Essence Divine, but not (at all) Manifesting 
Love. Making the energetic Man-Woman circle by two different poled Bodies is not 
necessarily – and normally not – a Divine Meeting. For That to Happen, Consciousness is 
Needed, Openness for the Divine, for That Which is Beyond all subtle or gross energetic 
forms. Energetic circles of Man and Woman can be repeated forever and they are being 
repeated, but in itself never anything Substantial will Happen by this. The unconscious 
(associations with) forms have to Be Made Conscious, Be Transcended and Melted (or 
Exploded) into the Formless by a Man-form – which is inherently a (sometimes very) Painful 

                                                
24  In practice Woman is not so faithful to this deeper Process and Feeling, so the chance is big that 

they will make love again – and again – without Her previous Gift of Pain having been 
Transcended by Him. 
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Process, Painful for Him and Her. If Both are (Totally, Whole-Heartedly, that is, necessarily, 
including Whole-Bodily) Dedicated to Truth though, then there’s nothing that can stop Them, 
stop It from Happening – which does not mean, again, that it would not be incredibly heavy, 
painful sometimes. 

Yes, Man has to Straighten His back(bone), again and again, to Feel all the stuck forms 
He Took in, to Liberate Woman by This. 

Yes, Man has to Allow the Natural Movement of the pelvis, back and forth, sometimes 
more extremely as a result of and countering the sticking, form-clinging Female Force. 
Without this Conscious Movement Man-form gets lost in the Female Force, or, in the world 
of Woman-forms, ‘has to’ stay as separate as possible from Her. Intuitively, Woman, in order 
to be Freed, Wants Man to ‘make’ (or in Fact Allow) this pelvis-Movement. It is not a taboo 
but (just a Natural) Divine Necessity. 

Yes, without counter-aggression to the suppressed-aggressive Female Force Man cannot 
stay or Manifest Here. This Male aggression is, in Principle not destructive and general, not 
uttered at random (to get rid of it anyhow), like in case of the Female Force, but Straight, 
directed, Conscious of its ‘Goal’ and its Natural Necessity. 

Yes, Man has to Show Who, by Divine Nature, and not by earthly (muscular or other 
energetic) power, Beyond any manipulation, is the Boss, in Charge, the True Ruler. Only the 
True Conscious Man can Show This – for it is (Non-separate) Consciousness That Rules, 
Inseparable Oneness Itself, the Whole (and not the parts). 
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21.08.05 
! The Meeting and Melting or Explosion of the Female and Male Principle into Each 

Other is the Simultaneous, Conscious, Living of Both Duality and Oneness. 
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! Consciousness may be your True Guide, pain is your practical (and even only) earthly 
Guide. 

Consciousness, the True Guide, is Revealed if one is sensitive enough and willing 
enough to Feel Pain or Discomfort in whatever form, in general to be aware of the not nice 
side of the Duality that Life is, and strong, that is (Wholistically) Intelligent, enough to ‘deal 
with’ it, that is Allow it, to not run away from it. 

As Jesus is supposed to have said: “Blessed is the man who has suffered, he has found 
the Life”. (Who has Suffered Consciously, I must clarify.) And so it is, no matter what ways 
almost everyone tries in order to See without having to Suffer or just a little bit as some kind 
of childish exchange: If you suffer a little (or a lot) then you would have a right for That 
Which would be promised. 

In sanskrit suffering and knowledge have one, same word: “vedana”. 
Pain is the earthly representative and accomplice of Consciousness. 
You’re deluded to believe that Pain is so bad, that Life should be without or with just a 

little Pain. 
Reality is Always Already as It Is. It doesn’t listen to your comments and preferences 

and choices. It is Two. You cannot escape, at all, from one side of the Two. 
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22.08.05 
! As soon as Truth is Realized through and as your form, people won’t like you any more 

(and, thus, in fact, never liked You). You must not think that people will welcome You, 
celebrate You or whatever if Truth is Seen. On the contrary. People feel intuitively they 
cannot manipulate you(r form) in any way any more. They are afraid of You now. They feel 
repulsed by you. And this repulsion or even aggression will surely show up when you start to 
speak about and, especially, as Truth. But Your (Truthful) Presence is already enough, in fact, 
to make people, make ego sick of You. The fact that their own egoic sickness – for ego is the 
true ‘disease’ – is Reflected by You cannot be Seen by ego. Ego cannot See itself, not 
anything. Behind your back people will talk about you, judge you, stain you, put a knife in 
your back. Before you(r form) they will smile at You. 

And this is good, you become stronger from all this, You Learn, Grow into the world 
(of ego). To Transcend this egoic world you have to be in this egoic world, to Know it as your 
own. To stand apart as a Realizer of Truth meditating the world from outside will not do 
anything. 

Many times you don’t have to defend yourself (however sometimes, living in this 
world, this might be appropriate). Your Defence is: Letting the lies (about you, about Truth, 
and in general) Go through You, Touching Your Open Heart. 

Yes, people who seemed to have served you before suddenly speak or (in a suppressed 
way) behave as your enemy. Ego, however, is its own enemy. Truth is not the enemy of ego. 
It just Kills it, that’s all. 

 Ego always fights in its own confused, painful world against Truth, as if Truth would 
also be there (in this illusory world of ego). Closed in between the walls of its prison cell ego 
fights (suppressed) hysterically against the supposed enemy Truth. It scratches, bites, kicks, 
beats, spits, shouts – all upon itself. For Truth, however, it is painful still, because in the Land 
of Truth the walls of the prison cell are Transparent or, in fact, don’t even exist. 

Every self-hurting act of ego against itself is Felt by Truth, as Pain, not by ego. 
If, in your realization of Truth, you are being welcomed by people, by the community, 

then it was not Truth Itself you realized and you’ll have to go back to school (which you have 
to anyway, by the way, but if there is a True Realization of Truth Real School ‘starts’ instead 
of (a personal) school) – for Truth is and will not be popular (in this world, with people’s 
form-consciousness and fear of Pain); this is a law. 

Truth Knows, Sees, that (normally) it doesn’t make any sense to attack ego. It just 
Humbly Waits, Waits for the Right Moment to Enter, the Moment when ego gets tired of its 
eternal self-defence, of its struggle to survive. 

This doesn’t mean that Truth does not do anything in this world of forms if It is attacked 
by ego. It surely can and will and Already Does Strike Back in Its Reflection-Function. Many 
times, however, This is not seen, not obvious immediately. 
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23.08.05 
! Out of a supposedly good motive to help, heal or guide people or even the world, Truth 

cannot be Realized and, therefore, no True ‘Help’ can be given either. Only Truth Helps for 
no-problem – and Truth is Free (from any motive). 
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! It is, Ultimately, all about the (True, Whole-Hearted and Whole-Bodily) Recognition on 
the Deepest Level of the Natural Divine Fact of the Male Force (or Consciousness, or 
Oneness, or the Whole) being the First (All-Embracing Principle), the Female Force the 
Second (in and as Form Manifesting or into Form Contracting Force). Nature Itself does not 
have any judgement about this and it also does not mean in itself that Man-forms should be 
the boss(es) or decision maker(s) here on earth – if only for the fact that usually there’s not so 
much (True) Man to be found in Man-forms – although a True, in Woman Surrendered, 
Conscious Man would be a Natural Leader, whereas a True, to Man Surrendered, Conscious 
Woman would, by Her Own Nature, not prefer this role on earth. The more Woman is 
Separate from Man, the more eagerly She wants to be the boss Herself.  
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! Woman is Man’s Artwork. If this is (Seen, Recognized and Lived by Him to be) His 
Main (and, Ultimately, even Only) Work (of Art), the world, its people will, naturally, 
become more and more Conscious, even Realize Truth and Live Accordingly. 

By (Divine) Nature He Has to spend quite a lot of time and energy with and on Woman, 
to See Her, Feel Her, (and thus) to Make Her or Allow Her to See Her Self (as, Ultimately, 
Being Him, being Womb-Man). 
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! The more Empty (of forms) you become, the more, by Nature, You’ll Embrace the 
world and all its inhabitants. Being stuck, stuffed with (and attached to) forms doesn’t Allow 
any Space for Love, for Embracing (the world and in general). The emptier, cleaner you get, 
the fuller, dirtier you get, however. For in this Open Space That You become (or Realize to 
Be) many forms enter naturally. A matter of physics, you could say. The deeper Your 
Embrace of the world, the harder the Work thus. You’ll have to keep ‘vomiting’ energetically 
and Transcending, ploughing in pain through all the forms taken in. It gets harder and harder. 
And there’s no way back, no way to stop, no escape. Love Deepens by Itself. Stopping or 
trying to stop the Continuous Process of Transcending means becoming and living like a form 
separated from the Formless again. And this is not possible any more if Consciousness has 
been Allowed already ‘too much’. It would be too painful, more (but, in fact, it is another 
kind of pain) than continuing Allowing forms of the world to enter and Transcending them by 
and as Consciousness. Being Unfaithful to Reality, to Truth, is the only Pain that deserves this 
name. 
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! I Came here on earth to Restore Truth, forgotten, soiled and unrecognized. I have to fail. 
Every True Adept fails. But in fact I Win, with every Tear that I Consciously Shed on this 
godforsaken land, that I Cried from pain which is refused to be Felt by the human culture 
limited in its form-unconsciousness and separative attitude, aggressively denying Truth, Me. 
Every of Our Tears Transcends slowly, invisibly, the earth.25 It will Fertilize the soil, like the 
Spark, the Fire of a Conscious spermatozoid fertilizes an unconscious egg-cell. 

 

                                                
25  There is no moral or other necessity on behalf of which the earth and its people should be 

Transcended. There’s just a deep Natural, Universal Process going on that, slowly and with a lot of 
turbulence is making, urging people to be increasingly Conscious, even though the counterforces 
are (and by Dual Nature ‘Should’ be) incredibly strong. 
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! Your fascination with spirituality has got nothing to do with Truth, (as) Which this 
Body has Come to Serve. Nothing. You can just as well study or observe two flies making 
love. Or collect stamps. 

The subtler (or: spiritual) reality is just what it is: the, indeed subtler, often invisible 
form of the gross visible tangible but same reality. Reality (or Truth Itself) is Beyond the 
subtler and gross reality. 

We can make an extensive catalogue that includes all kinds of spiritual, subtler forms. 
Why not? They, scientists especially, describe the grosser world in all its variety as well. 
Good. 

I’m not against hobbies. Only, with Truth they have nothing to do. Things must be 
distinguished. 

In the end, in a mature state, all hobbies are left behind or left for what they are: 
hobbies. Only Truth Itself is left – Truth Meditating the Lie with all the Unavoidable Pain that 
goes with it. 

Consciousness has Become the Body. The Body is no hobby. 
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! If ego wins it loses, in fact. If Truth fails, It Wins, Actually. 
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24.08.05 
! To be realistic, the Real Process of Truth is – at least from the (egoic, which seems to be 

the) normal perspective – so painful and intense and difficult and complex and whole and all-
absorbing, that any moment in history at most a few will Actually Go in and through It and 
Live as It. The many – of those interested in Truth – will mainly look at it, not Become It. 

(Talking about ‘few’ I’m not indicating just a few thousands on a world-population of 6 
billion people; no, I’m talking of the level of the fingers of your hand. And even of those just 
a few.) 
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! Guilt-feeling is: not Feeling. 
It is not feeling what you ‘should’ feel, at least what in the Land of Truth is normal, 

natural, to feel, what is the case, a matter of fact. It is a refusal to Surrender the ideal picture 
(of reality, or oneself) into Reality Itself. 
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! Although basically there exists no starting-point, one could still say that My Work – the 
Work of Man and Woman, the Work of the One as Two, as Duality – in this Male form, 
started when I, at age 14, long before Realization of No-self was Established here, for the first 
time started to See that Woman-forms who were undoubtedly Longing for ‘Me’, for the True 
Man, for Man Himself, chose nevertheless again and again (a) ‘safe’, easily manipulable 
Man-form empty of Heart, (a) form indeed instead of for their True (selfless) ‘Self’, the 
Formless. This ‘choice’ was strange to me, unnatural, confusing and painful but did not at all 
stop My Natural Male Divine Impulse – that is: Impulse as the Whole as Duality – to Reach 
Her, Liberate Her, the world, from Her Self-hurting behaviour, by Whole-Heartedly Feeling 
Her. On the contrary, this contradiction, the tension in it, the Lie in it, the Pain in it, Urged, 
Inspired me, the Man in and as Me, to Gain and Bring Clarity in it, to untie the Knot, to be a 
‘Warrior’ of Love, to Show what ‘Man’ (and Love) is Truly about. 

Thanks to one Woman-form, still, after all (Woman’s denying of Me), being 30 years 
already present on earth as this Male form, I could Enter Woman,26 the world of forms, the for 
me strange world of Pain, of dissatisfaction, of no fulfilment, of no Love. Once I had an 
entrance27 and cried many tears about Her ‘having to’ leave ‘Me’ (being too confronting in 
and as My Love for Her) it became easier to Find the next Opening. 

… 
This is My Truth, as Man: 
To Meditate – that is: to not separate from and, therefore, Breathe (Life) into – the 

(earth-bound)28 Pain of Woman, of My Beloved, and not let Her be, supposedly freely 
wandering, in but in fact half-consciously suffocating from and still egoically protecting 
(against Feeling) this Pain forever, the Pain being Her Unconsciousness, the Pain even being 
Her being Unconscious of Her Pain. 

This is the Man I Am. 
 

                                                
26 The other important event in this respect happened when I was 16, almost 17, and a girl, associated 

well with the earth, with Duality, somehow picked me out to be with Her and kiss with Her for 10 
days. Since then, since this first (still unconscious) association with Woman (Earth)’s Pain stored 
in Her Female Body I, my Body, became weaker and weaker, even though in energetic sense this 
started to be perceptible only from age 20 on. From 17 on, suddenly, I had one physical injury after 
the other – starting, quite severely, with the groins – while none before. 

27  See My (Dutch) autobiographic ‘novel’ “Testament van een Individu”. 
28  Paradoxically, if Woman, in Non-Separation with Man(’s Heart) can Finally Allow the Pain to 

Manifest and Be Felt in Her earthly Body, then it disappears. Without Man’s Heart the ‘earth-
bound Pain’ cannot Touch the earth and stays stuck, hung up. 
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! Woman Who wants to be or likes to think that She is the carrier of Knowledge or 
Wisdom Herself and Who is gathering this Knowledge by Herself or even attuning Herself to 
Knowledge is the arrogant ignorant separate Woman. 

Only She will See Who Serves Her Man, Her True Beloved, the Seer, the (Bringer and 
Being of) True Knowledge or Wisdom, Representing the Whole Beyond interests. She will 
Be His Knowledge (only) by totally Surrendering in and to Him. She will be Him, then. His 
Knowledge will be Hers. There will be Seeing left, no person, no interests. 

Only Her Sincere Love for Man(’s Heart) will Bring True Wisdom Down to Earth, into 
Her Body. If She wants to be Wise for Herself, the wisdom will stay dead, whether She finds 
it in old or new scriptures, in Her inner world or anyhow. 

Without Man, no (True) Seeing. This for Woman’s Ego – not for a Heart Woman – 
painful fact is something She likes to deny, to judge, to put in moral, objectionable terms. But 
this persistently separative behaviour only makes it worse for Herself, denying or belittling 
Her True Natural Love for Man, for Seeing, for Consciousness. Only in (total) Love with the 
True (Conscious) Man She Sees. This is not good or bad, This is Simply So. See this. Find 
this out, not in your own world, but in Relationship. 

Only in total Humbleness (at His Feet, in His One Heart) She, Her Body, will Be and 
Function as His Female Body of Seeing. Yes, Her seemingly alive but usually merely 
energetically present and therefore ‘dead’ body will be a (Divine) Body only if Enlightened, 
Penetrated by the Male ‘Sperm’ (or Fire) of Consciousness. 

But most ‘spiritual’ Woman-forms consider themselves too ‘good’, too pure, too 
independent, for This – in other words, too afraid of This. The illusion of Knowing, 
Knowledge and Seeing is widespread and many (Woman- as well as Man-forms) will die in 
this illusion, not Really Willing to Make a Gesture, a True Bow (for the Other Sex and in 
general for Something Bigger), at most trying to Bow (as themselves), sometimes even selling 
this ‘bow’. 
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! (14:20) I’m Crying over Roderick after – or when almost finishing – playing and 
singing ‘his song’ and, more, after reading his last heart-tearing letter to Me. He, man, the 
man of Heart, has to do it all alone in this painful egoic world. 

I, Truth, Consciousness, seems indeed to be his only True support. And there are many 
men like him hidden in and spread over the world who even didn’t meet me nor know at all 
that at least someone like me (and them) exists on earth, that they don’t have to do it totally 
alone. Where are you, My Men, Lovers of Truth? Where have you hidden your existence? I 
am Here, for you, for all of you – Freely standing, bearing this ego-world so I can Bring My 
Male Consciousness, My Male Love – Which is Yours – to this godforsaken place earth. 
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! 45 minutes ago I’m attacked heavily by the Female Force (through Maribel’s form). I 
Laugh you in the face, Laugh at how You always try to kill Me, Your hated Beloved, and how 
you never manage(d). Yes, My Body is crushed again, so what. Does that make any progress 
in Your fear-based and stubborn drive to kill Me, to squeeze out all Life-Force of Your 
Beloved so that He would finally become a (manageable) form and You’d be finally safe? 

And secretly you cry, hoping you won’t manage, hoping I can stand you and one day 
put my arm – read: My Heart – around you. 
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After a retreat 08.09.05 
! As Ego Woman can never see True Man in a Man-form. She thinks that if only Man 

would be and act and look and feel and think this way or that way, then She could recognize 
and respect a real Man in a Man-form. This is poor, unTrue and saddening; it is the unFelt 
Drama of Woman’s egoic world. Divine Woman can always See the (Divine) Man on earth, 
Her Beloved, even if He is not (fully) Manifested yet, even if She didn’t yet Receive His Eyes 
to See Him. In Her Heart She Sees Already with unmanifested Eye. The Ego denies this 
Always Already Present, Pure Seeing and will always try to make Her believe that something 
in the outer world, in Man in the first place, must change first before She can See Him, can 
Open and Shine as Divine Woman. Divine Woman never waits. Her Tears are endless – like a 
river keeps flowing. 

Woman assumes she can only truly respect a Man as Man if He says again and again 
and again and even Totally Radically NO to Her ego. Well, there is surely some Truth in this, 
even though it’s not Whole yet and even though when Man is There, is Present, respect comes 
and goes again. Anyhow, Woman seems to have to play the game of whining, teasing, 
worrying, bugging Him, this way or another but anyway pulling a ‘no’ out of him – 
everything better than Surrendering to, in (and Ultimately as) Him. If Man Respects Woman 
He’ll give Her the ‘no’ that She craved for, although not without having taken the Pain in His 
Heart that, in fact, behind the form of bugging, She wanted to share with Him. 
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! To Recognize Me is to Love Me. You cannot do otherwise. 
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! Religions have to learn to respect one another; one illusion has to learn to respect 
another illusion (as being just as worthwhile in its own illusion). People have to learn that 
they don’t have to fight each other because their own illusion would be better than the other’s. 
Every illusion is just as respectable as the other, it has just as little to do with Truth as another 
one. So it’s nonsense to fight one another in the name of and for the One and Only Great 
Illusion. All ways leading to genuine ignorance are just as valid and honourable. No exclusive 
claims should be made. 

Let everyone pray in freedom to their own Great Illusion “Oh Great Illusion, help me to 
go through the hell of Truth. Oh Great Illusion, Mighty Idea, Grace me with letting me see 
only You, only You”. 
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! Only being every moment in (the chains of) Truth is Freedom, is to Know the One 
Moment. 
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! The crucial thing to Know, to Understand is that there is not a crucial thing or trick or 
practice or understanding or discovery or secret to be revealed in the True Spiritual Process 
(of Realizing and Living as Truth). 

There are only crucial things. All tests, all single moments, have to be passed (in and as 
Truth). 

You can’t split Truth, you can’t live It part-time. 
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14.09.05 
! You crave for, there’s an energetic longing for, almost hope for something bad to 

happen so that, finally, (the force of) your suppressed ego will come out, break out of its 
cramp, feel ‘justified’ in allowing this to happen. 

With suppressed aggression you ‘hope’, look for a (maybe even fearful) situation in 
which this force can be let out, (some) pressure of the volcano can be released. For example, 
you’re waiting and hoping for and even manipulating someone to make a ‘mistake’ that 
would be against your (egoic) interests, so you can fight, complain, explode or cry or 
whatever. Or, if as usual the ego wants (desperately) to manipulate or to be the one who is in 
(seeming) control or to be ‘good’ or the best, to be glorified, one can even wish his or her 
beloved(s) or oneself to have a bad if not fatal accident. And so on. 

The ego wants to come to the surface, to be gone through, ultimately even to be Seen, 
even if it would die then indeed. All your life so far it’s so heavy to keep this egoic force 
down in the Dark. 

The thing is to (Let) See all these hidden egoic motives, forces – instead of going away 
from them and dwelling in guilt that on its turn, being not nice to live with, is suppressed 
(making you hung up, suppressed schizophrenic). If they are simply Seen, not resisted to be as 
they already are anyway, they cannot do their devastating work any more, they’re not in 
(hidden) control any more (which is the case as long as they are denied, suppressed, avoided, 
belittled and surely if they’re projected on the outside world). Then you can handle them in a 
mature way and their stuck (but powerful) force is set free – at least if the release is not only a 
matter of (Bodiless) consciousness but also an energetic affair – and is used for Truth instead 
of for Ego (that, inherently, as long as possible, tries and has to try not to be Seen). 
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! Museums are very good to sustain you in your deadness (of living as and by the mind 
instead of as a Heart-Body). They’re just as good as school, stuffing you with even more 
mind-nonsense, a security-measure in case you’re not dead enough after 20 years of school-
torture. They’re dead expressions of an egoic society in which every being is separate from 
every other one, every form is separate from every other form. By adding even more forms to 
the crowded mind-world one is invited to make the world a whole again, to understand it as a 
whole. The mind is to make One picture, one Whole, out of the many, in the supposition that 
if you know all the parts you Know. The mind is dead though. It is, by its nature, anti-life, 
your ‘safety’ against Life Itself. You Know nothing in and as the mind. Only Life Knows. 

Museums are the celebration of the (world of endless) forms instead of an honouring or 
indication of and from the Truth (Beyond), of and from the Formless, the One, ‘Uniting’ or in 
Fact Being all the seemingly separate forms. They’re a creative expression of deadness. 
They’re a diarrhoea of what Ego tries to make interesting but is, in itself, not (at all) – Ego 
creates, fakes interest so that it doesn’t have to Feel, Feel as Reality, instead of observing dead 
forms separated from the Whole. 
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! We raise children up in the Lie – instead of telling, showing, sharing with them the 
Truth. 

 
As a preparation for society? This is our gift to our children? This is our Love? To 

transmit our own ‘grown-up’ fear of Truth to them? 
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16.09.05 
! If you want to gain anything for your life, for yourself (or for your beloveds, or even for 

your earth) and you didn’t manage so far to get it in (daily or spiritual) life, you might go to a 
spiritual teacher or Master. Many, if not most, spiri-teachers or even supposed Masters 
‘promise’ (with or without words) that they can Give you anything or at least a lot of what 
you desire, health, wealth, happiness, inner peace, spiritual development, Freedom, 
Enlightenment, whatever. And maybe you’ll get it indeed. Why not try? 

If though, in the very exceptional case, you are Ready, Willing to, not gain anything, 
but lose (even) everything you (seem to) have and are, then Come to Me, to Truth Itself. If 
you’re not Completely, Whole-bodily, Whole-Heartedly Lost in Truth, you’re completely 
lost, you’re convicted to (eternally or until you’re finally tired of it) look and strive for 
gaining this and that for yourself, for your family, friends and earth and whatever or whoever. 
Fulfilling or trying to fulfil your self (or, just as egoically, other selves) is the big illusion, the 
big unconscious suffering, the big cramp, your blooming blindness. 

The True Master is Straight to You: there’s nothing to get, nothing to gain. Even 
(unconsciously strategically) withdrawing from the Energetic Field of Life won’t help you in 
any way. You won’t even Find It in the world of Being. You won’t even Find It by giving up. 
You find only what ‘your’ ego wants to find. 

There’s nothing to get. There are no compromises in This. It is a matter of Intelligence 
(to Whom you – or You – turn). 

So don’t ask anything of Me. I am not attractive (at all). Feel, like (almost) all, your 
natural repulsion of Me and be faithful to this. 
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! I had to cry today, listening to the music of Emma Shapplin and (especially triggered 
by) reading the texts of her songs. What a pain! And what a beauty and courage that she sings 
openly about this. In Holland – where everything has to be toned down to death, to so-called 
(but dead) humour – she would have been denied totally, singing such texts). How gorgeous 
and freeing that she sings openly about the terrible, devastating pain of life itself, instead of 
some tiny little pitiful love-pains, pain of ego that doesn’t get what it wants. 
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! In True Spiritual Life one ‘Takes’ (or, in fact, One Sees one Has) Full Responsibility for 
(difficult or whatever) things that one didn’t do oneself, that one is not to be blamed for, or 
not held accountable for, in fact. In the Land of Truth this is Simply So; this Divine 
Responsibility is Simply, Naturally Allowed. You’re (not withdrawing from the Fact that 
you’re) Responsible for and as everything. The Land of Truth is not popular. People prefer to 
be in the land of blaming, complaining and looking for causes instead of Feeling and Being 
(Always Already) Responsible. 
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! Only Your (Inherently Divine) Body will Reveal the Truth. And, then, It will turn out to 
be the Body That is the Truth, the Body Always Already Being (the Form of) the Heart. 

The mind has to fight this Revelation, Always, as long as it exists, as long as you take 
the troublemaker seriously, it will fight You and, in its hilarious arrogance, resist to be 
humiliated by the Simple Truth that the Body Is, that the Heart Is. The Body Is 
Consciousness; the mind is a Force trying to separate Body and Consciousness into two. 

 
Truth Reveals Itself. It is never ‘somewhere else’. 
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18.09.05 
! Ego always thinks that Truth is arrogant. Its whole ‘life’ it has been egoically taught 

that it has to be humble and modest and it believes (or, in fact, wants to believe and make 
believe) that this unnatural behaviour is true and now, suddenly, if it meets Truth in whatever 
form this agreed but false code is denied totally, bypassed, Truth just says how it is, how 
things are. It is Ego’s own hidden arrogance that is now brought up to the surface and 
projected upon Truth. Ego can only judge, exists as judging, it cannot let things go openly 
through itself. That which doesn’t fit its learned conditioned norms must be wrong, 
threatening, evil, arrogant. Ego is blind Conditioning, repetition and passing on of that which 
is not True but illusory, not (Embedded in) Reality. It always, continuously, feels attacked by 
Truth. No words are needed for this. Truth Itself, Reality Itself, is enough for this. 

Ego is happy, in fact, if a messenger of Truth shows up. Then there is something more 
concrete to project upon and fight with, instead of something abstract. Ego has a big need for 
the bad guys. 
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! You cannot escape. Your perseverant trying to escape Truth will always haunt you. 
Everything you do creates a Mirror. 
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19.09.05 
! Ego, you, can never accept that bliss and pain are both all the time, simultaneously 

there, the case, truth, reality. You want to be and, no matter what it costs, will be better than 
Reality. You might think that, instead of with the simultaneous existence, you could better 
live (or in general you would be all right) with the continuous alternating of good and bad 
moments or (rather) periods. But, in fact, ego cannot accept this truly either (as, by the way, it 
cannot accept anything). By nature, by reason of existence even, it can only choose, choose 
the nice side of life. It will and cannot but try to have more of the ‘good’ side. It’s an 
incorrigible and sometimes hilarious slave. 

Neutral, Non-egoic Consciousness just Sees-Feels both sides again and again coming by 
and, if Consciousness Stays, these two poles will alternate quicker and quicker – and quicker, 
until the (Always Already Present and not manmade, not by any (spiritual) effort made) Truth 
is Revealed that the Two Poles are the Same in Fact, One. You, ego, can never escape the 
One, even not by longing for It. If there’s happiness there’s unhappiness, if there’s joy there’s 
pain – at the same time, (for) they are One. Only, you as ego are reluctant to feel the other 
pole when one is winning your attention. Have a nice reluctance. Reality won’t wait for you 
anyway. 
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! You, still, don’t Understand (not even anything) about (the role of) Pain – and Your 
Relation to it. You are, still, dealing with it, with your torturer. You don’t See the Whole 
Picture. Pain is Crucial, not some nasty side-thing. 

Without Pain you can’t even Exist. If you hold on to your safe mind-world, you’re not 
Manifesting in and as the Body on earth and you don’t even exist. 

To Realize and Live as Truth, you first have to exist, be here, on earth, to Allow Pain 
therefore, one Side of the Two Sides of Life. Only by Knowing the Two, You Know (as) the 
One. 

You HATE PAIN. Finally Surrender to this hate that you never really allow. It keeps 
you hung up, your resistance to hate to Pain. Live it. Enjoy your HATE. Wow, what a 
RELIEF will this be. What a Revelation it will bring… How Enlightened can you get, not 
resisting (hate for) Pain any longer. You will Feel the earth as never before. 
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! Rejecting (instead of consoling, comforting, pleasing, denying or submitting to) Ego is 
the fundamental Part of the Spiritual Process, not just some side-thing. 

(The by Nature Male) Consciousness has to again and again Reject the Separative 
Female Force in Its underground work, Reject the Lie That Wants to take Its separativeness, 
Its forms(-consciousness), as the Final Truth. 

That’s something else than denying the existence of the Separative Force – which would 
be a Lie on its turn. There Are Always Two. Separative Impulse (or Force) and Separation-
Dissolving Impulse (or Force). 

The Process of the Fight between these Two is the Truth. 
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20.09.05 
! When Truth Hits you, when some Insight has Struck you, you feel a Relaxation in 

‘your’ Body, ‘your’ whole energy-system, ‘your’ entire Consciousness-organism. You can 
Feel this – even though it is another ‘feeling’ than any other feeling that you know. Only in 
Truth You can Truly Relax. 

Other, daily or spiritual, energetic, relaxations are no True Relaxation. It is nice to go to 
the relaxed, tension-releasing side of the Dual Coin of Life, but that’s all. Nothing 
Fundamental happens. You just relax, after tension. There is no Freedom in the relaxation. It 
just feels nice. You ‘relax’ in Unconsciousness. If you See Deeper into Reality, however, it 
will appear that you cannot Truly Relax in Unconsciousness. The Deluding Force is strong. 

Normal relaxation is the truth of Ego, not of Truth Itself. Ego finds it more pleasant to 
be relaxed, it is healthier and so on. 

What about Truth telling you that you Need to be tensed – or else you wouldn’t even 
exist? 
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21.09.05 
! I don’t tell you what to do, not even if you ask Me. I (have to) let you make your 

‘mistakes’, so we can, Together, Allow Open Heart-Body Investigation on it, maybe even talk 
about it. Anyway I must be (Allowed to be) in the Position of Consciousness Seeing your ego 
at work. If I would tell you what or how to do, then this wouldn’t be possible. Your ego 
wouldn’t show itself. You could always hide and say to yourself that I wanted you to do like 
this or that, or even more probable, build up a silent grudge against Me. You cannot (Learn 
to) Be Responsible in such a situation, not Live as Conscious Responsibility. 

It is, anyway, luckily, totally unnatural to Me to tell you what to do. I’m disgusted with 
it. People, in Truth, do not try to make someone else Responsible for their deeds. It’s 
repulsing, anti-Divine to, in any way, (try to) exhibit control, power, over others or, which is 
exactly the same, to let others supposedly rule over you. ‘Supposedly’, for this is all a big 
illusion, where you in your mind-powergames ‘like’ to be in. You cannot have control, power, 
over another, you cannot be not Responsible for yourself. This is Simply not Nature. It is a 
matter and sign of blunt and blind unintelligence, or the Oneness-resisting Force of Duality 
(of Unconsciousness or of Consciousness separating from Unconsciousness), if you live in 
these terms of power, control, (ir)responsibility. 
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22.09.05 
! The thing is to, sooner or later, not stand (energetic) Pain, by tightening the physical and 

invisible, subtler muscles, but to give way, to move along with it, in the energetic direction of 
the pain attack. Then the Body can find its equilibrium again, and again, which is not possible 
if you try to survive in it by standing stiff in it, resisting, countering the direction of the pain, 
of the natural energetic movement (because you think you have a better plan than Nature). 
See again and again this stiffening tendency in yourself which is the egoic movement – or, in 
fact, the stopping of movement of the Life-Force – and which you allow to merely deal with 
and counter (instead of Touching) the pain (of life), to not have to Be (Utterly) Vulnerable 
(which Vulnerability is the Truth). You will notice that this way (of giving way) is not always 
the soft, smooth, ‘safe’ way. 
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! The Man Who is Truly in Love with Woman, Who doesn’t Separate in any way from 
Her therefore, Transcends, even though necessarily slowly, the earth. He Lives in and as His 
Body the painful Duality and Oneness of His Oneness and Her Duality. In His Heart He is 
(Always) One with Woman, but, on earth, the moments are scarce (and not long lasting) that a 
Woman in the Body can ‘celebrate’ this Oneness with Him, in Her Self, as Him. Still, these 
moments are a sign of the earth being in Process of (slow) Transcendence, even if the Female 
Separative Force (Working in Man- and Woman-forms and other manifestations) will do and 
Has to do everything to stop or separate this Divine Marriage, this True Being Together, this 
Oneness of Man and Woman. 

The Man in Love Feels, Lives with and as Open Heart constantly the Pain of Woman 
Leaving Him, Leaving Consciousness, and Her going into and getting lost in (Her world of) 
forms, getting self- (that is: form-)obsessed in and with this, forgetting about Her Eternal 
Love for Her Beloved Man Beyond all of this form fuss. 

Paradoxically, although by Divine Nature it is Woman Who Separates, He, sometimes 
or again and again, has to send away His Woman-form(s), His Woman-Body or -Bodies (or, 
of course, go away with His own, male Body). It is He Who has to give form to Her 
unconscious separative ‘behaviour’ – separative, even when Her Body doesn’t move 
physically29 – to Her going into form-consciousness. Without Him, without His giving form 
to what is, in this case separation, She cannot See it, the fact of separation, cannot Feel 
through it – and She might very well assume that they are together because the forms (or 
bodies) are together (although She will not and cannot be Satisfied then, not if Man is not 
Straight, Truthful in Showing Her, again and again, sometimes close to madness, in almost 
total frustration, that there is, again, no Oneness, no True Being Together). 

He, in His unrelenting, never-doubting Love for Her does His lonely Task (of sending 
His Beloved Woman-body away), which is only possible because He is never Lonely for Man 
(and therefore also Divine Woman) is Always Present in and as His Heart as Which He can 
stand any painful form. He does His Task So She can or at least has the Opportunity now to 
See, to come back to Seeing or to See at all. Without His Being (Always) Straight to Her, 
being angry at Her (or, in Fact, Giving back), Her Seeing wouldn’t be possible, Her Seeing of 
Him, Her Divine Beloved, only by Which She, Finally, Recognizes Her Self as Divine 
Woman, His Divine Woman. Her Seeing of Her Self (as Divine Woman) goes Necessarily 
(and totally Naturally, by the way) via Him. (Only) through His Eyes (which See (a form of) 
Divine Woman) She can See Her True selfless Divine ‘Self’: Woman (Existing Only as 
Integral Part of Man). 

                                                
29 In Her consciousness something is noticed that is not all right for Her in whatever way and She 

stops giving Herself, Her Body, Her presence is withheld. It happens in a flash of a second but the 
separation, from that moment on ‘active’ (or: deadening the Contact and Life of Man and Woman), 
can stay quite a while or even very long and, in principle, if Man and Woman cannot or don’t Want 
to Pierce through the Lie of the separative moment, any of those cramp-moments, withdrawal-
moments might mean the end of the relationship or, not any ‘better’, the conviction to the ‘normal’ 
dead Man-Woman-relationship in case Man and Woman stay together, as forms at least. 
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Woman Seeing HerSelf Wholly in Her Divinity – that is in all Her Darkness and Light 
– Stops (on the Deepest ‘Level’ at least) Separating30 – as, in His Heart, She Stopped judging 
Herself for Her Natural Separative (and Pain-associated) Movement. Only in Relation to (and 
even Recognizing Her True Identity as) Him this is Possible at all and will Be – in Non-
Separating Relation in Which the whole relation falls away in the Always – Already – Truth 
of Oneness (in and as Which separation appears to be no real separation, impossible as it is). 

Before this will Be the Case on earth, the (rare) Man in Love, as said before, has to 
Live Her Basic Pain of Separation for He is the One Who can See, Who cannot not Feel Her 
Pain, Her (Duality-Based) ‘Activity’ of Leaving Him (and thus HerSelf), Who doesn’t 
distinguish between Her Pain and His as it is One for (and as) Him. This Man in Love Must 
always, in this Bodily existence, be in Pain. This is no craziness or masochism as Ego tries to 
seduce us to believe. On the contrary, this is Love, True Love, Which is True Non-Separation, 
True Embrace, Which is True Selfless, Whole-Bodily, Whole-Heartedly Sacrifice (or: 
Surrender). Love is not crazy nor masochistic – at all. 

When She’s lost in or for the moment too stuck in and with form(s) and when He 
doesn’t manage to Reach Her for the moment, or: when She doesn’t manage to Hear, See, 
Allow Him (Beyond Her form(s)), when nothing works, then He, in Love (even if the form 
seems to be anger) and Being Truthful to His Divine Woman Living in His Heart has to send 
Her form away, again and again, so She, ‘after’ and in Him, can again or finally Feel, in His 
Conscious Heart, Her forgotten Pain. She Must, on Deepest level, Be Surrendered into Him to 
be Able to Allow again and again to Feel this (Natural and not so much ‘by’ but as HerSelf 
created) Pain of Separation which He Offers Her to Feel, to become Conscious of and to 
Yield again and again in Him, in His All-Embracing Heart, the Seeing, True Loving Heart 
That Never judges ‘Her’ Separation but Sees it as Necessary, Integral Part of the Spiritual 
Divine Process of Man and Woman Realizing and, Finally, Living Oneness in and as Earthly 
(Divine) Bodies. The True Man in Love with Woman is Truthful, Always Faithful to His 
Divine Woman in His Heart and not faithful to the egoic earthly manifestation of the Female 
Force that wants Oneness with Her Beloved Man but Forgets to Feel the Truth of the 
Moment: Her Separation, not Feeling, Being One (yet), Her despair about the Impossibility to 
Overcome Her Natural Duality. 

By Always, again and again and again and again Staying Straight, Faithful to His True 
Divine Woman He, through His and Her Tears, Creates Divine Woman on earth, right in the 
Dark. He Allows Her to Be, Finally, Here, He Invites Her with His Conscious Tears, Invites 
Her to Cry (Consciously) with Him as One – as seemingly separate Bodies, (seemingly) 
separate in space but not in the Heart. This Crying Together, as in space separate Bodies 
though, is only possible in (and as) the One All-Embracing Seeing Heart – Which is Made 
Available by Him and Accepted and Recognized to be True by Her and Which is Made 
Possible by Divine Woman in Recognizing and Rejecting the not-Whole (or not All-
Embracing) Man-form who functions merely or mainly as a form and is separating in 
whatever way from Her, not Taking Whole- and Open-Heartedly Her Pain in Him, in His 

                                                
30 This is however such a Deep Profound Process that it didn’t and couldn’t Happen on earth so far. 
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Heart-Body, nor (Wholly) Willing or Capable of Transcending it (Which can (only) Happen 
by Taking this Pain not personally (any more) but as, Ultimately, Divine (Tears) – which is 
something else than saying that it is not yours – and by, Necessarily, Being on earth with the 
Pain, not dwelling or parking in the ‘safe’ Spiritual, subtler Planes with it, at most noticing 
some Pain and trying to be responsible for it but not Really, Earthly, going ‘in’ it, not 
Actually Living it). 

By Allowing Her Pain of separation She Allows Him to Bring His Consciousness on 
earth through Her form. If Man’s Heart does not Succeed in Making His Woman-Body or  
-Bodies Conscious (in Truly, ‘even’ Bodily Seeing Him, as the Truth) He Simply cannot 
Manifest His (Divine) Consciousness, or better said: Heart, on earth. This means Inevitably, 
Necessarily, that He Must Be Totally, Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Surrendered into 
Her, of Full Service Only to Her and to nothing else in the end. But not – and the Ego in 
people wants to misinterpret this and it will be the confusion of the ego (not of Her) – to Her 
Ego. He is of Total, Humble Service and in Sacrifice to His Divine Woman, not to Egoic 
Woman, as Whom She is manifested at first. He is Surrendered in His Love for Her, His 
Divine Beloved and has to Stand Firmly all Her sweet and slimy and tough and sophisticated 
seductions to (supposedly, for the time being) love Her Ego instead of Her, Divine Woman – 
Which is Her Necessary Test of Him (and without Which She simply cannot Manifest Her 
(Being) Divine Woman on earth). He Simply Sees that in being of Total Service to (True or 
Divine) Woman He Brings His ‘Own’ Consciousness Down to Manifest on earth, in the 
world of form, in the First Place in and as His Male Body and Then (and without That it 
doesn’t make sense) in Female Body or Bodies – Which is totally (and Divinely) Natural and 
not some hidden egoic motive. Woman is His Way. She, in and as Her Form(s), is the Way 
for Him to become Conscious of Him Self as Consciousness or the Formless or Truth 
(Beyond the forms), as Divine, and She is the Way to Manifest His Heart or Divine or Whole 
Consciousness on earth (which latter, the Manifestation, is endlessly more Painful but it is just 
as well Integral Part of Divine Nature to Allow this to Take Place). The Marriage of Man and 
Woman has to Take Place, to Take Form, on earth, right in the bloody pain of it, inescapable 
pain, in the, by nature, resistant form(s), by, in and as resistant Bodies. So it shall Be… 
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25.09.05 
! This preceding piece has been written after 5 days of (energetic-bodily) hell, Living 

Consciously the pain of Woman Satlova that She doesn’t manage now to Feel Consciously 
and Whole-Bodily-Energetically in Surrender to and in and as Me. The Female Force is 
endless(ly strong). This Body is totally electrified, under current all the time. Its nerves are 
totally open, every sound hurts like crazy, especially traffic. It is one big poor wreck. No 
energy to do anything, to work, make music, whatever. The computer goes off by itself when 
I still try to use it, so badly is my body electrified. I have to pay for every little exertion, 
afterwards. No normal sexual presence, rather some dreams about woman-forms. One of the 
two women in one of the dreams, after my physical and Total Embrace of her – just a warm 
hug but with full Love – completely changed in appearance, her face, her hair went short 
suddenly, her energy turned into a nasty bitch and she started throwing very big sharp knives 
at me. They somehow managed to even pass through the little door-opening that was still 
there while I was closing. It looked like I had to close the door completely but somehow the 
closing seemed to have to continue forever without, eventually, managing totally at a certain 
moment. 

A few days ago the entire lower half of the body, feet, legs, belly, pelvis, was in one big 
pain while s(h)itting on the toilet – as I never experienced before. Not ‘just’ a ‘normal’ pain 
through the right foot like often lately (and which is connected with Man’s Connecting with 
the Earth) but the entire lower body. Headaches. Thoughts about (the freedom of) death, 
wanting to die, to finally give rest to this over-tortured body. The feeling that all this suffering 
is relatively senseless didn’t make it easier. Only when Satlova had to laugh honestly about 
my suffering ‘I’ started to have Sense again: some egoic Female Force tendency was 
triggered, Revealed by my suffering. This gives (some) Strength to go on. I feel I smile and 
laugh lovingly at her laughing. It is my humble task to bring Ego to the surface. I need at least 
one Woman-form for this who, in this case, laughs at my suffering from her. This is not some 
joke, this is very important and needs not to be judged (but, in (Male) Embrace, be (neutrally) 
Seen). If I go to bed (which, in itself, is these days the only nice moment of the day, not 
having to suffer any more for a while) I cannot sleep from the current, from total heat, from 
palpitations, from having no lying-position in which to be, from weakness, from deadness in 
which, impossibly, Life-Force still cannot stop trying to Take Place – which creates a terrible 
fight in the body in the night, nothing having to do with a ‘me’ who would be fighting. It all 
just happens. It’s just up to me to bear it. 

Yes, the glorious moments with My (Divine) Woman-in-body are rare… 
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! (Truly) Seeing Me is Being Me. If You would only See Who or What I Am… 
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! Without even a tendency to complain I simply – but not without Pain – See that really 
everybody whom I, sooner or later, tell (or in whatever way, and Ultimately Directly as My 
Heart, Show) the Truth (not the Whole at once but, as Truth is Inseparable, Sure, Truth) 
leaves My physical form. So far only Satlova is able to still ‘hang around’, two years already 
– and I could and did tell and Show her much more than anyone else. 

People do not Want Truth. Period. 
They want themselves. Period. 
People do not Love Truth. Period. 
People love themselves. Period. 
In and as My Process of Hearting the world I need to be Shocked by this, quietly 

Shocked. Of course I can nicely say that, in the End, people do Want Truth and not 
themselves, but that would spoil the Necessary Shock, the Divine Frustration Needed for 
Truth to Become as the Ego, or in other words, to Know the Ego from Inside, as Me, as 
(Inseparable Part of) Truth. 
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29.09.05 
! The three causes of suffering, the three prisons and poisons, in Buddhism: wanting or 

desire, aversion or hate and ignorance or illusion are, in Fact, the Same. If there’s wanting 
something there cannot but also be aversion to something else, the other side of the same coin. 
Ignorance is always, inevitably, involved in both of them. Ignorance in not wanting to See 
that the desired (gross or subtle) object does not and can not Truly give you anything. 
Ignorance in not wanting to See, or Live, that there is, Ultimately, no escape from that which 
you do not want to be (true, reality), against which you feel aversion, repulsion. 
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30.09.05 
! By definition, by Nature, inevitably, you will (always) be in trouble – in good trouble, 

but still – if you meet or are with someone in whom Consciousness is Allowed more, Deeper, 
than it is in your case – especially if you’re for a longer time or many times in this person’s 
presence and even more if the contact is intense. So it is and so it has to be. That is the 
opportunity or setting by which you grow. Truly, Open-Heartedly Welcoming (for 
Understanding, at least intuitively the Necessity of) the Trouble is having no trouble. And 
only in a State of Consciousness of No-trouble ‘you’ can Grow, or better said, there is 
Growth. 



 


